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Abstract

Designing and developing space instruments involves a wide variety of evaluation and 

simulation techniques in order to ensure correct operation under all possible conditions 

likely to be encountered in space and to allow parallel development of different subsystems 

of an instrument.

This thesis describes three such evaluation and simulation techniques including real-time 

processing techniques, devised for two major European space missions, the Solar and 

Heliospheric Observatory (SOHO) and the X-ray Multi-Mirror (XMM) mission.

The design of a Science Data Display Adapter is described, which was developed to 

provide comprehensive performance evaluation of the detectors of the Grazing Incidence 

Spectrometer (GIS), part of the Coronal Diagnostic Spectrometer on-board the SOHO, in 

the absence of the Command and Data Handling System and the Experiment Ground 

Support Equipment. The requirements to handle high data rates and to have significant 

display flexibility are discussed.

This thesis also describes a user-controlled detector simulator developed to carry out full 

range tests of the GIS processing electronics in the absence of real detectors, including 

extreme conditions not easily achievable by other means. With its large degree of 

flexibility, the simulator provides realistic shapes and a wide range of characteristics for 

the output events of the Spiral Anode (SPAN). Although the simulator was designed 

specifically to simulate the SPAN, the design is applicable to any three channel detector 

system and has since been used for the FONEMA instrument for the Russian Mars96 

mission.

Finally, two alternative algorithms, which are applied to reduce the telemetry requirements 

for a Charge Coupled Device based, space-borne. X-ray spectrometer by on-board 

reconstruction of X-ray events split over two or more adjacent pixels, are described. The 

algorithms have been developed for the Reflection Grating Spectrometer (RGS) on the 

XMM, and were also used to study the feasibility of having a single processor Data Pre- 

Processor subsystem as part of the RGS Digital Electronics. Such design has now been 

adopted for flight.
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C H A P T E R 1
"The end o f  all things is near. Therefore be 

clear minded and self-controlled so that you can 
pray.

Above all, love each other deeply, because 
love covers over a multitude o f  sins.

Offer hospitality to one another without 
grumbling.

Each one should use whatever gift he has 
received to serve others, faithfully administering 
God’s grace in its various forms.

I f  anyone speaks, he should do it as one 
speaking the very words o f  God. I f  anyone 
serves, he should do it with the strength God 
provides, so that in all things God may be 
praised through Jesus Christ. To him be the 
glory and the power fo r  ever and ever. Amen. ”

1 Peter 4:7-11

General Introduction

It is absolutely vital to ensure that scientific space instruments will operate successfully 

under all possible conditions likely to be experienced during actual space missions. 

Applications of modem simulation techniques involving computers, hardware electronics 

and software to space instmmentation can provide quick and versatile equipment which 

can be used to test and to validate actual flight space instruments, prior to its use in space, 

for a wide variety of conditions, including extremes, which are likely to be encountered in 

space.

In developing and testing space instruments, it is also very important to simulate various 

subsystems of an instrument to allow testing and calibrating the subsystems independently 

without necessarily having all the flight pieces of equipment available in the same place at 

the same time. This thus makes parallel development of different parts of the instmment 

possible.

16



Chapter 1. General Introduction 17

The versatility of the simulation and test equipment can be of great assistance in detecting, 

understanding and solving any problem which might arise in the integrated system long 

before the actual integration of the whole instrument takes place, as well as in confirming 

the subsystem design.

In general, a scientific space instrument can be considered to consist mainly of three 

subsystems: a detector sensor which collects raw scientific data and converts them to 

electrical signals - it may consist of some form of electron multiplier, such as 

MicroChannel plates, and an anode, such as the Spiral Anode (SPAN, see Chapter 4), the 

wedge and strip anode, delay lines and Charge Coupled Devices (CCDs); detector 

electronics which converts the electrical signal from a sensor into meaningful scientific 

data; and control electronics to supply power, to control and monitor the whole 

instrument, to collect scientific and engineering data and to provide a telemetry link with 

the spacecraft. In addition, an Experiment Ground Support Equipment (EGSE), which is 

not part of the instrument, is generally required to aid development and testing of the 

instrument.

This thesis describes three different aspects of simulation techniques, including real-time 

processing techniques, involving two major European space missions that form part of the 

European Space Agency’s Horizon 2000 program: the Solar and Heliospheric 

Observatory (SOHO), launched in December, 1995, and the X-ray Multi-Mirror (XMM) 

mission, scheduled for launch in 1999. The first aspect involves comprehensive 

performance evaluation equipment for the detectors of the Grazing Incidence 

Spectrometer (GIS), which forms part of the Coronal Diagnostic Spectrometer (CDS) on

board the SOHO, in the absence of the Command and Data Handling System (CDHS) and 

the EGSE. The second concerns a microchannel plate based Spiral Anode (SPAN) 

detector simulator which was used to aid development of the GIS by carrying out full 

range tests of the detector electronics in the absence of real detectors, including extreme 

conditions not easily achievable by other means. Finally, the third is real-time, on-board 

event processing techniques devised for the Reflection Grating Spectrometer (RGS) on 

the XMM mission, in order to detect genuine X-ray events that fall on the CCD-based 

spectrometer, to reduce telemetry requirements by on-board reconstruction of the X-ray
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events split over two or more adjacent pixels, and to study the feasibility of having a single 

processor Data Pre-Processor (DPP) in the RGS Digital Electronics to handle all incoming 

event data. Two on-board X-ray event processing algorithms were developed and used to 

validate the design of the single processor DPP: the performance of the DPP was tested 

using both algorithms with several different kinds of event patterns that are likely to be 

formed by X-rays and background cosmic rays during the course of the XMM mission. 

Since one of the two algorithms described in this thesis will actually be used for flight, the 

algorithms themselves needed to be tested under all possible predictable conditions, and a 

way of validating the algorithms by simulating their CCD data input is also discussed.

Although the above subjects may appear quite disparate, involving different spacecraft and 

instruments, they are linked by a common theme of the need to be able to investigate any 

problem that may arise during development of space flight instruments, and to validate 

functionality of various subsystems of a scientific instrument for a wide variety of 

conditions which are likely to be experienced in space.



C H A P T E R

“Trust in the Lord with all you heart 
and lean not on your own understanding;

in all your ways acknowledge him, and 
he will make your paths straight.

Do not be wise in your own eyes; fear  
the Lord and shun evil. ”

Proverbs 3 :5 -7

“Commit to the LORD whatever you do, 
and your plans will succeed.

In his heart a man plans his course, but 
the LORD determines his steps.

Better a patient man that a warrior, a 
man who controls his temper than one 
who takes a city. ”

Proverbs 6:3, 9, 32

“A m an’s pride brings him low, but a 
man o f lowly spirit gains honor. ”

Proverbs 29:23

Solar and Heliospheric Observatory

The Solar and Heliospheric Observatory (SOHO) is a space mission flown as part of the 

Solar Terrestrial Science Programme (STS?) which is carried out collaboratively by the 

European Space Agency (ESA) and the National Aeronautics and Space Administration 

(NASA). The SOHO constitutes the first ‘cornerstone’ of ESA’s scientific long-term 

programme, "Space Science-Horizon 2000’.

2.1 MISSION HISTORY AND BACKGROUND

Solar coronal studies were very much limited to brief views (Domingo et al., 1995) during 

solar eclipses until ultraviolet observations of the Sun were made from space using rocket

19



Chapter 2. Solar and Heliospheric Observatory 20

experiments by Baum et a l  (1946). Shortly after that, NASA launched a series of 

Orbiting Solar Observatory (OSO) missions (Athay and White, 1978) to observe the Sun 

in the ultraviolet (UV) and X-ray region of the spectrum. Although these observations 

were made with what today would be described as relatively primitive spacecraft and 

telescopes, they showed much could be learned about the Sun by studying it using space- 

based telescopes.

The Apollo Telescope Mount (ATM) (Tousey, 1977), the most sophisticated complement 

of solar telescopes to operate in space to date, was flown on Skylab (Withbroe and Noyes, 

1977; Vaiana and Rosner, 1978) and provided high resolution X-ray and extreme 

ultraviolet (EUV) images of the Sun, high resolution UV spectra of the chromosphere and 

corona and high resolution white light images of the outer electron corona. Since most of 

the observations were made with photographic film or photomultipliers, only a limited 

amount of data could be recorded, providing a very restricting temporal resolution 

(Domingo et a l ,  1995). Skylab also clearly showed that future observations would need 

to have high spatial resolution, high time resolution, wide spectral coverage and extended 

observing time scales.

After Skylab, the Solar Maximum Mission (SMM) was flown to study solar flares (Bohlin 

et a l ,  1980), using high energy X-ray detectors, a UV spectrograph and a white light 

coronagraph. Although SMM greatly expanded our understanding of solar flares by 

providing simultaneous observations of flares in the X-ray and UV spectral regions, there 

was no EUV spectrograph on SMM so the critical temperature range between 

approximately 0.5 x 10  ̂K and 1 x 10  ̂K was not observed (Domingo et a l ,  1995). Since 

detectors that were available at the time SMM was developed did not have the sensitivity 

and spatial coverage available now, the observations were additionally limited.

After the GRazing-Incidence Solar Telescope (GRIST) (e.g., Huber, 1981) mission had to 

be abandoned, and when results of new velocity measurements in the corona (Withbroe et 

a l,  1982; Rottman et a l ,  1982) had become available, the SOHO mission was proposed 

as a comprehensive, high-resolution spectroscopic investigation of the upper solar 

atmosphere (Huber and Malinovsky-Arduini, 1992). Helioseismology (Christensen-
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Dalsgaard, 1992; Leibacher, 1995) was included as one of the goals of SOHO (Domingo, 

1988) when it became clear that ESA’s DISCO mission, which would have featured the 

first helioseismology measurements from a spacecraft, was not being implemented.

CLUSTER, a fleet of four satellites taking three-dimensional measurements of the Earth 

magnetosphere (see also Credland, 1995; Mecke, 1995; Ellwood et a l ,  1995; Drigani, 

1995; Ferri and Warhaut, 1995 for detail), joined SOHO in the STSP to offer the 

possibility of a comparative study, by in-situ and remote-sensing observations, of the basic 

processes of solar-terrestrial physics in the grand context, i.e., on the Sun, in the 

magnetosphere and in the interplanetary medium. It is hoped that these missions will fill 

the ‘gaps’ that have not yet been investigated in solar and plasma physics.

2.2 THE SOLAR WIND ACCELERATION AND THE HEATING 

OF THE CORONA

Many basic physical processes of the inner corona are inter-related with the physics of the 

extended corona, the solar wind and the interplanetary medium (Huber and Malinovsky- 

Arduini, 1992). For example, information on electron and ion densities and temperatures, 

and on flow velocities as a function of radial distance in the extended corona is important 

for investigating solar wind acceleration (Kohl and Withbroe, 1982).

Particle acceleration by shock waves is important in understanding heating mechanisms of 

solar corona because in the case of corona shocks, much of the shock energy is eventually 

converted to thermal energy and thus may be a significant contributor to coronal heating 

(Huber and Malinovsky-Arduini, 1992).

Current theories are either unable to explain completely the acceleration of the solar wind 

(Foukal, 1990) or lack verification from measurements of the important plasma parameters 

which are essential to test our understanding of the basic physical processes. Improved 

knowledge of the physical conditions in the solar wind acceleration region is therefore 

required to establish the role of different types of coronal structures in the generation of 

the solar wind (Huber and Malinovsky-Arduini, 1992).
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2.3 THE SOHO MISSION

2.3.1 Scientific Goals o f SOHO

SOHO will address the following three fundamental, yet still enigmatic questions of solar 

physics:

• What is the structure and dynamics of the Sun’s interior? (helioseismology)

•  How is the Sun’s corona formed and heated? (remote sensing)

•  Where and how are the solar wind streams accelerated? (in-situ)

These scientific goals of SOHO match the status of solar physics following the results of 

previous space missions, and reflect the state of the art in instrument technology and 

spacecraft and mission design although there is also a cost aspect to be considered.

2.3.2 Measurements Required to Accomplish the Goals

The study of the high temperature coronal plasma is best carried out at EUV and soft X- 

ray (XUV) wavelengths where the strongest emission lines of relevant highly ionized 

atoms are located. According to Huber and Malinovsky-Arduini (1992), a reliable test of 

the models of coronal and solar-wind structures and processes requires precise 

measurements of critical parameters in the relevant components which necessitates 

sufficiently well-calibrated instruments for remote-sensing observations as well as in-situ 

measurements on SOHO.

For the lower corona, the critical parameters are obtained by simultaneous observations of 

chromospheric, transition-zone and coronal plasma by recording emission lines between 

170 and 1600 A, whereas for the higher parts of the corona, where the solar wind is 

believed to be accelerated, coronographic techniques combined with spectroscopic 

measurements must be used (Huber and Malinovsky-Arduini, 1992).

In order to achieve realistic measurements, the following spatial, spectral and time 

resolutions must be available (Huber and Malinovsky-Arduini, 1992):
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a spatial resolution of about 1 arc sec in order to resolve the fine structure of the inner 

corona,

a spectral resolution of about 5x10"^ with sufficient signal-to noise ratio, to record line 

profiles and to determine line-of-sight velocities from Doppler shifts with an accuracy 

of the order of 1 km/s,

• a time resolution of the order of 10 sec. to follow dynamically evolving features like 

jets and bright points.

To determine the radial stratification of the Sun, oscillation-mode frequencies of p- 

(standing acoustic waves) and all available g-modes (standing internal gravity waves) 

(Christensen-Dalsgaard, 1992) are required in principle. Inversion of the mode-frequency 

data then would yield the stratification of pressure and density, which in turn can be used 

to test our understanding of the physics of the dense plasma which constitutes the solar 

interior.

2.3.3 Payloads

To achieve the scientific goals of the mission, SOHO carries a payload consisting of 12 

sets of complementary instruments (see Figure 2.1): six atmospheric (coronal) remote 

sensing, three helioseismology and three solar wind particle in-situ instruments. Their 

characteristics are briefly summarized in Table 2.1.

2.3.3.1 Coronal Instruments

The solar atmosphere remote sensing investigations are carried out with a set of telescopes 

and spectrometers that will produce the data necessary to study the dynamic phenomena 

which take place in the solar atmosphere in and above the chromosphere. Figure 2.2 

depicts the wavelength and temperature coverage of the four UV coronal instruments with 

some selected emission lines. Plasma diagnostics that are obtained with these instruments 

will provide temperature, density and velocity measurements of the material in the outer 

solar atmosphere.
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ERNE & COSTEP

GOLFCELIAS

SWAN

Figure 2.1 SOHO spacecraft schematic view. (Domingo era /., 1994)

2.33.2 Helioseismology Instruments

There are three helioseismology instruments which have been designed to provide high 

precision and high accuracy measurements of solar oscillations, particularly those which 

are difficult, or even impossible, to obtain from ground-based measurements. The 

instruments complement each other; while MDI is optimized to measure the highest 

degree oscillations, GOLF and VIRGO provide greater stability to the measurement of 

low degree oscillations.
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Investigation Measurements Technique References (see also)

SOLAR ATM OSPHERE REM OTE SENSING

SUMER Plasma flow characteristics 

(Temperature, density, velocity) 

chromosphere through corona

Normal incidence spectrometer, 

500-1600Â, spectral res. 20000- 

40000, angular res. = 1.3"

(Wilhelm era/., 1989;

Wilhelm et a i ,  1995; 

Lemaire and Wilhelm, 1994)

CDS Temperature and density: transition 

region and corona

Normal and grazing incidence 

spectrometer, 150-800Â, spectr. 

res. 1000-10000, angular res. = 3"

(Harrison et a i ,  1995;

Kent et a i ,  1995;

Harrison and Fludra, 1995)

EIT Evolution of chromospheric and 

coronal structures

Full disk images (42'x42' with 

1024x1024 pixels) in He II, Fe IX, 

Fe XII and Fe XV

(Delaboudinière era/., 1995)

UVCS Electron and ion temperature, 

densities, velocities in corona 

(1.3-10 R®)

Profiles and/or intensity of selected 

EUV lines (Ly-o, O VI, etc.) 

between 1.3 and 10 R@

(Kohl era/., 1995)

LASCO Evolution, mass, momentum and 

energy transport in corona 

(1.1-30 R®)

I internally and 2 externally 

occulted coronagraphs; Fabry-Perot 

spectrometer for 1.1-3 R@

(Brueckner era/., 1995)

SWAN Solar wind mass flux anisoptropies 

and its temporal variations

Scanning telescopes with hydrogen 

absorption cell for Ly-a light

(Bertaux era/., 1989; 

Bertaux era/., 1995)

HELIOSEISMOLOGY

GOLF Global Sun velocity oscillations 

(/=0-3)

Na-vapour resonant scattering cell, 

Doppler shift and circular 

polarization

(Gabriel et a i ,  1995)

VIRGO Low degree {£=0-7) irradiance 

oscillations and solar constant

Global Sun and low resolution 

(12 pixels) imaging, active cavity 

radiometers

(Frohlich era/., 1995)

MDI/SOI Velocity oscillations, harmonic 

degree up to 4500

Fourier tachometer, angular 

resolution: 1.3 and 4"

(Scherrer era/., 1995)

SOLAR WIND ‘IN SITU’

CELIAS Energy distribution and 

composition (mass, charge, 

chargestate) (0.1-1000 keV/e)

Electrostatic deflection, time-of- 

flight measurements, solid state 

detectors

(Hovestadt era/., 1995)

COSTEP Energy distribution of ions (p. He) 

0.04-53 MeV/n and electrons 

0.04-5 MeV

Solid state and plastic scintillator 

detectors

(Müller-Mellin et a i ,  1995)

ERNE Energy distribution and isotopic 

composition of ions (p-Ni) 1.4-540 

MeV/n and electrons 5-60 MeV

Solid state and plastic scintillator 

detectors

(Torsti et al., 1995;

Lumme era/., 1995)

Table 2.1 The SOHO scientific instrument payload. 
Taken from Berner and Domingo (1995).
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Figure 2.2 Wavelength and temperature coverage of the four UV coronal 
instruments SUMER, CDS, UVCS and EIT with some selected emission 
lines. Note the overlap in wavelength bands of all instruments, important 
for inter-calibration. (Domingo et aL, 1995).

2.3.3.3 Solar Wind “In-Situ” Instruments

These instruments will measure “in situ” the composition of the solar wind and energetic 

particles and will determine the elemental and isotopic abundances, the ionic charge states 

and velocity distributions of ions originating in the solar atmosphere. The energy ranges 

covered will allow the study of the processes of ion acceleration under the various 

conditions that cause the ion acceleration from the “slow” solar wind through solar flares 

(Domingo er a/., 1995).
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2.3.4 Other Roles o f SOHO

SOHO will also contribute to the understanding of mass supply and flows in the solar 

corona. Plasma flows (expected in the regions where energy is released during magnetic 

reconnection and whenever there is a pressure difference either between the footpoints or 

between the coronal and chromospheric segments of a coronal loop), such as siphon flows 

or convective flows of chromospheric material evaporating into the corona, can induce 

phenomena of spatial and temporal brightness variations of the corona (Antonucci, 1994). 

In particular, evaporation induces a net mass input into the corona producing consequent 

coronal density enhancements (Antonucci, 1994). The high spatial, spectral and temporal 

resolution of the UV spectrometers of SOHO will provide a continuous coverage from the 

chromosphere to the corona, in the 10^- 10  ̂K domain (Antonucci, 1994).

Although streamers have been observed since far back in time, a number of problems 

related to streamer physics and morphology are still unclear. SOHO’s experiments will 

derive the geometry and 3-D structure of streamers and densities and temperatures in 

streamers (Poletto, 1994). SOHO will also evaluate element abundances in streamers and 

clarify streamer physical conditions including the presence of MHD 

(magnetohydrodynamic) waves and the intensity/direction of magnetic fields throughout 

the streamer body (Poletto, 1994).

Esser (1994) explains how the SOHO instruments can contribute to solving the problems 

of solar wind expansion by determining the physical processes that are responsible for the 

behavior of the solar wind plasma and by establishing the physical models that can be used 

to predict the properties of the plasma flow, or at least certain aspects of it.

2.3.5 Mission Design

2.3.5.1 Spacecraft

SOHO is three-axis stabilized, and points to the Sun with an accuracy of 10 arc sec. Its 

total mass is 1350 kg, and 750 W power is provided by the solar panels; the payload 

weighs 650 kg and consumes 350 W in orbit [see Vandenbussche (1995) for detail].
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The design of the SOHO spacecraft is based on a modular concept with two main 

elements, the Service Module (SVM) and the Payload Module (PLM) (see Figure 2.3). 

The SVM itself is split into two sub-assemblies: the service equipment module and the 

propulsion module. This configuration provides easy mounting and accessibility to the 

payload instruments, while satisfying all instrument functional requirements, particularly 

viewing direction, field-of-view clearance, straylight avoidance and pointing stability 

(Bouffard et ai ,  1995).

Payload M odule Service Module

Instruments 
Attitude Sensors

Propulsion
Module

Service
Equipment

Module

Figure 2.3 The SOHO spacecraft consists of two independent elements, 
the Payload Module (PLM) and the Service Module (SVM). The PLM 
carries all scientific instruments while house-keeping equipment is mounted 
onto the SVM. Only the attitude measurement sensors are installed on the 
PLM for achieving highest alignment stability.
(Domingo «/., 1995)
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SOHO was launched by an Atlas II-AS in December, 1995, and injected into a halo orbit 

around the LI Lagrange point on the Earth-Sun line, about 1.5x10^ km sunward from the 

Earth (see Figure 2.4).

Not only does the orbit permit easier station-keeping and data transmission, it also allows 

uninterrupted observation of the Sun and ‘in situ’ sampling of the solar wind and energetic 

solar particles as it is outside the magnetic shield of the Earth’s magnetosphere. 

Moreover, it provides a smooth Sun-spacecraft velocity change throughout the orbit 

which is required to obtain accurate helioseismology measurements (Domingo et a l ,  

1995).

TO SUN

300000km

■HALO ORBIT

MOON
TRANSFER
TRAJECTORYEARTH

'Z-AXIS PERPENDICULAR' 
JO ECLIPTIC PLANE ,

Figure 2.4 SOHO Orbit. (Domingo ef a/., 1995)
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2.4 THE CORONAL DIAGNOSTIC SPECTROMETER

The Coronal Diagnostic Spectrometer (CDS) is one of the coronal instruments on-board 

the SOHO, which is designed to probe the solar atmosphere through the detection of 

spectral emission lines in the EUV wavelength range 150 - 800 Â, with spatial resolution 

better than 3". By observing the intensities and profiles of selected lines, it is possible to 

derive temperature, density, flow and abundance information for the plasmas in the solar 

atmosphere (Kent et a l ,  1995).

The performance requirements for CDS are as follows (Harrison et a l,  1995):

• Wavelength coverage should include lines from ions formed in the temperature range 

10"̂  K to a few 10  ̂ K. The region 150 - 800 Â is appropriate for this, the shorter 

wavelengths being essential for the inclusion of emission lines from the hottest plasmas.

• Spectral resolution should allow separation of the lines of prime interest. Given the 

crowded nature of the 150 - 220 Â region, although there will inevitably be blend, most 

lines of prime interest can be separated with a resolution of order ÔA. = 0.3 Â at the 

shortest wavelengths, where hX is the line width.

• The field of view, without repointing, must be large enough to cover an active region 

or a large fraction of features such as prominences, coronal holes or of the quiet Sun. 

If the instrument cannot view the full Sun, re-pointing should allow studies of any 

region of the disc or low corona.

• Spatial resolution as fine as a few arcseconds must be achieved, appropriate for the 

smaller scale structures of the solar atmosphere.

• Time resolution should be as short as possible, at least 1 second.

Since the full 150 - 800 Â wavelength range cannot be covered due to the limitations of 

current technology (Harrison et a l ,  1995), the spectral emission lines of prime interest to 

CDS are chosen to include: pairs of lines whose ratio provides density and temperature 

information; lines from element series that are particularly suited to temperature studies
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Figure 2.5 The Optical Layout of the CDS with the GIS Processing Electronics.

(principally Ne, Mg, Si and Fe); well separated, bright lines formed over wide temperature 

ranges; and several high-temperature lines, e.g. Fe XXI at 270.52 A and Fe XXIII at 

263.76 Â (Kent et a l ,  1995; see also Harrison et a l  (1995) for the list of the lines).

Figure 2.5 depicts the CDS optical layout. It consists of a grazing incidence Wolter type 2 

telescope with the focus at a slit assembly which lies beyond a scan mirror. A portion of 

the beam hits a spherical grating in grazing incidence, and the spectrum is dispersed onto 

four 1-D detectors of the Grazing Incidence Spectrometer (GIS), which are mounted 

tangential to a Rowland circle at positions covering the wavelength bands 155 - 224, 261 - 

346, 395 - 496 and 662 - 787 A (Breeveld and Thomas, 1992). The other portion of the 

beam is fed through to a twin toroidal grating in noiTnal incidence, and the resulting 

spectrum is viewed by a 2-D detector system of the Normal Incidence Spectrometer (NIS)
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(Harrison and Fludra, 1995). The two NIS gratings disperse two different wavelength 

bands, namely 310 - 380 and 520 - 630 Â (Harrison et a l ,  1995).

The ideal design for CDS would have been a single NIS system, covering all wavelengths, 

allowing full advantage of the speed of the NIS system; however, many spectral emission 

lines produced at the highest temperatures in the quiet solar atmosphere occur at 

wavelengths much less than 300 Â, and below this value the efficiency of the normal 

incidence reflection falls dramatically (Harrison and Fludra, 1995).

2.5 GRAZING INCIDENCE SPECTROMETER

All four GIS detectors are identical so as to be fully interchangeable. Their basic 

requirements to help to achieve the scientific goals of the CDS, discussed above, are as 

follows (Breeveld and Thomas, 1992):

• positional resolution of 47 pm over a sensitive area of 50 x 16 mm

• quantum efficiency greater than 10%

• event rate of 10  ̂counts per second

The GIS uses four detector heads, each having a microchannel plate EUV sensor with 1-D 

position readout. The sensor information is decoded to provide 2048 positions for each 

detector head which map directly as wavelength. Figure 2.6 shows solar spectrum plots of 

the quiet Sun* from each detector, obtained with the SOHO-CDS-GIS with a slit size of 2 

X 2. This is the GIS prime slit which makes use of the best possible spectral and spatial 

characteristics of CDS. However, for lower intensities, one can trade the spectral/spatial 

information for greater counts with wider slits; the CDS slit selections are listed in 

Harrison and Fludra (1995).

The characteristics of the quiet Sun are that the overall pattern of its fine structures is statistically 

uniform and/or stationary, that there is no enhancement or reduction of radiation and that there is no 

extended magnetic flux concentration (Beckers, 1977).
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Figure 2.6 Solar spectra of the quiet Sun from the GIS detectors.
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Science Data Display Adapter

3.1 INTRODUCTION

This chapter describes the design and function of a Science Data Display Adapter (SDDA) 

which was used to provide comprehensive performance evaluation of the SOHO-CDS 

GIS detectors in their development phase in the absence of the Command and Data 

Handling System (CDHS) and the Experiment Ground Support Equipment (EGSE).

Historically, it was originally planned to use the normal system test configuration to 

provide the test environment for the GIS detectors, as shown by Figure 3.1 (a), where 

data from the GIS is fed into the CDHS and then to the EGSE where the data display and 

analysis can take place.

35
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CDHS Sience Data 
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(Spectral Display)

/

(SDDA) 

(Spectral Display)
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Figure 3.1 (a) Actual flight development system. EGSE’s role is to 
provide general instmment health checks and is not available frequently 
enough to provide detailed GIS performance evaluation, (b) SDDA 
‘simulates’ CDHS and EGSE. It provides an independent spectra display 
system to evaluate the GIS detector performance. It also provides 
operator display functionality, for detailed evaluation of GIS detector 
performance.

However, it was eventually realised that availability problems with the CDHS and EGSE 

due to other calls on that equipment precluded its effective use for the GIS in the required 

development time scale. The CDHS and EGSE were being developed simultaneously with 

the GIS, and the EGSE had many other instrument level test functions which also required 

many absences due to remote site test requirements.

From that realisation, the need for an independent SDDA was born to simulate the CDHS 

interface to the GIS, and then to provide the required data display functionality, as shown 

by Figure 3.1 (b).
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This required the SDDA to be able to handle high data rates, and have significant display 

flexibility. Its implementation required significant electronic design, interfaced to 

computer hardware, and development of appropriate software.

The SDDA can display the output spectra from all four GIS detectors on one screen or 

one detector at a time where every channel (2048 channels per detector) is displayed. 

Count rates for each channel are calculated, and can be read out using the cursors.

In Section 3.2, the operation of the GIS and how the data are handled prior to the SDDA 

are described. In Section 3.3, the interface specification and the performance 

requirements of the SDDA are discussed, and its hardware (HAV) and software (SAV) 

description are given in Sections 3.4 and 3.5. Some of the results and spectral plots are 

also presented in Section 3.6.

3.2 OPERATION OF THE GIS

The purpose of the Grazing Incidence Spectrometer (GIS) is to detect UV lines in the 

wavelength bands discussed in Section 2.4. Figure 3.2 depicts the path from a photon to 

its spectrum.

A GIS detector consists of MicroChannel Plate (MCP) stacks, which act as an electron 

multiplier, and a SPiral ANode (SPAN) which receives the electron cloud and provides 

outputs from which its position to 11-bit resolution in one dimension can be determined. 

The principle of operation of the GIS is depicted in Figure 3.3.

MCPs, with a ‘z-stack’ of double thickness (L/D = 80) plates and with conductive nickel 

shims of 25 and 12.5 pm between them, have been selected for the GIS to maximize the 

gain while keeping a tight Pulse Height Distribution (PHD) (Breeveld and Thomas, 1992). 

In fact, the theoretical and experimental evidence presented by Fraser et a l  (1983) 

indicates that pulse height Full Width at Half Maximum (FWHM) should decrease with 

channel diameter, i.e., plates with smaller pores should produce more tightly peaked 

PHDs. The front surface of the MCP is coated with MgFz, a high yielding photocathode 

at those wavelengths (refer to Chapter 2), to improve the Quantum Efficiency (QE) by a
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Figure 3.2 Diagram showing the path from a photon to its spectrum.

factor of two; Csl, which is frequently used, is not suitable for use in an open surface 

arrangement of the GIS (Breeveld and Thomas, 1992). The MCPs operate at a bias 

voltage of 3.4 kV, and 10% of the MCP voltage is applied between the MCP and the 

anode.

The MCP pores are inclined at an angle of 13° to the normal to the MCP face to suppress 

the ion feed back. Ions can collide with the channel walls near the channel input

producing another pulse, and may also produce secondary electrons from the
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Figure 3.3 Principle of operation of the GIS.

photocathode generating another event in another channel for an MCP in which case there 

will be two events, which will be treated as simultaneous and will produce errors in 

position encoding in many readouts, occurring within nanoseconds of each other (Edgar, 

1993). Ion feedback can be overcome in Channel Electron Multipliers (CEMs) by bending 

(or curving) the tubes as the heavy ions have much longer trajectories than secondary 

electrons (Edgar, 1993); two stage chevron configuration with zero degree bias front plate 

(Colson et a i ,  1973) and a curved channel or a ‘C ’ plate (Timothy, 1985) can also be used 

to prevent ion feedback.

Since the SPAN will be described in more detail in Chapter 4, it is only briefly mentioned 

here. The SPAN was used in order to achieve both high spatial resolution and high
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e‘ charge cloud electrodes laser cuts

Figure 3.4 A 1-D SPAN anode. The width of the electrode triplets has 
been expanded for clarity. Only five pitches are shown in the figure. The 
laser cuts separate the electrodes.

throughput as a conventional Wedge and Strip Anode (WSA) was not sufficient to meet 

the conflicting requirements (Breeveld et a l ,  1992a). The SPAN is divided into identical 

horizontal pitches, and each pitch contains elements (or a fraction) of three electrodes 

which are sinusoidal, continuous and cyclic (see Figure 3.4). The elements from all the 

pitches are wire bonded together to make three complete electrodes, X, Y and Z, whose 

areas have the form of damped sine waves as depicted in Figure 3.4.

3,2.1 GIS Analogue Electronics

Let X , y and z be the magnitudes of charges collected by the electrodes X, Y and Z, 

respectively. The normalized magnitudes of charges collected on the X- and Y- electrodes 

(x / (x + y + z) (Z) & y / (x + y + z) (Z)) are unique at any position along the anode; the 

X- and Y-electrodes are used for measurement and the Z-electrode for normalizing.

When the charge cloud from the MCPs falls on the electrodes, the charges from each of 

the three electrodes are measured by charge sensitive preamplifiers whose output signals
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are processed by shaping amplifiers and peak detectors as depicted in Figure 3.5. Two of 

the three analogue outputs (x & y) are digitized by two-step flash ADCs (MP7683). As 

the sum (Z) of all three signals, x, y and z, drives the reference input of the ADCs, the 

outputs of the ADCs are two 8-bit values, each of x / Z and y / Z. The sum is also 

digitized and used directly for building up a PHD. The 16-bit normalized data are then 

passed to the Science Data Processor where they are used as the pointing address to a 

Look Up Table (LUT) for each of four detectors. The complete instmment subsystem has 

four detectors, each with its associated read-out electronics.
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Figure 3.5 GIS Analogue Electronics. Each detector has its own 
associated read-out electronics.

The outputs of the charge amplifiers are summed to produce an event trigger signal which 

is then fed into the lower and upper level discriminators to reject noise and to inhibit 

analogue to digital conversions of over-energetic events, respectively. Other counted 

performance parameters are the raw and over-energetic event rates and the output event 

rate (i.e. accurately digitized events).
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3.2.2 Science Data Stream

The Science Data Processor takes the normalized data from the four detectors and 

combines them into one data stream to the CDHS (see Figure 3.6). The data from the 

detectors are combined on a ‘first come first serve’ basis. The normalized x and y anode 

data are presented as a tri-state bus which covers all four detectors. The selection of an 

‘active’ detector is made with the four event lines: from an inactive state, the first to 

register an event enables the data bus associated with that detector while preventing the 

other three from becoming active. After a dead time of 600 ns (McCalden, 1992) to 

process data, the bus is returned to its inactive state ready for the next event from an 

active detector to be selected. The dead time of 600 ns has no effect on the overall 

processing since it appears in parallel with that of the analogue processing, set at 2.1 ps 

(see Figure 3.5), however, it does limit the event to event resolution between detectors 

because events from different detectors are processed in parallel as each detector has its 

own processing electronics with its own dead time, and any event arriving at the Science 

Data Processor before 600 ns will be lost (McCalden, 1992).

/ 1 6 16(LSBs)

HouseKeeping (HK) 
Channel

Science Data 
to CDHS

2 (MSBs) /►

Bypass

LUT BufferFIFO

Detector
Identity

First-of- 
four select

Differential 
Output Driver

Parallel to 
Serial Conversion

16-bit Detector Data 
(as an address to LUT) 
(from detectors 1 - 4 
analogue electronics)

events/sec

Figure 3.6 Schematic diagram of the data flow in the Science Data Processor.
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3.2.2.1 Look Up Table

The purpose of the LUT is to take the normalized x and y inputs from the SPAN anode 

(or GIS Analogue Electronics) and to output the corresponding linear position at which an 

incoming UV photon hit on the MCP stack (see Figure 3.3). This linear position 

corresponds to the energy of the incoming photon and hence corresponds to the spectral 

line energy.

The data from the selected detector must be converted from two-dimensional to linear 

coordinates with specific calibration characteristics: this is achieved by using a re-loadable 

LUT for each detector as on-board calculation of the position in one-dimension in real 

time using a SPAN algorithm (Edgar, 1993) is not possible. This enables the high count 

rate of over 10  ̂ counts/sec to be processed while minimizing both power and mass; the 

LUT is pre-calculated based on data from a flat field (Breeveld et a l ,  1992a).

In normal use, among the 18 bits of the LUT address, the lower 16-bits of the LUT 

address are formed from the detector data and the upper two bits from the detector 

identity (see Figure 3.6) (McCalden, 1992). The LUT outputs 16-bit data among which 

the Most Significant Bit (MSB), bit 15, is used to inhibit the system output when the 

information from the detector does not represent a valid position on the anode; bits 13 and 

14 are not used at all. The lower 11 bits of the rest (13-bit element) stored in the LUT 

give a one dimensional event position along the particular detector (a resolution of one 

part in 2048 pixels), and the other two bits identify that detector. Figure 3.7 depicts the 

data format. The LUT can be by-passed for detector calibration purposes to allow the 

raw data (x / E & y / X) to be telemetered (McCalden, 1992).

3.2.2.2 First In First Out Bujfer

A 512 events deep First In First Out (FIFO) buffer is used to de-randomize the input data 

rate in order to handle fast input burst rate of 1.75 x 10  ̂ events per second from the GIS 

Analogue Electronics. The 16-bit outputs of the FIFO are stored in a buffer for a 

HouseKeeping (HK) purpose, and the lower 13 bits of the data which contain the position 

and detector information are passed onto the parallel to serial converter (refer to Figure 

3.6).
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Figure 3.7 Data format from the GIS.

3.2.23 Other Conversions

A  parallel-to-serial conversion is performed on the data from the FIFO, which are fed into 

the differential output driver to convert the serial data to two differential data streams 

(inverting and non-inverting) to reject noise. The data are sent to the CDHS at a 

maximum rate of 8.9 x 10"̂  events per second.

3.23 GIS Simulator

The GIS Simulator (GIS_SIM) was designed by McCalden (1991) in the early stage of the 

project to simulate the whole GIS system, the detector head and the processing 

electronics, in order to assist the development of the CDHS with the absence of the GIS 

system. The GIS_SIM was also useful in the development of the SDDA. As it produces 

three spectral lines per detector at known positions of 0, 1023 and 2047, the performance 

of the SDDA could be evaluated.

The GIS_SIM generates strobe, clock and data signals as in Figure 3.8, which are sent as 

differential signals. It generates data at three different rates, the maximum, medium and 

slow rate. The maximum rate is at 8.9 x 10"̂  events / second, and the medium and slow 

rates are at 50 % and 10 % of the maximum rate, respectively. This is to test whether a 

unit under test, CDHS or SDDA, could cope with various data rates or not.
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3.3 SDDA SPECIFICATIONS AND REQUIREMENTS

This section describes the SDDA interface with the GIS and its performance specifications 

and requirements which were set as the result of discussion at a GIS technical meeting at 

Mullard Space Science Laboratory (MSSL) to provide effective and comprehensive 

performance evaluation of the GIS detectors.

3.3.1 Interface with the GIS

The data stream from the GIS consists of 13-bit differential serial words each representing 

a photon position on one of the four detectors, and the two MSBs represent the detector 

ID number (see Figure 3.7).

There are two other differential signals that are produced by the GIS, namely, the clock 

and the strobe. The clock runs at 1.25 MHz which determines the maximum data rate at 

8.9 X lO'̂  events per second {1 / [(1 / 1.25 MHz) x 14 bit period]}; an event at the 

maximum rate takes 14 clock cycles, one clock period to separate two events (see Figure 

3.8 (a)). For slower event rates, the period between two events gets longer as depicted in 

Figure 3.8 (b) and (c). The strobe determines when data are valid; as shown in Figure 3.8, 

the strobe remains low when data are valid and high when there are null data (dotted 

portion). Since the data rate varies randomly from 0 to 8.9 x 10"̂  events per second, the 

period between two successive events is also undetermined, i.e., the length of time of the 

strobe remaining high can be as short as only 800 ns (1 / 1.25 MHz) or as long as several 

seconds or minutes depending on the valid data rate (see Figure 3.8). A high-to-low 

transition on the strobe determines the beginning of the data packet (13-bit long GIS 

data), and a low-to-high transition determines the end of it, as shown in Figure 3.8.

3.3.2 SDDA Performance Requirements

In order to cope with the fast data rate, a 486 DX PC (33 MHz, the fastest available at 

that time) with a fast graphics capability and High-Speed CMOS (HC) series ICs were 

required. The strobe, clock and data signals form a synchronous interface, and make the 

task of recreating a parallel stream easy, for interfacing to the parallel interface of a PC.
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Figure 3.8 Timing diagrams of the interface signals at various event rates. 
All three signals from the GIS are differential to minimize noise, but the 
signals shown are the single ones at the outputs of the differential 
amplifiers (refer to the block diagram in Figure 3.9). There is also one 
redundant line for each of the signals, which are not shown. The clock 
runs at 1,25 MHz which determines the maximum event rate. Note the 
difference in lengths of the strobes remaining HIGH depending on various 
event rates. ‘Shadowed’ data area represent ‘undefined’ data.
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The essential SDDA display requirements were as follows:

• To display spectral lines on a PC screen for one detector at a time, with sufficient 

resolution to display the full 2048 possible line elements (the vertical scale representing 

the count rates). As a typical PC screen is only 640 pixels wide, the display needs to be 

wrapped down the screen to make it fit. The 2048 horizontal resolution represents the 

positions of the dispersed incoming photons along the detectors (i.e. wavelengths of the 

photons).

• Reduce the resolution of the display to show the spectrum of photons from all four 

detectors on one screen, ensuring that all lines present are actually displayed. After 

viewing the whole spectra at the same time, an operator can select one specific detector 

for the full resolution; the displays can be switched back and forth.

• The vertical scale of the display needs to be switched between logarithmic and linear 

scales, which range from 0 to 9 x 10"̂  events per second. The logarithmic scale 

provides a better view of the spectrum when the difference in the count rates on 

different positions along the detector is large, whereas the linear scale is normally used 

for a precise comparison among different wavelengths or positions along the detectors.

• The maximum on the scale should be operator adjustable to cope with very high or low 

count rates. The length of the lines (count rates) can be scaled up or down for low or 

high count rates, respectively, to fit the spectrum within the PC screen window.

• There should be a cursor that, when positioned on a line, displays the line number and 

the count rate of the line. This feature allows an operator to find out the exact count 

rates of photons on specific wavelengths.

• The display needs to be printed out. This makes documentation of the results easier. 

The display can be printed out on HP LaserJet printers.

• The display needs to be saved and loaded in and from a file. The display options 

(scaling factor, etc.) and the data can be saved in a file for later uses of displaying, 

printing and so on. A saved file can be loaded to be displayed again on a screen. The
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exact display with the same options, that are previously saved, is restored, and an 

operator can apply new options to the display including printing out the display.

• There should be an accumulation mode. In a normal mode, the display is refreshed 

every half a second (0.52428 seconds, refer to Section 3.4.4.4). In case of low rate 

data, it is hard to see the spectrum lines even when the lines are scaled up. By 

accumulating the data without refreshing the screen, low rate data can also be viewed 

clearly.

• There should be a reference line next to the display. The reference line is set at 3000 

counts per second. By comparing the length of the reference hne with the data 

spectrum lines displayed, it is possible to get a rough idea of the count rates on various 

positions (1 to 2048) along the detectors without actually halting the process to find 

out the count rates by placing a cursor on various positions.

• The dead time needs to be calculated and displayed. It is not possible to collect any 

data from the GIS while the PC is displaying collected data on a screen. The dead time 

(%) is given by

Dead Time ( % ) =  X  100 % n  n
ttotal

where ttotai is the total time taken to collect and process the data and display on a screen 

and tdispiay is the time taken to process and to display the data. As the data are always 

collected for 0.52428 seconds (see Sections 3.4 and 3.5 for detail), tdispiay is ttotai - 0.52428 

seconds. Therefore, the faster the PC can display data, the shorter the dead time.

3.4 SDDA HARDWARE DESCRIPTION

The SDDA hardware, designed by the author, is to provide an 13-bit interface between the 

GIS processing electronics and a PC. It receives serial data streams, each representing a 

photon position, from the GIS, converts the data to parallel representation, and lets the PC 

to read the parallel data for spectral display on a screen.
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As depicted in the block diagram in Figure 3.9, it mainly consists of six blocks: the 

differential amplifiers to combine two differential (inverting and non-inverting) signal 

streams into one, the address decoder to select necessary components of the hardware, the 

serial to parallel converter to enable a simple parallel interface with a PC, the timer (& the 

external clock) to measure the overall and display time to calculate the dead time, the 

control logic to inform the PC when and what data to read in, and the PC to display data 

acquired.

In this section, the function and the use of each block in Figure 3.9 are described in detail.

SDDA

i l l  .1 I

A ddress

A 0-A 9

13.
D a ta

Address
Decoder

Serial-to-
parallel

converter

Data  
^ ---------- Data

C lock Differential
^ -----------

Clock
GIS

Strobe
Amplifiers %-----------

^  Strobe
^ ----- 1--------

i i

Control
Logic

differential
signals

Timer
External

Clock

Figure 3.9 Block diagram of the SDDA.

3.4.1 Use o f Differential Amplifiers

Three signal streams (data, clock and strobe) from the GIS are generated to be differential 

(refer to Section 3.3.1) to reject any noise being fed into the CDHS. When a differential 

signal is combined into one single waveform using a differential amplifier, noise gets 

canceled out and the “noiseless” signal is obtained.
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The SDDA uses differential amplifiers as shown in Figure 3.10 to acquire combined 

signals. Inverting and non-inverting signals are fed into the inverting and non-inverting 

inputs of the amplifiers, respectively, as depicted. Register values are chosen to get a 

unity gain, and the diodes are used for a protection purpose.

3.4.2 Transferring Data

To transfer data on a shared bus, like a PC bus, one has to be able to specify the data, the 

recipient and the moment when the data are valid. A minimum bus must thus have DATA 

lines for any data to be transferred, ADDRESS lines to identify the I/O device and some 

CONTROL lines which specify when data are being transferred. Only eight DATA lines 

are used for normal data transfer, and two transfers are thus required to move 16-bit data. 

However, the SDDA uses 16-bit data bus by driving the -I/OCS16' (see Section 3.4.2.3) 

to read 13-bit long GIS data.

The number of ADDRESS lines determines the number of addressable devices. The IBM 

PC has 20 ADDRESS lines (AO - A19), corresponding to a 1 Mbyte address space, which 

are used to specify both I/O and memory devices: 10 of these lines (AO - A9) are used for 

normal I/O transfers.

There are two more lines that are used to synchronize data for I/O transfers, lOR' and 

lOW'^. When data need to be transferred from the CPU to an I/O device, a write strobe 

(lOW') is asserted LOW by the CPU to notify the recipient that data are ready. A read 

strobe (lOR') is used when the CPU tries to read data in from an I/O device. Figure 3.11 

shows I/O write and read cycles.

In case of I/O write, lOW ' becomes LOW about 100 ns after the CPU asserts the address 

of a device, to which it wants to send data, on AO - A9. The data are guaranteed valid at

' Symbols and are used to denote ‘active LOW’.

 ̂For memory transfer, MEMR' and MEMW' lines are used because the PC needs to distinguish between 

memory and I/O, with individual pairs of read/write strobes for each.
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Figure 3.10 Circuit diagram of the SDDA hardware.
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least 516 ns before the end of 10W ' and for another 185 ns thereafter. When a device 

sees its own address on AO - A9, it needs to latch the information on the DATA lines 

within 650 ns while the data are valid. In case of I/O read, when the CPU wants to read in 

data from an I/O device, the CPU asserts the address of the device on AO - A9, waits a 

while, then asserts lOR' for 630 ns. The CPU latches data present on the DATA bus at 

the trailing edge of lOR', then ‘disasserts’ AO - A9. The device must put the data onto the 

DATA bus at least 50 ns before the end of lOR'.

There is one more line on the PC bus that is used for I/O data transfers, called ADDRESS 

ENABLE (AEN). This is to distinguish normal I/O transfers from Direct Memory Access 

(DMA): AEN is LOW for normal I/O and HIGH for DMA.
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Figure 3.12 I/O addresses for IBM PC. (Horowitz and Hill, 1989)

Figure 3.12 shows the reserved and available I/O addresses on the IBM PC. As the 

reserved address spaces are used by the PC, using those addresses must be avoided 

because there becomes ‘bus conflict or contention’ when two or more devices are being 

selected by the CPU with an identical address. The IBM PC has unused address spaces 

which can be used for a PC interface purpose.
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The SDDA uses the address block from 220^ to 22Ah to specify appropriate devices. 

The actual addresses used are tabulated in Table 3.1.

Addresses

Hex. Binary

Addressed Ports or Devices

A9-A0 A9A8 A 7A 6A 5A 4 A 3A 2A 1A 0

2 2 0 h 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 82C55A (PPI) Port A

223» 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 82C55A Control Word (CW)

224 H 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 8253 (PIT) Counter 0

225» 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 8253 Counter 1

227» 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 8253 CW

22 A » 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 74HC595 (Shift Register)

Table 3.1 Port addresses used in the SDDA.

The addresses 220h - 223h are used for Programmable Peripheral Interface (PPI) 

(82C55A), 224h - 227h for Programmable Interval Timer (PIT) (8253) and 22Ah for the 

serial input-serial/parallel output shift register (74HC595), used as a serial to parallel 

converter.

3.4.2.2 Address Decoding Method

Address decoding is a method to give LOW outputs on selected devices or ports when the 

correct address - with a correct combination of AEN, lOW ' and lOR' - for the device is

Subscript H denotes a hexadecimal number.
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present on the ADDRESS lines (AO - A9). This, therefore, enables the PC to 

communicate with a specific I/O device.

There is more than one way of decoding addresses, and they depend on individual 

application. The SDDA uses simple hex inverters (74HC04), an 8-input NAND gate 

(74HC30) and a dual 2-line to 4-line decoder (74HC139/ to select necessary devices (see 

Figure 3.10).

As the addresses of the ports (A4 - A9) do not change (refer to Table 3.1), the six address 

lines can be fixed and are fed into the inputs of the 8-input NAND. Since the SDDA 

requires only I/O transfers and not DMA, AEN must also be included in the decoding to 

be LOW. The last input (unused one) to the NAND is tied to Vcc (+5V) as all unused 

inputs to CMOS gates must be tied either to Vcc or GND (0 V, GROUND) (see Section

3.4.5.3 for detail). The output of the NAND thus becomes LOW when the address bus 

contains addresses from 220h to 22Fh. An 8-bit equality comparator (74HC688) could 

also be used to do the job: with AEN tied to active LOW enable of the comparator and A4 

- A9 (& two Vccs) to the comparison inputs, the output becomes LOW when the 

incoming addresses match the fixed comparison bits. This is more compact than using 

several gates, and is used in the Detector Simulator discussed in Chapter 4.

The output of the 8-input NAND goes to the active LOW enable of the 2- to 4-line 

decoder (see Figure 3.10). When the decoder is enabled by the correct address on A4 - 

A9, the address on A3 and A2 specifies one of the three devices in the SDDA: PPI, PIT or 

the serial input-parallel output shift register (HC595) is selected when A3 and A2 contain 

00, 01 or 10, respectively (refer to Table 3.1).

AO and A1 are used to select different internal ports, counters or Control Word (CW) 

registers within PPI and PIT (see Sections 3.4.4 and 3.4.5 for detail).

A 3-line to 8-line decoder (74HC138) can also be used depending on the number of address lines that 

need to be decoded.
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When selecting the HC595, the third output (Y2) from the HC139 (A3 A2 = 1 0), lOR' 

and A1 are NANDed together. Only lOR' (not lOW') is used in the decoding because 

data are only to be read in to the CPU (from the GIS). As mentioned earlier, the SDDA 

uses the 16-bit data bus. To do that, only even addresses must be used when selecting a 

device from which data are read since the CPU reads an upper byte of data at an even 

address and a lower byte at an odd address. Only the lower byte of the data are read when 

the address 229h is used: if data to be read was 9E5Ah, for example, and 229h was used 

to select the HC595, then the data read would be FF5Ah. Therefore, the address, 22Ah is 

used instead of 229h to select the HC595.

3.4.23 Activating the 16-bit Data Bus

As mentioned earlier, the 8-bit I/O bus is normally used for an I/O data transfer. 

Therefore, it takes two READ operations - read the lower 8 bits first and then the rest - 

for the PC (SDDA) to acquire 13-bit data from the GIS via the 8-bit I/O bus. The 8-bit 

I/O transfer also takes extra SHIFT and OR operations to combine the two parts of the 

data together, and requires more complex interface with the PC. The 8-bit I/O transfer 

would thus slow down the data acquisition of the SDDA which needs to handle a fast data 

rate of 8.9 x lO'̂  events / second.

It was due to these reasons that the 16-bit I/O bus was used for the data transfer. The 16- 

bit bus can be accessed by using a port in IBM PC I/O bus, called -I/OCS16. Therefore, 

for applications like the SDDA which requires fast I/O operations, one can save more than 

half the time by transferring 16-bit data in a single operation rather than transferring each 

half of the data (eight bit each) separately via the 8-bit bus and combining them later.

-I/OCS16 is an active LOW input of the I/O bus which activates the 16-bit I/O bus when 

driven by an external device. It is important to use ICs with a high impedance state or 

open collector outputs and with a high current driving capability when providing an active 

LOW input to -I/0CS16 due to the fact that a current of about 20 mA is required to drive 

the port. The SDDA thus uses S-series open collector inverters (74S05) (see Figure 3.10) 

to drive it.
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The use of -I/OCS16 is fairly simple: whenever the 16-bit I/O bus is required, all one 

needs is simply to drive the port with about 20 mA of current using an open collector gate. 

Therefore, when the output from the 3-input NAND (74HC10) (see Figure 3.10) enables 

the output of the shift register (74HC595) to present 13-bit GIS data on the I/O bus, - 

I/0CS16 must also be driven. Since the output of the 3-input NAND is already active 

LOW, two open collector inverters are used in the design as depicted in Figure 3.10.

3.4.3 Data Conversion and Acquisition

It is much easier to do parallel interface with the PC than to do serial one since all one has 

to do is to make sure data from an external device are present at the PC I/O bus and to 

specify the device when the PC tries to acquire the data. Therefore, the serial data from 

the GIS were converted to parallel data by a serial to parallel converter.

The serial input-parallel output shift register (74HC595) takes 13-bit serial data - when 

two chips are cascaded - from the GIS and provides parallel data to the output latch, as 

depicted in Figure 3.13, for the PC to take and display the spectra. It consists of an 8-bit 

serial shift register and an 8-bit D-type latch with three-state (HIGH, LOW and High 

Impedance states) parallel outputs. It also provides a non-in verted serial output which can 

be used to cascade two HC595s together to provide 16-bit parallel outputs.

Two reasons for having the HC595 were that the shift register and the latch have 

independent clock inputs, which means that output data status is not affected by the serial 

data input operation, and that it has three-state outputs. Any external device whose 

outputs share the common I/O bus (refer to Figure 3.14) must have three-state outputs in 

order to prevent any data collision or bus conflict. It must be clearly arranged so that at 

most one device has control over the bus while the others being disabled into the high 

impedance (third) state. If any device does not have this third state, a buffer with three- 

state outputs must be put between the shared bus and the outputs of the device as in the 

case of the Device 2 in Figure 3.14. Therefore, the ‘built-in’ three-state outputs of the 

HC595 excludes a buffer.
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Figure 3.13 Block diagram of the Serial-Input/Serial- or Parallel-Output 
Shift Register (74HC595). The HC595 consists of an 8-bit shift register 
and an 8-bit D-type latch with three-state parallel outputs. The shift 
register and latch have independent clock inputs. Two HC595s are 
cascaded to provide 16-bit outputs.

As shown in the circuit diagram of the SDDA (Figure 3.10), the GIS data, the inverted 

clock and the strobe are connected to the serial data input, the shift clock and the latch 

clock of the HC595, respectively. The serial data output of the first stage of the cascaded 

HC595s is connected to the serial data input of the second stage in order to cope with the 

13-bit long GIS data as shown in Figure 3.10.

The timing diagram of the input and output signals is shown in Figure 3.15. The shift 

clock input of the HC595 causes the data at the serial input to be shifted into the shift 

register (refer to Figure 3.13). Since the data are clocked in at a low-to-high transition of 

the shift clock input, the GIS clock is inverted before it is fed into the HC595 to permit 

sampling of GIS data to occur at the middle of the data, as depicted in Figure 3.15, 

satisfying both setup and hold times (refer to Section 3.4.3.1).

After 13 clock cycles, the whole 13-bit GIS data are shifted into the shift register of the 

HC595. Data are now present at point A (see Figure 3.13). At the low-to-high transition 

of the 14th clock (or high-to-low of the shift clock input), a low-to-high transition of the 

strobe on the storage latch clock input of the HC595 latches the shift register data. This
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Shared Bus

Device NCPU

Device 2

BufferDevice 1

Figure 3.14 Data bus.

latched data, at point B, are unaffected by any input operation and are preserved until the 

next low-to-high transition of the strobe (refer to the summary in Table 3.2).

The same transition of the strobe is used to inform the CPU (see Sections 3.4.5 and 3.5 

for detail) that parallel data are now ready to be read in. When the CPU gets the 

notification, it asserts address, 22Ah, to read data available at the output of the device. 

lOR ' and 22Ah are decoded to give a LOW on the active-low output enable input of the 

HC595 (see Figure 3.10), which allows the data from the latch (point B) to be presented 

at the outputs (point C, refer to Figure 3.13). The data are available for about 600 ns 

which is enough for the CPU to perform a READ operation (see the timing diagram in 

Figure 3.15).

A HIGH on the output enable input forces the outputs of the HC595 into the high- 

impedance state, which is desirable as the outputs must be disabled when the HC595 is not 

being selected.

Since the shift register and the latch of the HC595 are operated independently and the shift 

clock runs constantly, data at the serial input keep shifted into the shift register. Although 

‘undefined’ data also get shifted into the register and appear at point A, they have no 

effect on the latch outputs as the outputs remain unchanged until next low-to-high
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Strobe 
(latch clock)

400! ns

Clock
300 hs 14th clock

Clock'
(shift clock)

Undefined data

Data
(serial data input)

D2 D M  DO

valid 1/0 addresT")> ^A O - A 9

lOR'

about 200 ns

Output of HCIO 
(output enable)

valid data

(Parallel data 
outputs)

30 ns, max 30 ns, max High Impedance state

Figure 3.15 Timing diagram of the input/output data. The inputs and 
outputs of the HC595 are in small brackets, ( ).

transition of the latch clock (strobe). When the next transition of the strobe takes place, 

only the valid data are present in the shift register and are correctly latched. Even at the 

maximum data rate (8.9 x 10̂  events / second), no data are lost due to the independent 

operation of the HC595. The READ operation of the CPU may thus take place any time 

within 11.2 ps (14 clock cycles) as data are preserved, independent of the serial data input 

operation.
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The data input and output (I/O) operation is presented in steps below and is also 

summarized in Table 3.2.

1. GIS data are shifted into the shift register of the HC595 at a low-to-high transition of 

the inverted GIS clock (clock').

2. The data at the shift register (at point A, see Figure 3.13) are latched at a low-to-high 

transition of the strobe, and are present at point B.

3. The CPU asserts address 22Ah to enable the output of the HC595.

4. The data are now available at point C (parallel outputs of the HC595).

5. The CPU reads the data in.

3.43.1 Setup and Hold Time Requirements

For a proper data transfer operation to take place, the setup time ( t s )  and hold time ( t h )  

requirements for the data must be met. Therefore, it is very important to check ts and th 

specifications for each device used in the I/O operation.

Figure 3.16 shows the ts and th requirements of the HC595.

The ts and th requirements associated with the serial data and the shift clock (Figure 3.16

(a)) are met since GIS data are sampled at the middle of 800 ns period, and those with the 

shift and latch clock (Figure 3.16 (b)) are also met as the strobe goes HIGH approximately 

400 ns after the trailing edge of the clock' (refer also to Figure 3.15).

Data must be available at the output of the latch register of the HC595 (point B) when the 

output enable becomes LOW. Since there is a maximum propagation delay of 35 ns from 

the latch clock (strobe) to the outputs (from point A to B), the output enable should 

happen after 35 ns. This is also no problem because the CPU takes at least about 200 ns 

to enable the outputs of the HC595: 200 ns includes propagation delays associated with 

the control logic gates and the CPU response time. Once data are present at the outputs, 

the CPU can read the data in without any difficulty as the data only needs to be valid for a 

minimum of 50 ns (refer to Figure 3.11).
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Inputs Resulting Function

Operation Data
(SI)

Clock'
(SC)

Strobe
(LC)

22Ah
(OE)

Shift
Register
Contents

Latch
Register
Contents

Parallel
Outputs

Shift data into shift register D LHT L, H, 
HLT

L Data
shifted

u U

Shift register remains 
unchanged

X L, H, 
HLT

L, H, 
HLT

L U u u

Transfer shift register 
contents to latch register

X L, H, 
HLT

LHT L U SR to 
LR

SR

Latch register remains 
unchanged

X X L, H, 
HLT

L * U U

Enable parallel outputs X X X L * ** Enabled

Force outputs into high- 
impedance state

X X X H * ** z

SR = shift register contents 

U = remains unchanged 

Z = high-impedance 

* = depends on shift clock input 

SI = Serial Input 

LC = Latch Clock 

L = LOW

LHT = low-to-high transition

LR = latch register contents 

X = don’t care

** = depends on latch clock input 

SC = Shift Clock 

OE = Output Enable 

H = HIGH

HLT = high-to-low transition

Table 3.2 Summary of the I/O operation of the GIS data.
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Serial Input

Shift clock

X
t s ,  min
20 ns

X
th, min 

5 ns

(a)

Shift clock

Latch clock

ts, min 
20 ns

(b)

Figure 3.16 Timing requirements of the HC595. Numbers are taken from 
Motorola (1989).

3.4.4 Timer

In order to calculate both the count rate of the events from the GIS and the dead time of 

the system (Equation 3.1) (refer to the SDDA performance requirements in Section 3.3.2), 

it is necessary to obtain accurate timing information. There are two types of timing 

information needed for the SDDA: one is the time taken to acquire a certain number of 

events to calculate the count rate, and the other is ttotai (Section 3.3.2) to calculate the 

dead time (Equation 3.1). In the SDDA, the data are always collected for 0.52428 

seconds and the count rate is figured out from the number of events collected during 

0.52428 seconds.

Therefore, the SDDA needs to count 0.52428 seconds and to time ttoiai very accurately. 

Instead of setting up any timing loops in the software or reading from a system embedded
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timer via the software, both of which do not give the desired accuracy, the SDDA makes 

use of a Programmable Interval Timer/Counter (PIT, 8253), specially designed for use 

with the Intel™ Microcomputer systems. With an appropriate configuration of the PIT, 

the PIT will count out the delay upon command and provide a signal which informs the 

CPU to take any necessary action to the process.

As pointed out earlier, the display screen of the SDDA needs to be refreshed 

approximately every half a second, and the time it takes to process incoming data and 

display them needs to be measured to calculate the dead time. The PIT counts 0.52428 

seconds (refer to Section 3.4.4.4 for detail) and informs the CPU that the time is up, and 

the SDDA displays whatever data which have so far been obtained. Data could be 

displayed when a bank of array, which are used to store the data, became full. However, 

this causes a problem in the case of low count rates that it may take even several minutes 

before the array becomes full. Therefore, it was decided to display data every half a 

second no matter how much data had been obtained.

This section reviews the overall and general function of the PIT, and describes how it was 

configured in order to accomplish the desired tasks and how the external clock was 

generated.

3.4.4.1 General Functional Description o f the PIT

The 8-bit three-state and bi-directional buffer is used internally to interface the PIT to the 

main I/O data bus. It is used to program the modes of the PIT (see Section 3.4.4.2), to 

load count registers and to read the count values.

The Control Word (CW) Register stores information which controls the operation of each 

counter in the PIT. The CW can only be written into.

There are three identical, 16-bit, pre-settable down counters which can operate in either 

binary or Binary Coded Decimal (BCD) mode depending on the modes stored in the 

Control Word Register. Each counter is fully independent and can operate based on 

separate mode configuration. The contents of a counter can be read at any time during an 

operation without having to inhibit the clock input.
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There is also the Read/Write Logic which accepts inputs from the I/O system bus such as 

lOR', lOW', A l, AO and ‘Chip Select’ (CS'). CS' is derived from the address decoder 

(227h). The resulting operation of the PIT on various inputs are summarized in Table 3.3.

CS' lOR' lOW' Al AO Resulting Operation

0 1 0 0 0 Load Counter No. 0

0 1 0 0 1 Load Counter No. 0

0 1 0 1 0 Load Counter No. 0

0 1 0 1 1 Write Mode Word

0 0 1 0 0 Read Counter No. 0

0 0 1 0 1 Read Counter No. 0

0 0 1 1 0 Read Counter No. 0

0 0 1 1 1 No-Operation, 3-State

1 X X X X Disable, 3-State

0 1 1 X X No-Operation, 3-State

Table 3.3 Operations of the PIT.

3.4.4.2 Configuration o f the PIT

Before the PIT can perform whatever timing tasks it is assigned to accomplish, a set of 

control words containing the complete functional definition must be written into the CW 

Register to initialize each counter. All of the modes for each counter are programmed by 

the software by simple I/O operations. Figure 3.17 shows the CW format.
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Dt D6 Ds Ü4 Ü3 Ü2 Di Do
SCI SCO RLl RLO M2 M l MO BCD

Figure 3.17 Control Word format. SC - Select Counter; RL - 
READ/LOAD; M - Mode; BCD - selects between Binary Counter (16-bits) 
and BCD Counter (4 decades).

The SDDA uses two counter - the use of the two counters are explained in Section 

3.4.4.4; Counter 0 is configured with CW 30h (0011 0000) and Counter 1 with 70h (0111 

0000). SCI, SCO = 0 0  and 0 1 selects Counter 0 and 1, respectively. RL defines the 

READ/LOAD sequence: R L l, RLO = 1 1  reads and loads LSB of the counter value first, 

then MSB. Counters can be configured by five different modes that are chosen by values 

of M2, M l, MO: both Counter 0 and Counter 1 use Mode 0 (M2, M l, MO = 0 0 0). 

Mode 0 produces a signal when terminal count is reached; the output will initially be 

LOW, and the counter will count. The output will go HIGH and remain HIGH until the 

selected count register is reloaded with a mode, or a new count is loaded. Rewriting a 

counter register during counting stops the current counting when the first byte is written 

and starts the new count when the second byte is written. Finally the 16-bit binary counter 

is selected for both counter (BCD = 0).

For Counter 0, it is necessary to read the value of the counter and calculate the dead time 

based on this quantity. Reading the value of the counter involves a simple I/O READ 

operation of the counter. By controlling the AO, A l to be 0 0, Counter 0 can be selected 

to be read (address decoder = 224h). The first I/O READ contains the LSB of the counter 

value and the second I/O READ contains the MSB. Due to the internal logic of the PIT, 

the entire reading procedure must be completed: if two bytes are programmed to be read, 

the two bytes must be read before any loading command can be sent to the same counter 

(Intel, 1989).
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3.4.4.3 External Clock Generation

There are two external clock inputs to the PIT, running at two different rates: 15.625 kHz 

and 125 kHz. These are generated by using a CMOS crystal clock generator (EXO-3) 

equipped with a programmable frequency divider: division from V2 to Vi of the original 

frequency, 16 MHz, can be achieved.

Once the PIT counter content reaches the original quantity value after finishing the full 

range counting, it starts down-counting again: the content then does not reflect the true 

measurement. As Counter 0 is used to measure the duration of the whole process of data 

acquisition and display, it needs to run for an adequate period of time without having the 

count value in the count register reaching its original quantity setting again. The 16 /2*  

MHz output clock cycle of the EXO-3 is further divided by four using two D-type flip 

flops, enabling the counter to measure the duration of a process that lasts for a maximum 

of about 4 seconds (65535 (F F F F h) x  1  / 15.625 kHz).

3.4.4.4 Usage o f the Counters in the PIT

Two counters used in the PIT have different usage. The contents of Counter 0, as 

mentioned in the previous section, is to be read via the I/O bus to measure the duration of 

the whole process, where as Counter 1 produces an output signal when it reaches the 

terminal count, 0.52428 seconds, to allow the data input only for that period. The clock 

input of Counter 1  is 125 kHz, and when the counter is loaded with F F F F h, it times 

exactly 0.52428 seconds (65535 x 1 / 125 kHz). Controlling the counters of the PIT is 

described in Section 3.5.

3.4.5 Control Logic

The SDDA needs to have a control interface between the PC and the external devices to 

control and monitor the process. This was achieved by using a CHMOS Programmable 

Peripheral Interface (PPI, 82C55A) chip and a monostable multivibrator (74HC4538). 

The PPI was used to figure out when the data from the GIS were made available to be 

read by the PC by polling for the strobe signal from the GIS (refer to Section 3.4.3), and 

to sense the pulse from the PIT after 0.52428 seconds to cease the data acquisition. The
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HC4538 was to set the pulse width of the strobe for a proper data acquisition as will be 

explained in Section 3.4.5.2.

This section briefly reviews the general function of the PPI and describes how it was 

configured and used in the SDDA. The usage of the monostable multivibrator is also 

described in this section.

3.4.5.1 Function and Configuration o f the PPI

The PPI is a general purpose I/O component to interface peripheral equipment to the 

system I/O bus, providing 24 I/O pins that may be individually programmed in two groups 

of 1 2  by three different modes of operation.

As in the case of the PIT, the three-state bi-directional 8 -bit buffer is used to interface the 

PPI to the I/O bus. Data and CWs are transferred through the data bus buffer upon I/O 

instructions by the CPU.

The PPI contains three 8 -bit ports (A, B and C) which can be configured all differently by 

the system software. Port C can be divided into two 4-bit ports (Port C Upper & Lower) 

under the mode control. Controlling the I/O operations of each port and the CW is 

summarized in Table 3.4.

Like the PIT, a Control Word (CW) containing a mode of operation must be written to 

the PPI before its use to configure the device to assign each port to be either inputs or 

outputs. There are three modes of operation that can be selected by the system software: 

in Mode 0 (basic I/O), each group of 12 I/O pins may be programmed in sets of 4 and 8  to 

be inputs or outputs; in Mode 1, each group may be programmed to have input and output 

lines and to provide handshaking and interrupt control signals; and Mode 2 is a strobed bi

directional bus configuration (see Intel (1989) for more detail). The modes for Port A and 

B can be separately defined, while Port C is divided into two sections as required by the 

Port A and B definitions. Table 3.5 shows the Mode 0 configurations with various CWs.
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CS' lOR' lOW' Al AO Resulting Operation

0 1 0 0 0 Write to Port A

0 1 0 0 1 Write to Port B

0 1 0 1 0 Write to Port C

0 1 0 1 1 Write Control Word

0 0 1 0 0 Read Port A

0 0 1 0 1 Read Port B

0 0 1 1 0 Read Port C

0 0 1 1 1 Read Control Word

1 X X X X Disable, 3-State

0 1 1 X X No-Operation, 3-State

Table 3.4 Operations of the PPL

The CW, 90h , assigns the ports to be input, output and output for Port A, B and C, 

respectively (see Table 3.5). Only two pins in Port A are used, and the other six unused 

inputs are tied to GND (refer to Section 3.4.5.3).

The CPU monitors or polls Port A for two signals. First of all, it polls the output of 

Counter 1 to see whether the terminal count (0.52428 sec.) is reached. This is achieved 

by constantly reading contents of data of Port A. When PA7 (bit 7 of Port A) goes HIGH 

from LOW, the CPU knows that it is time to stop acquiring more GIS data. The CPU 

also polls for the strobe to find out whether parallel data are available at the output of the 

HC595 to be read. If the CPU finds the PAO (bit 0) to be HIGH, then it asserts the 

appropriate address to enable the outputs of the HC595 to read the data in.

Ports B and C are unused and assigned to be outputs as all unused inputs to CMOS must 

be tied to GND (or Vcc) (refer to Section 3.4.5.3).
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D? D 6

Control Word 

D 5  D4  D 3 D 2  Di Do Port A

Port Configurations 

Port C Upper Port C Lower Port B

1 0 0 0 0 0  0 0 o/p o/p o/p o/p

1 0 0 0 0 0  0 1 o/p o/p i/p o/p

1 0 0 0 0 0  1 0 o/p o/p o/p i/p

1 0 0 0 0 0  1 1 o/p o/p i/p i/p

1 0 0 0 1 0  0 0 o/p i/p o/p o/p

1 0 0 0 1 0  0 1 o/p i/p i/p o/p

1 0 0 0 1 0  1 0 o/p i/p o/p i/p

1 0 0 0 1 0  1 1 o/p i/p i/p i/p

1 0 0 1 0 0  0 0 i/p o/p o/p o/p

1 0 0 1 0 0  0 1 i/p o/p i/p o/p

1 0 0 1 0 0  1 0 i/p o/p o/p i/p

1 0 0 1 0 0  1 1 i/p o/p i/p i/p

1 0 0 1 1 0  0 0 i/p i/p o/p o/p

1 0 0 1 1 0  0 1 i/p i/p i/p o/p

1 0 0 1 1 0  1 0 i/p i/p o/p i/p

1 0 0 1 1 0  1 1 i/p i/p i/p i/p

Table 3.5 Mode 0 Port configurations.
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3.4.5.2 Data Acquisition at Different Count Rates

From Figure 3.8 (a), when the incoming data rate is at a maximum, the strobe goes HIGH 

at the end of a data packet for only 800 ns and next data packet begins. As mentioned 

earlier, the CPU polls port A of the PPI for the strobe. When it finds the strobe HIGH, it 

enables the output of the HC595 (address decoder output), read the data packet, extract 

the positional data from the packet and increment the counter of the appropriate position 

bin (0 - 2047) for that detector. Once these are all finished, the CPU returns to poll for 

the next strobe to check the availability of the next data. If, however, the strobe of the 

second data packet had already gone LOW, the CPU fails to sense the strobe and misses 

the data, resulting in fewer counts.

A monostable multivibrator is thus used between the strobe and the PPI (see Figure 3.10) 

to extend the pulse of the strobe to about 2.4 ps, as depicted in Figure 3.18. 2.4 ps comes 

from the RC time constant of the monostable and is chosen experimentally to guarantee 

reading all incoming data.

Strobe

Clock

Data

Original Strobe

Extended Strobe

800 ns 800 ns

DO D12 D l l DIO D9 D8 D2 DI DO D9

1 1 . 2  p s

Figure 3.18 Extended strobe. The strobe is HIGH for three clock cycles 
(2.4 ps).

There is even more serious problem in the case of low data rates. Suppose the second 

data packet arrives about 30 ps after the first one, leading to the fact that the strobe
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remains HIGH for 30 fxs as well. When the CPU senses the strobe being HIGH, it reads in 

the first data. The CPU awaits for the next strobe being HIGH, but it senses the same 

strobe instead. It misinterprets as if there are new data available and reads the same data 

again as the data at the output latch of the HC595 are preserved until the next low-to-high 

transition of a strobe. This results in higher data rates since the same data can be read 

twice or even more depending on the duration of the strobe remaining HIGH. Therefore, 

the monostable has another important role to force the strobe signal to be LOW after 2.4 

ps as depicted in Figure 3.18; the strobe always remains HIGH for 2.4 ps independent of 

data rates.

Inhibiting the same data being read more than once due to the long duration of the strobe 

signal can also be achieved by the software without forcing the strobe to be LOW by the 

hardware, and is discussed in Section 3.6.

3.4.5.3 Dealing with Unused Inputs

Unused inputs that affect the logic state of a chip (e.g. RESET input of the ’595) must be 

tied either HIGH or LOW, as appropriate. Those that have no effect on the logic state 

may be left unconnected in TTL, but not in CMOS as an open input of an unused CMOS 

gate can float up to the logic threshold, causing the output to go to half the supply 

voltage. This results in excessive supply current and can even lead to failure in devices 

(Horowitz and Hill, 1989). It is best to ground all unused inputs on every CMOS chip. 

With TTL, however, unused sections as well as irrelevant inputs of a chip can be ignored.

3.5 SDDA SOFTWARE DESCRIPTION

In order to achieve the performance requirements discussed in Section 3.3.2, the SDDA 

provides a user interface to display the acquired data according to operator’s need. The 

software plays a very important role in the SDDA, as in many other interface applications 

(e.g.. Detector Simulator in Chapter 4), to control and program necessary components in 

the hardware and to provide a ‘user-friendly’ interface.

The SDDA software was developed by the author in C.
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3.5.1 Controlling and Programming

As discussed in Section 3.4, the PIT and the PPI must be programmed by the software 

prior to their use, specifying modes in which each counter and port will be operating.

The PPI is configured initially by writing to the CW Register mode, 90h , setting Port A to 

be inputs and the rest outputs. Once this is done. Port A can be used at any time provided 

that the port is used as inputs.

In the case of the PIT, a CW is written to the CW register, followed by loading an initial 

count quantity to a counter, the lower byte first then the upper byte. The counter will 

start down-counting as soon as the upper byte is loaded.

Simple I/O operations by the software are all that are needed to program, load and read 

the ports and the counters.

3.5.2 User Interface

The SDDA software provides a main menu which allows an operator to choose one from 

the following options:

• See display

• Save picture

• Load picture

• Quit

In the display mode, there are four “windows” on the screen (see Figure 3.19). Available 

commands are listed in the Command Window and only those that can be selected are 

“activated” in high-light. The SDDA communicates with an operator via the Interface 

Window, allowing inputs from the user, informing what the SDDA is doing, etc.. The 

Option Window lists the current ‘selected’ options, and the Display Window is used for 

the spectrum display.
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Command Interface Option
Window Window Window

Display
Window

Figure 3.19 SDDA screen.

Table 3.6 summarizes all commands that are available in the Display menu. The 

commands can be entered at any time during the operation, except those that are only 

available during a single detector display. Only those commands that are available during 

a particular display are shown in the Command Window. Commands which may not be 

entered at particular instance are ‘de-activated’ to deter from being entered. For example, 

all the other commands are de-activated while a display is being printed.

A reference line is also provided, whose length changes with different vertical scales 

(linear, logarithmic or length scales). The line always represents a count rate of 3000 

counts / second, allowing an operator to get a rough idea what count rate the actual lines 

along the position reflect by comparing with the reference line (see Figures 3.20 and 3.21). 

To find out the exact count rate on a particular position (0 - 2047), Ctrl-I command can 

be used to allow an operator to enter a position of interest. A left and right arrow on the 

keyboard can be pressed to move the cursor along the position, and the SDDA displays 

the position number and the corresponding count rate in the Interface Window as depicted 

in Figure 3.20.

Data acquisition time, display time and the calculated dead time are displayed in the lower 

right comer of the Display Window in the case of ‘single-detector’ displays (see Figure 

3.20).
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Command Operations

Ctrl-M Go to the main Menu

Ctrl-P Print the current screen on a HP-LaserJet printer. Up to 

three copies can be printed.

Ctrl-I * Allow to input a position (0 - 2047) to find out the 

corresponding count rate.

A left and right arrow can be used to move the cursor along 

the position.

Ctrl-A * Display all four detectors on one screen.

Ctrl-G Continue to acquire more data. This is only activated after 

finishing printing.

F1,F2, F3,F4 Select Detector 0, 1, 2 or 3, respectively, to be displayed on 

a screen.

F5,F6 Select different vertical scales. F5 and F6 display data in 

linear and logarithmic vertical scale, respectively.

Alt-1 ~ Alt-9 Allow the length of lines to be scaled up or down. Alt-1 

provides the maximum scale and Alt-9 the minimum.

ESC* Toggle Accumulation Mode, ON and OFF. Each time ESC 

is pressed, the mode changes in the sequence of ‘ON’, ‘stop 

accumulating’, ‘restart’ and ‘OFF’.

* Only available when a single detector is being displayed.

Table 3.6 SDDA commands and operations.
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Ctl -M : MENU FI. F2: DO. D1
CM -p : PRINT F3. F4 : D2, 03
Ct. 1-G : GO-ON F5. F6: ur . SO
Crt 1-A : ALL »1~9 : M. Scale

Input address.
2047: 5571.450370 c n ts /s  
More input? (y /n ) _

D etecto r: 3
U. s c a le :  lin e a r
Max. s c a le :  30

O 200 400 600

600 800 lOOO 1200

1200 1400 1600 
Read T in e : 
D isplay T in e : 
Dead T ine :

1800 
0.524280 sec . 
0.075784 sec .
12.629320 %

-------1--------------1--------------1
1800 3000 c n ts /s

(a) 100% count rate.

Ctl-M: MENU
O tl-P : PRINT
Otl-G: GO-ON 
Ctl-A: ALL

F I, F2: DO, D1 
F3, F4: D2, D3 
F5, F6: u r . SC 
01-9 : M. Scale

1npu t a d d re ss .
2047: 2740.901808 c n ts /s  
More input ? <y/n) _

D etecto r: 3
V. s c a le :  lin e a r
Max. s c a le :  30

O 200 400 600

600 800 lOOO 1200

1200 1400

1

-------- (--------------1-------------H--------------

1600 
Read T in e :
D isp lay  T in e : 
Dead T in e :

1800 
O.524280 s e c . 
0.075336 sec . 
12.564041 %

----1--------------1--------------1
. 2000. 3 0 0 0  c n t s / s 2200

(b) 50% count rate.
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C 11 -f1 : MRNU F 1 , F 2 :  D O .  r> 1
C t l - p :  P R I N T  F 3 .  F 4 :  D % .  0 3
C t i - G :  n o - O N  F 5 .  F 6 :  u r .  s c
f : t l -A:  ALI. 0 1 ~9 : M . Sca l e

Input address.
2047: 610.360876 c n ts /s  
More input? <y/n) _

D etecto r: 3
U. s c a le : lin e a r
Max. sc a le : 30

400

600 lOOO

1600 
Read T in e :
D isp lay  T in e : 
Dead T in e :

1800 
0.524200 sec . 
0.075400 sec . 
12.573372 %

1800 2000 3000 c n ts /s 2200 2400

(c) 10% count rate.

Figure 3.20 Examples of SDDA display screens in input mode. Data were 
taken from the GIS_SIM with count rates at 100% in (a), 50% in (b) and 
10% in (c). As shown in the Option Window, the spectral display belongs 
to Detector 3, and is viewed in linear scale. All options in the Command 
Window are de-activated, only allowing an input from a user. The 
Interface Window shows that the line at position 2047 reflect a count rate 
of 5571 counts / second, (b) 2741 counts / second and (c) 610 counts / 
second.
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tl-M: MENU F I, F2; DO, DX
h - p : print F3, F4: D2, D3

F5, F6: UT. SC
ex—9: M. Scale

Ref. OR: 3000 c n ts /s e c .
Accumulât ion : o ff

D etecto r: 0 - 3
V. s c a le :  l in e a r
Max. s c a le :  50

X024

2047

2047

(a) Accumulation off.

Cjtl-M: MENU FX, F2: DO, DX
cltl-P : PRINT F3, F4 : D2, D3

F5, F6: UT. SC
e x - 9 :  M. Scale

Ref. iCR : 3000 c n ts /se c
Accuniulat ion : on

D etector : 0 - 3 ;  
U. s c a le :  lin e a r
Max. s c a le : 90

2047

X024

( b )  Accumulation on.
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c t i - r i :  MENU r i ,  F 2 :  do, d i
Ct l -p:  PRINT F3, F4; 02, 03

F5, F 6 :  U T . SC
e i - 9 :  M. S c a l e

Hit anw key to  continue. 
Ref.  OR: 3000 c n ts /se c
AccuMÀjlat ion : stop

D etecto r: 0 —3
V. s c a le :  log
Max. s c a le :  40

1( 24 2047

1024 2047

(c) Accumulation stop.

Figure 3.21 Examples of SDDA display screens showing three 
accumulation modes. Data were taken from the GIS_SIM at 8.9 x 10'̂  
counts / second (100%). Accumulation is off in (a), started in (b), and 
stopped in (c). As shown in the Command Window, Ctrl-M (return to the 
Main Menu) is the only activated option which can be selected in 
accumulation mode. The reference line is placed at the upper left corner of 
the Display Window. Note that the middle line for Detector 2 is slightly off 
the position due to the way in which the CIS is designed. Also note that 
different vertical and maximum scales are used in order to adjust the line 
lengths.
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Figure 3.21 shows the spectral display for all four detectors on one screen in three 

different accumulation modes: the screen is refreshed every half a second (‘accumulation 

o ff)  in Figure 3.21 (a), the accumulation can be started to accumulate data - lines get built 

up [Figure 3.21 (b)], and the acquisition and the display of the data is stopped for any 

speculation [Figure 3.21 (c)].

Displays can be saved in a file for later use. All options of the display are also saved, and 

when the file is loaded on the SDDA, the options are restored. These features were very 

useful for environmental tests of the GIS as displays could be recalled later for further 

speculations.

3. S. 3 Data Acquisition

Figure 3.22 shows the flow diagram of a function of the program which acquires data 

from the GIS.

After initializing the PIT and the PPI and loading the PIT with an initial count quantity, 

F F F F h, the CPU polls Port A for the counter output and the strobe. When the counter 

(Counter 1) reaches the terminal value and the counter output becomes HIGH, the 

function terminates and another function which displays the acquired data is called. If the 

CPU sees the strobe HIGH, it reads data from the output of the HC595. The detector 

number (bit 11 & 12) and the position data (bits 0 to 10, refer to Figure 3.7) are extracted, 

and the position bin for that detector is incremented. The value in the position bin is later 

used in the display to determine the length of spectra lines.

The process is repeated until the counter reaches 0.52428 seconds.

The software code of the function and of the rest of the program can be found in Chun

(1992).
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noTimer <0 .5  sec?

yes

no Strobe HIGH?

yes

Initialize PIT & PPI

Read data

Read Port A

Increment position bin 
for that detector

Extract detector 
number and position

Load FFh (lower byte) 
to PIT

Load F F h (upper byte) 
to PIT

Figure 3.22 Flow diagram of data acquisition.
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3.6 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

3.6.1 Future Work on Performance Improvement

As discussed in Section 3.4.5.2, the same data must be read only once in the case of low 

data rates. This was achieved in hardware by using a monostable to shorten the length of 

the strobe pulse as explained. However, this could be improved by software without 

adjusting the length of the strobe. This software method would ‘guarantee’ reading the 

data only once with no extra hardware, leading to more precise measurements of count 

rates. Figure 3.23 shows the schematic flow diagram of the function, introducing the 

method.

The method is very simple: a check-flag is introduced. The flag is set when data are read, 

and is cleared when the strobe is found to be LOW. At all data rates, since the strobe 

remains LOW for 10.4 ps (refer to Figure 3.8), which is long enough for the CPU to sense 

it at least once, the flag gets cleared after a ‘successful’ READ operation of data. 

Therefore by skipping to read data when the flag is still set, which may well be the case for 

low data rates, the same data are only read once no matter how long the strobe remains 

HIGH.

The monostable should remain in the hardware to extend the strobe pulse to deal with the 

problem associated with high data rates, as discussed in Section 3.4.5.2. Therefore, the 

best solution so far would be to introduce the flag in the software as well as having the 

monostable in the hardware.

3.6.2 Results

All of the performance functionalities of the SDDA discussed in Section 3.3.2 have been 

achieved. Figures 3.20 and 3.21 (see also Section 3.5.2) show various functionalities 

implemented. The count rates shown in Figure 3.20 - the count rate at position 2047 

decreases from 5571 counts / second to 2741 counts / second and to 610 counts / second 

as the output event rate from the GIS_SIM decreases from 100% to 50% and to 10%, 

respectively - demonstrate its capability to read count rates and to capture data at various 

rates. Also by comparing the spectral lines with the reference line (3000 counts / second), 

one could estimate the count rate corresponding to any line.
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noTimer < 0.5 sec?

yes

no Strobe HIGH?

yes

no Oieck_Flag = OFF%

yes

Check_Flag = OFF

Read data

Initialize PIT & PPI

Check_Flag = ON

Load the counter

Check_Flag = OFF

Read Port A

Increment position bin 
for that detector

Extract detector 
number and position

Figure 3.23 Flow diagram of data acquisition with a Check_Flag. This 
ensures reading data, at low data rates, only once.
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Figure 3.21 demonstrates how spectra from all detectors are displayed. It also 

demonstrates the accumulation feature.

Figure 3.24 (a) to (c) were printed using the print option in the SDDA (refer to Section 

3.5.2). Figure 3.24 (a) shows the display of all four detectors on one screen and Figures 

3.24 (b) and (c) show single detector displays in logarithmic scale. Figure 3.24 (b) shows 

the dead-time whereas Figure 3.24 (c) does not show any as the display is loaded from a 

file.

The SDDA was very useful in both the development and the environmental tests of the 

GIS detectors in the absence of the CDHS and the EGSE. Figure 3.25 demonstrates its 

actual use showing the spectrum of an inert gas producing ultraviolet light, displayed by 

the SDDA during a ThermaWacuum test of the GIS. Photons fell only on Detector 2 as 

only Detector 2 is placed in the vacuum test chamber. Figure 3.25 (b) shows the spectrum 

of Detector 2 in Figure 3.25 (a) in the full resolution.
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F l ,  F2 
F3, F4 
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(a) All detectors in linear scale.
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( b )  Detector 0 in logarithmic scale.
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C tl-M : ME N U FI, F 2 : DO, Dl
c t 1 - P : PRINT F3, F4 : D2, D3
c t 1-I : I NPUT F5, F6: UT . SC
ct 1 -ft : ftLL ei-9: M . Scale

D e te c to r: 3

U . s c a le : log

Max. s c a le : 80

 1--
400

--1
600200

-- 1--
800600 lOOO 1200

 1---
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I-----------------1
1800 2000 3000 c n ts /s 2200 2400

(c) Display of Detector 3 loaded off from a file.

F igure 3.24 SDDA display of data taken from the GIS_SIM. The 
GIS_SIM produces data at three positions for each detector. Note that 
there are more counts at position 0 of Detector 0. The figures are printed 
using the print option in the SDDA.
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(a) All detectors
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(b) Spectrum for Detector 2 in the full resolution.

Figure 3.25 Data spectrum taken from a Thermal/Vacuum test of the GIS, 
using the SDDA.



C H A P T E R

“Blessed is the man who does not walk in the 
counsel o f  the wicked or stand in the way o f  
sinners or sit in the seat o f  mockers.

But his delight is in the law o f  the Lord, and 
on his law he meditates day and night.

He is like a tree planted by streams o f  water, 
which yields its fru it in season and whose leaf 
does not wither.

Whatever he does prospers. ”

Psalm 1:1-3

“As the deer pants fo r  streams o f  water, so my 
soul pants fo r  you, O God.

Why are you downcast, O my soul? Why so 
disturbed within me? Put your hope in God, fo r  
I  will yet praise him, my Savior and my God. ”

Psalm 42:1,11

MicroChannel Plate Based Spiral Anode 

Detector Simulation

4.1 INTRODUCTION

This chapter describes a user-controlled detector simulator to aid development of the 

Grazing Incidence Spectrometer (GIS), which forms part of the Coronal Diagnostic 

Spectrometer (CDS), on-board the Solar and Heliospheric Observatory (SOHO). The 

simulator was a vital element in carrying out full range tests of the GIS Processing 

Electronics (GPE) in the absence of real detectors (refer to Figure 4.1), including extreme 

conditions not easily achievable by other means. With a large degree of flexibility, the 

simulator provides a wide range of characteristics of output events of realistic shapes.

89
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photon
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Electronics
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Detector
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Test
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Analogue

Electronics
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Processor

GIS Processing 
Electronics

Spectrum Spectrum
Display Display

(a) GIS instrument. Data path from 
incoming photon to output display.

(b) Test setup for the GPE with 
detector replaced by simulator.

Figure 4.1 Test configuration for the GIS Processing Electronics (GPE). 
There are four detectors and each detector has its own analogue electronics 
as explained in Chapter 3.

Without a simulator, the only way to test the performance of the GPE is to put the 

detectors inside a vacuum chamber and to integrate the GIS detectors with the GPE. 

Photons from an Ultraviolet (UV) source would hit the detectors and their spectrum could 

be displayed. An advantage of this is that the test environment is very close to that will be 

seen in a real mission in space. A difficulty with this, of course, is that tests must be 

carried out in a vacuum chamber in a clean room with a high voltage (HV) unit to apply a 

voltage between the MCPs and the anode and between the MCP plates. This imphes that
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the GPE must be moved from a development bench to the test chamber back and forth. 

There is, however, a way around this problem which is to put a couple of stimulation pads 

(stims) on the anode to replace the UV source and the MCPs to simulate real events. The 

positions of the stims can be altered at any place along the anode. With known stim 

positions, the GPE performance can be tested by studying the spectrum display. This also 

has disadvantages that the anodes must be available at all times during the GPE tests and 

development and it is very difficult to cover all possible positions of the anode with the 

stims. It was due to these reasons that a need of a detector simulator was raised.

In developing and testing space instruments, it is thus very important to simulate various 

sub-units of an instrument either in hardware or software to allow testing and calibrating 

the sub-units independently without necessarily having all the flight pieces of equipment 

available in the same place at the same time. This, therefore, makes parallel work on 

different parts of the instrument possible. It can also assist in detecting, understanding and 

solving any problem which may arise in the integrated system long before the actual 

integration of the whole instrument takes place. As a result, development of the GIS and 

its detectors had involved many different simulation programs which are summarized in 

Breeveld (in preparation).

For detector simulation programs, a Monte Carlo approach has been an essential tool in 

understanding and analyzing data from large experiments in high energy physics as well as 

in helping to optimize the design of detector systems and in allowing the data analysis 

code to be developed in advance of data-gathering (Ahmet et a l ,  1991; Allison et a l ,  

1992; Hânpgen, 1987). A PC-based software simulator or model of the SOHO GIS 

detector system was also based on a Monte Carlo approach, and was used to demonstrate 

the relationship between each component of the GIS system from input photons to output 

data spectrum (see Figure 4.1). This allowed specific performance predictions and thus 

assisted in assigning requirements to the design of various sub-units (Breeveld, in 

preparation).

Two hardware simulators have also been developed for the GIS, one of which was a pulse 

generator used to simulate variable electrode signals of precisely controlled events with
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known pulse heights, and the other was the ‘Pseudo-random Detector Simulator’ used to 

test the GPE (see Figure 4.1) by supplying a repeated pattern of events to all four channels 

of the GIS simultaneously (Breeveld, in preparation). Other means of simulating detector 

systems using pulse generators can be found in Abdel-aal (1989) and Lauch and Nachbar

(1988) although they were not used for the GIS.

There are disadvantages of the pulse generators, which led to a new concept of a detector 

simulator, that the characteristics of the pulse outputs cannot be made close enough to 

that of the real detectors. The random nature of the photon arrival times cannot be 

controlled, and the pulses do not carry any SPAN-specific information, i.e. pulse heights 

do not reflect SPAN characteristics and that effects of the MCPs cannot be taken into 

consideration.

A software-controlled detector simulator, known as the DetSim, was therefore developed 

to provide more flexibility in controlling the characteristics of the simulated events. One 

of the advantages of the DetSim is that the output pulses are shaped in the same way as in 

the real detector systems, to match the input requirements of the GPE. Also, in the 

DetSim, events based on a user defined spectrum or pattern are generated by software on 

a PC, and different options for the event rate, the gain. Full Width at Half Maximum 

(FWHM) of the Pulse Height Distribution (PHD), and event position on the detector, etc. 

can be selected by the user. This event information is then converted into analogue event 

waveforms which resemble, both in shape and frequency distribution, those from the real 

GIS detectors. The detailed DetSim properties and design description are presented later 

in this chapter.

Section 4.2 explains how a photon position on the SPAN can be determined, and describes 

the widths of the SPAN electrodes which then leads to the reason for the name of the 

anode, “SPAN”. In Section 4.3, some of the effects of the MCPs on the SPAN 

performance are discussed. The simulator functionality, performance parameters, 

software and hardware design, and the overall grounding scheme are presented in Section 

4.4. Section 4.5 discusses and demonstrates the simulator performance with some test 

results.
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4.2 SPAN READOUTS

The Spiral Anode (SPAN), which has been briefly described in Section 3.2, consists of 

three electrically isolated electrodes, X, Y and Z, as depicted in Figure 3.4. The 

electrodes are sinusoidal, continuous and cyclic, and their pattern is finely divided so that a 

charge cloud is large enough to cover all three electrodes and to integrate out the fine 

structure (Breeveld, in preparation).

Cyclic electrodes have the advantage that the full dynamic range of the ADCs can be used 

in determining the fine position of a charge cloud within a single cycle which is repeated 

several times across the pattern. In case of other types of charge centroiding readouts 

such as the wedge and strip anodes (WSAs) and the delay lines, the ADC dynamic range is 

used only once across the whole active area of the detector. This, therefore, leads to an 

improvement in spatial resolution for a given digitization level for SPAN, enabling it to 

operate at high count rates as only 16 bits (two 8-bit ADCs) are needed to get the position 

resolution required.

In order to have a better understanding of the concept of the DetSim, it is necessary to 

describe how the position of a photon on the detector is related to the widths of the SPAN 

electrodes and how it is deduced. Since the position is calculated from the amount of

charge collected by the three SPAN electrodes, X, Y and Z, and the amount of charge is

proportional to the widths of the SPAN electrodes (see Section 4.4), it is important to 

explain the variation of the SPAN widths with respect to the position.

4.2.1 Widths o f the SPAN Electrodes

The equations of the insulating sinusoidal lines (laser cuts), f l, f2 and f3, which separate 

the electrodes are (refer to Figure 4.2):

f l  = m - W  (4.1)

f 2 = f l  + W/3 + Ü- sin(0 - 60°) (4.2)

f 3 = f l  + 2W/3 + a • sin(0 + 60°) (4.3)
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where m is the pitch number (refer to Figures 3.4 and 4.2) and is an integer from zero to 

the total number of pitches, W is the width of a pitch (Figure 4.2), and a and 0 are the 

amplitude and phase angle of the sine waves, respectively.

The equations determining the widths of each electrodes, w%, Wy and w ,̂ at a given 

position, p, are then:

^x(p) = fU p) - f l (p ) (4.4)

y^yip) =f3(p) -f2(p) (4.5)

Wz(p) = ^  + fU p) -f^(p) (4.6)

Wx(p) + Wy(p) + Wz(p) = W 04 7)

Each of the widths follows a sine wave, with the phase difference of 120° with respect to 

each other (see Figure 4.2).

Electrode Width & 
Electrode Triplet Structure

p (position of a charge cloud)

X

Y

Z Wz

Figure 4.2 Schematic diagram of the SPAN, showing the widths (w%, Wy 
and Wz) of the electrodes (X, Y and Z) (not to scale), fi, fz and fg are the 
insulating laser cuts.
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If the position, p, of an event (or a charge cloud) on the anode along the horizontal 

direction is plotted in terms of the electrode widths, w%, Wy and w%, in a three-dimensional 

coordinate system, the points will always lie on the plane, w% + Wy + w% = W, where W is 

the total width of an electrode pitch (see Figure 4.2). Similarly, the event position, plotted 

in terms of the amount of charge, x, y and z, collected by each of the electrodes, X, Y and 

Z, respectively, will always lie on the plane x + y + z = C, given that the total amount of 

charge on the anode is C. Figure 4.3 depicts the locus of a point moved along the 

horizontal position, plotted in the 3-D volume defined by the fractional charges, x, y and z; 

the curve gives the SPAN its name. Figure 4.4 clarifies how the spirals are formed as the 

position varies along the anode. Figure 4.5 demonstrates an example of spiral shapes: 

perfect spirals in (a), and distorted spirals in (b) due to incorrect digitization in the GPE. 

Studying the shape of the spirals thus leads to the performance verification of the GPE.

Locus of a point 
moved along the 

horizontal direction
Plane x + y + z = C

Figure 4.3 The locus representing the variation of the electrodes along the 
anode plotted in the 3-D volume defined by the fractional charges on the 
electrodes. The curve gives the SPAN its name. The plane of the spiral is 
defined byx  + y + z = C. The arc length along the spiral gives the position 
of an event along the anode.
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Figure 4.4 The evolution of the spiral as the photon position varies along 
the anode. From Edgar (1993).
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F igure 4.5 Spiral plots.
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The spiral image can also be plotted in the polar coordinates of the radius, r, and the angle, 

9. In this plot, the spirals become a series of straight line, termed as ‘spiral arms’, for each 

revolution. Figure 4.6 shows the spiral arms in r - 0 coordinates, transformed from Figure 

4.5 (a). Any overlap of spiral arms suggests that there is incorrectness in the GPE 

performance, which leads to a position ambiguity.

i = Intensity u=Uindou e=Enhance d=DOS POLAR COORDS
Display by color Image PULSE HEIGHT

Figure 4.6 Spiral arms in r - 0 coordinates.

4.2.2 SPAN Positions

The position, p, of an event is determined by a combination of a fine and coarse position. 

The fine position is determined by the value of the phase angle, 0, within a cycle of the 

repeated pattern of the electrodes, which satisfies Equations from (4.1) to (4.3). The
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coarse position is found by determining in which cycle a charge falls by modulating the 

amplitude of the sinusoidal component of the electrode widths; therefore,

p oc 0 + 2nn (4.8)

where n is the number of the cycle. Equations determining the fine and coarse position are 

derived in Edgar (1993).

4.3 EFFECTS OF THE MCP ON THE SPAN PERFORMANCE

MicroChannel plates (MCPs) have been employed as electron multipliers in many space 

instruments for some time, and have been used in a wider range of particle and photon 

detection applications than perhaps any other detector type. When they are used with 

charge division position sensitive readouts, such as the SPAN or the wedge and strip 

anode (WSA), the spatial size and distribution of the MCP output charge cloud have 

crucial effects on the detector performances. For example, the charge, which is collected 

on the charge centroiding readout and divided among the electrodes, must be spread over 

several repeated pitches of the pattern. Insufficient spreading results in image distortion, 

and too much spreading results in loss of resolution and position ambiguity. These 

phenomena are termed modulation and convolution, respectively (Breeveld et a l ,  1992b).

Since the MCPs and their operating parameters can significantly affect the SPAN detector 

performance, it is very important for the DetSim to also be able to simulate the MCP 

effects in order to verify the performance of the processing electronics for the widest 

range of circumstances. In this section, various effects of the MCPs and of their operating 

conditions on the SPAN performance are discussed, and previous efforts on modeling 

MCPs are presented.

4.3.1 Charge Cloud Distribution and Symmetry

Martin et a l  (1981) have suggested that the general form of the MCP spatial charge 

distribution is approximately Gaussian. Edgar et a l  (1989) have measured the shape and 

spatial extent of a charge cloud emanating from a Chevron pair MCP, and have found that
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the general form of the radial charge distribution can best be described as the sum of two 

exponential terms:

= (4.9)

where N(r) is the radial charge distribution function and r is the charge radius from the 

centre. The first and the second terms of the equation represent the centre and the wing 

components of the charge cloud, respectively, âc and a^ are the weights associated with 

each component such that â  + a^ = 1. rœ and row are the component scale lengths.

‘Endspoilling’ would be expected to produce large variations in the distribution of the 

charge cloud. The charge cloud, which is produced by an MCP stack comprising two 

double thickness microchannel plates in a chevron arrangement, is in fact slightly elliptical 

with the average ratio of the major to minor axis being about 1.1 (Edgar, 1993), with the 

major axis being perpendicular to the pore bias angle. Edgar et al. (1989) have found that 

the shape of the charge cloud can be assumed, for a first-order approximation, to be 

azimuthally symmetric, and that the shape remains virtually unchanged from event to event 

and pore to pore. Because of the assumption of azimuthal symmetry, Lapington (1996) 

concludes that tiny residual asymmetry would have no significant effect on the SPAN 

performance.

4.3.2 Modulation and Convolution Effects

Modulation is a problem for all centroiding readouts with a repeated pitch, which is not 

only a function of the charge cloud size but also the actual form of its radial distribution 

(Edgar, 1993). Modulation is produced when the charge cloud from an MCP stack is 

spread over too small an area, of the order of one pitch dimension or less; it thus falls onto 

only one electrode or another. Small charge clouds can be caused by the small MCP gain 

or by the very high electric field between the MCP and the anode which prevents sufficient 

spreading of the charge cloud. Modulation may also be caused by an anode pitch which is 

too large for the MCP configuration.
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Smith et al. (1989) have studied effects of modulation produced when a WSA position 

readout is used with a charge cloud of size comparable with that of the anode pitch. They 

have found that modulation depends on the MCP-anode gap voltage (Vg) as well as the 

MCP gain, and that its effects can be minimized with high MCP gain which increases the 

charge spreading, and become worse with increasing Vg as it focuses the electron cloud 

onto a smaller spot on the anode. They have also developed a set of computer simulation 

programs to calculate modulation as a function of position and charge cloud size, which 

simulate a WSA struck by an azimuthally symmetric charge cloud. Vallerga et al. (1989) 

have also developed a similar simulation which uses the actual MCP charge cloud 

distribution.

According to Guest (1978), deeper electrode penetration at the output pore end decreases 

the MCP gain and increases the collimation of the charge cloud, thereby increasing the 

modulation effect.

Figure 4.7 depicts the effects of modulation and convolution, shown on the plane, x + y + 

z = C (a constant).

plane 
X +  y +  z  = C

y = z = 0

Figure 4.7 Effects of modulation and convolution. Dots on the x, y and z 
axis represent extreme cases of modulation where the charge cloud is only 
on the X, y and z electrodes, respectively. The dot, x = y = z, is due to 
convolution, resulted from the amplitudes of x, y and z being integrated out 
completely.
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Convolution occurs when the charge cloud from an MCP stack is too large or is spread 

over too large an area so that the extended charge cloud tends to integrate out the fine 

structure of the SPAN in the horizontal direction (refer to Figure 3.4), leading to a loss of 

resolution and to a position ambiguity; however, the charge cloud needs to integrate out 

the fine structure in the vertical direction to avoid modulation. It is also desirable to have 

as much charge as possible on the anode to improve the signal-to-noise ratio. According 

to Lapington (1994), in case of the SPAN the convolution of the charge cloud distribution 

with the electrode structure effectively reduces the sinusoidal amplitude and hence the 

resolution: the spiral shrinks towards the centre of the plane (refer to Figure 4.7). As the 

size of the charge cloud grows, the distinction between one spiral arm and the next 

becomes impossible, which leads to loss of uniqueness; the effect known as ‘ghosting’ 

occurs in this case.

4.3.3 Effects o f MCP Operating Parameters on Charge Cloud Size

Main MCP operating parameters which affect the size and distribution of the charge cloud 

are the electric field between the MCP and the anode (Eg), the gain of the MCP, the plate 

bias voltage and the inter-plate gap voltage. According to Edgar (1993), Eg has the 

largest effect on the size of the charge cloud. He has suggested that mutual repulsion 

between the electrons in the charge cloud as they cross the gap is the most important 

factor in determining the size of the charge cloud. He has also carried out an experiment 

which suggests that the initial conditions of the charge cloud, i.e. the distribution of the 

electrons exit velocities and the complex interactions of electric fields at the end of the 

pore, significantly affect the charge cloud.

Edgar (1993) has found out that the size of the charge cloud reduces by a factor of about 

three as Eg increases by a factor of about 40, and that the radii (rœ and row) both increases 

as the gain increases, with more charge being concentrated in the central component (refer 

to Equation 4.9). The measurements, which were made by Edgar et al. (1989) with a 6.2 

mm MCP-anode gap, show that the charge cloud radius (or size) decreases in both 

components as the voltage across the MCP and the anode increases, and that the charge 

gets concentrated in the core component: about 80 % of the charge is found in the core
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when the voltage is 300 V. Although the MCP operating conditions of the GIS (see 

Section 3.2) are slightly different from those from the experiments by Edgar et a l ,  similar 

results can be assumed for the GIS (Breeveld, 1996).

4.3.4 Gain Depression

4.3A. 1 Gain Depression at High Output Count Rates

Positive charge is developed on the channel wall during production of secondary 

electrons, and the depleted electric charge must be recharged (Fraser, 1989). Wiza (1979) 

has estimated that charge should be recharged within x = 10'^ s. According to Fraser

(1989), the gain would fall since the time for complete recharging would exceed 5x and 

the steady state channel electric field would never be re-established if a single channel 

were repeatedly excited at a frequency greater than about 20 Hz.

The radial electric field, that is produced by the wall charge at the output end of the 

channels due to the extracted electrons, also perturbs the electron trajectories in the 

quiescent channels, which then reduces the kinetic energy of the electrons and thereby the 

number of secondary electrons emitted in the collisions with the wall (Edgar, 1993).

Pearson et al. (1988) and Fraser et al. (1991) have found that the magnitude of the gain 

depression at a given count rate is proportional to area of the region illuminated while the 

sustainable count rate is inversely proportional to the area. Based on this result, Edgar

(1993) has suggested that there is some interaction between adjacent pores, a 

phenomenon known as adjacency (Sharma and Walker, 1989). Edgar et al. (1992) have 

shown that the gain is depressed not only in the exact region of highest count rate, but 

also in the surrounding area of more than 100 pores.

A way of predicting the gain depression is provided by Breeveld (in preparation). The 

result from an experiment by Breeveld, measuring the reduction of gain with count rate on 

one of the flight spare GIS detectors is shown in Figure 4.8.
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Figure 4.8 Gain depression with increasing count rate. From Breeveld (in 
preparation).

4.3.4.2 Gain Fatigue

The degradation of an MCP during its lifetime or the decrease of MCP gain with extracted 

charge has been widely known although poorly understood (Fraser, 1989). Fraser (1990) 

has suggested that the gain fatigue is due to the creation of electron traps in the silica 

lattice.

According to Breeveld (in preparation), the gain depression of an MCP during its lifetime 

can often be compensated by using an adjustable high voltage power supply. Norman 

(1996) has reported evidence, particularly on GIS detector 1 during flight, of an MCP gain 

reduction which may be caused by lifetime effects of exposure to solar radiation.
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4.3.5 Modelling the MCP

Despite many efforts to model MCPs, they have not yet been perfectly modelled. The 

combination of space charge and variation of initial conditions would make any predictive 

model exceedingly difficult (Edgar, 1993). Edgar (1993) has also introduced a simple 

ballistic model which is, however, inadequate for predicting the size of the charge cloud 

and the consequences of the other effects discussed.

A quantitative and predictive model would require a large data set of measurements for 

various types of MCPs, with a wide range of operating conditions and configurations. It 

would, therefore, be very complex to develop a model which contains a large degree of 

freedom.

4.4 DETSIM DESIGN SPECIFICATIONS AND PROPERTIES

Although many detector simulators had been designed to test the GIS electronics system, 

an improved detector simulator (or a pattern generator) for the GIS was required in order 

to provide maximum necessary flexibility in controlling the output signals. In order to test 

the GPE to the full extent and to predict how the system will behave during the mission, 

the events generated by the simulator must look like the real events as much as possible. 

Unlike other detector simulators described in Section 4.1, which can only supply a pattern 

of pulses of limited characteristics, the DetSim generates events whose properties and 

characteristics are much more extensive and all user-controllable, thus providing a vital 

way of verifying the performance of the instrument even in the extreme cases. It is also 

the only means of simulating problems that may arise during the actual mission as only one 

detector on the Engineering Model (EM) GIS, which will be kept operational on the 

ground throughout the mission, would not be sufficient for the job.

Despite the fact that the DetSim has been implemented specifically for the GIS detector 

based on a SPAN, it can be used as a general purpose detector simulator, and its software 

and hardware design are applicable to any three channel detector systems. It has, in fact, 

been used for the FONEMA instrument for the Russian Mars96 mission, which is based 

on the WSA.
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(b) Schematic diagram of the DetSim and the GIS Processing Electronics. 
Only one module of the DetSim is shown. Outputs of one DetSim module 
are three shaped pulses for Xs, ŷ , Zs and an event trigger. The shaded box 
simulates a real GIS detector and is connected to the GPE.

Figure 4.9 DetSim system test setup diagram. The GPE is the unit under 
test (see also Figure 4.1).
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The following describes the DetSim which utilizes a PC to provide a user interface to 

select different options for the output signals. Figure 4.9 depicts schematically the whole 

system. The PC generates ‘event’ data and some control signals. Event data consist of 

the event position data which are the amount of charge, Xs, ys and Zg, collected by each 

electrode and the ‘interval’ data which specify the time intervals between two events. The 

Digital Hardware outputs the 12-bit event data at the rate specified, and the Analogue 

Hardware converts the data to analogue waveforms suitable for input to the GPE, the unit 

under test.

4.4.1 DetSim Properties and Specifications

The properties and the specifications of the DetSim, that are implemented to simulate the 

‘real’ events are the result of discussion of the SOHO project team at Mullard Space 

Science Laboratory (MSSL) to maximize the benefit from the simulator. They are listed 

as follows:

• Four independent detector modules

Since there are four detectors in the GIS system, the DetSim has been designed to have 

four independent detector simulator modules, each representing a real detector (see Figure 

4.9 (a)). However, only two modules have been built and tested so far, which is the 

minimum requirement to test the crosstalk between the real detectors. Each module of the 

DetSim is independent and separately controlled by software: there is no correlation 

between the DetSim modules. The outputs of the DetSim, as shown in Figure 4.9 (b), are 

identical to those of the real GIS detectors, i.e. three shaped pulses and a strobe that has a 

constant delay with respect to the peak of the pulses. Full processing load testing of the 

GPE would, however, require all four DetSim modules.

• Simulating different mean count rates

Each DetSim module can yield up to 10  ̂ counts per second to test whether the GIS 

electronics can cope with the various expected input photon rates. The mean count rate is
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adjustable to one of eight different values ranging from 2 x 10  ̂ to 5 x 10  ̂ counts per 

second allowing the GPE to be tested to extreme cases.

• Generate SPAN pulse characteristic outputs

The amount of charge, collected on each of three electrodes of the SPAN, x, y and z, is 

given by

x = A-Wx(p) (4.10)

y = A-Wy(p) (4.11)

z = A-Wz(p) (4.12)

Wx(p) + Wy(p) + Wz(p) =1  (4.13)

where A is the total pulse height from the MCP, p is the apparent position of the event in 

one dimension along the anode, and the SPAN functions (see Equations 4.4 - 4,7), w(p), 

are the fractional widths of the electrodes at a given position, p (refer to Section 4.2). 

These functions are specific to a SPAN, and can be replaced by those specific to other 

anodes like the WSAs if the DetSim is to simulate another detector system.

In the simulation, x, y, z, A and p in above Equations (4.10 to 4.13) are replaced by Xg, ys,

Zs, As and ps (between 0 and 1), respectively, where the subscript, s, denotes ‘simulation’.

In case of the real GIS detector system, x, y, z and A are provided by the detector and p is 

deduced (by LUT) (refer to Equations 4.1 - 4.8), whereas in the simulation, the DetSim 

software provides values of ps and As according to selected options, and calculates w (pj 

to provide appropriate values of x*, ys and Zs. These values of Xs, ys and Zs are then 

converted into analogue waveforms which are fed into the GPE where the apparent 

position, p, is deduced. Analysis of p compared to ps enables verification of the GIS 

performance.
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• Random arrival time of photons

The DetSim simulates the random interval between successive photons arriving at a 

detector, which is described by an exponential probability distribution function (refer to 

Section 4.4.2), in order to test the GIS electronics ability to cope with the real situation of 

non-uniform arrival of photons at a given mean count rate.

• Flat field simulation

The term ‘flat field’ is used to describe the situation when photons hit the detector at all 

positions in one dimension with an equal probability. There must be no correlation 

between the sequence of events and the position. Flat field is described by a uniform 

distribution function. By providing complete uniformity in input positions, the output 

uniformity can be checked, and provides information on the ADC linearity and the LUT 

values.

• Simulate the PHD of the MCP (allow changing of the gain and the FWHM of the 

PHD)

When the DetSim generates values of As, their distribution must resemble the PHD of the 

MCP used in the GIS detectors. A Gaussian probability distribution function with a 

centroid, G (gain), is used to create the As distribution. This is an adequate but not a 

precise description of the ‘real’ distribution of A since it is not strictly appropriate to 

describe the PHD of an MCP with a simple distribution function. The gain is adjustable 

to simulate the MCP gain fatigue (see also Section 4.3.4) as the gain decreases with age, 

and the ratio of the FWHM to G is also alterable to assess the consequent effects to the 

GIS electronics.

• Ramping position and pulse height values

The position, ps, and the three pulse heights of a photon, x,, ys and Zs, can be ramped up 

through all possible values, from zero to maximum. By sweeping values of the position
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from zero to one, the LUT entries can be tested to see whether the values in the LUT 

cover all positions of the detector; a sweep should then be observed on the Science Data 

Display Adapter (refer to Chapter 3) which performs as an EGSE (Experiment Ground 

Support Equipment) to display the output spectra from the detectors. By ramping a pulse 

height, the ADC linearity can be checked.

• Fixed arbitrary position and pulse height values

A user can specify any value for either, or both, the position (ps) and the pulse heights of a 

photon (Xs, ys and Zs), and the DetSim produces a constant output value accordingly. This 

helps detailed precision testing and debugging of the LUT and the ADCs.

4.4.2 Time Intervals between Successive Photons

The time intervals separating two events arriving at the GIS detectors need to be 

simulated and thus are of interest in the DetSim design. Knoll (1989) derived a 

distribution function to describe the time intervals between adjacent random events in 

assumption that an event has occurred at time t = 0. He said that the probability that the 

next event will take place within a differential time dt after a time interval of length t can 

be determined by two independent processes: no events may occur within the time interval 

from 0 to t, but an event must take place in the next differential time increment dt. The 

overall probability will then be given by the product of the probabilities characterizing the 

two processes:

probability of next probability of probability
event taking place in = no events during x of an event (4.14)

dt after delay of t time from 0 to r during dt

which then leads to

/( t) dt = r e'^ dt (4.15)

(refer to Knoll (1989) for detail), where I(t) is the distribution function for intervals

between adjacent random events, and r represents the average rate at which events are 

occurring. Figure 4.10 shows the simple exponential shape of this distribution.
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Figure 4.10 Plot showing the simple exponential shape describing the time 
intervals between successive events.

4.5 DETSIM SOFTWARE

The DetSim design consists of three main parts, the software (SAV) to control the 

hardware, the Digital Hcirdware (DH) to produce digital values of user defined SPAN 

values and the Analogue Hardware (AH) to convert the digital values to analog 

waveforms suitable for the input of the GPE (see also Figure 4.9). The author was 

responsible for the SAV and the DH, and P. D. Thomas at MSSL, one of the co-authors of 

Chun et al. (1996a), was responsible for the AH. This section describes the functions of 

the DetSim Software (DSAV), how it produces SPAN values and how it is configured and 

calibrated.

The DSAV is a special purpose package which is designed to perform two key functions, 

namely:

1. Provide a simple user interface to control the simulator outputs.

2. Produce pulses which follow the characteristics of a SPAN (random timing, position 

and pulse height).
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The DSAV can also be used to provide a user interface for any three channel detector 

system as only one module, which is specific to the SPAN detector system, would need to 

be replaced.

4.5.1. User Interface

All properties discussed in Section 4.4.1 can be specifically selected by a user. The 

interface is based on mouse-controlled pop-up menu windows (see Figure 4.11 (a) and 

(b)), and a display box at the bottom of the screen shows the selected options to indicate 

to the user what the output of the DetSim reflects. Once all options are selected 

according to the needs, selecting ‘start simulation’ in the menu (see Figure 4.11 (c)) will 

initiate production of simulated pulses whose count rates, PHD, gain, ratio of FWHM 

over gain and position of a photon on a detector are as defined previously. A simulation 

started without modifying any options will use the default values of the control 

parameters.

Table 4.1 shows all the options and sub-options available in the DSAV for the user to 

select. If the user wants to change any parameters for Detector 2, for instance, the 

detector number must be changed to 2 (set to 1 as a default) prior to making any 

alterations for Detector 2.

The DSAV provides eight different options for the detector output rate. This rate is a 

mean count rate of incoming photons, therefore the time interval between two successive 

photons can be as short as nearly zero seconds and as long as a few seconds depending on 

numbers generated by the exponential random number generator (see Section 4.5.3 and 

also Section 4.4.2). As discussed in Section 3.2, the GPE (Analogue electronics) has a 

dead time of 2.1ps, and events that arrive at a rate faster than 480 x 10  ̂events / second (1 

/ 2.1 ps) will thus be lost. In order to test the GPE to see whether it can cope with a burst 

of events arriving faster than 2.1 ps, the DSAV offers the maximum mean count rate to be 

5 x 1 0 ^  events / second.

One can also select a pattern of an event position. The ‘Flat Field’ provides uniform 

distribution of events across the anode, and the ‘Ramp Position’ increments the position
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Figure 4.11 Examples of a user interface screen. A user can open mouse- 
controlled pop-up windows to choose different options. The selected 
options are shown at the bottom of the screen.
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1st Level 2nd Level 3rd Level

Detector Number 1 \ 2, 3, 4

Count Rates 2, 5, 10,20% 50, 100,

(10^ events / second) 200, 500

Position Pattern Flat Field*

Arbitrary Position Enter Position. (1 - 100)

Ramp Position

FWHM (W) / G 50%, 75%*, 100%

Gain (10’ eV) 1.0, 2.5,5.5% 5.5, 7.0

Pulse Height Distribution Normal PHD* 

Arbitrary PHD 

Ramp PHD

Enter Pulse Height. 
(0 - 7340)

Start_Simulation Yes, No

Exit_to_DOS 

(see Figure 4.11 (d))
Yes, No

Table 4.1 Options available in the DSAV. The options in bold italics* are 
set for defaults. Starting Simulation without changing any options will use 
the defaults.

from one end to the other of the anode. The ‘Arbitrary Position’ lets the user enter an 

arbitrary position ( p s ) ,  where 1, 50 and 100, correspond to the beginning, the middle and 

the end of the anode, respectively. This is a very useful feature as it permits verifying the 

GPE performance as well as the values stored in the LUT by studying the output spectrum 

with known input position.
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The allowable gains are set in such a way that the default value of 3.8 x 10  ̂eV falls in the 

middle of the Low Level Discriminator (LLD) and the Upper Level Discriminator (ULD), 

and 1.0 X 10  ̂eV and 7.0 x 10  ̂eV lie outside the LLD and the ULD, respectively.

The ‘Normal PHD’ means normal PHD of an MCP whose distribution is created by a 

Gaussian distribution function (see Section 4.4.1), and the ‘Ramp PHD’ increments the 

value of As from 1 to 7340. The maximum value of 7340 is carefully chosen so that the 

values of x, y and z in Equations 4.10 - 4.13 do not exceed 12 bits in length as only 12 bits 

of data are used in the DetSim (refer to Section 4.6). The user can select any value of As 

between 1 to 7340 by choosing the ‘Arbitrary PHD’.

4.5.2. Software Configuration

While the simulation is running, the SAV monitors the status of the First-In First-Out 

(FIFO) buffers (see Figure 4.12 and Section 4.6 for detail) - the use of the FIFOs is 

explained in Section 4.6. It also controls the process of the simulation and responds to 

commands to start and stop the simulation. This software monitoring and control to the 

DetSim hardware is implemented via a Programmable Peripheral Interface (PPI) which is 

configured by SAV before use to define Port A as an output for control signals, and Port B 

as an input to read status flags of the FIFOs.

Figure 4.13 shows a schematic flow diagram of the simulation process. After the SAV 

initializes the PPI and fills all FIFOs of all DetSim modules with user-defined values of 

event information (refer to Sections 4.5.3, 4.5.4 and 4.6), it sends a signal to initiate the 

simulation process. While the simulation takes place, the SAV monitors the half full and 

empty flags of FIFOs of all detector modules. FIFOs get refilled when they are half empty 

so that the burst of output data can be continuous. However, FIFOs do become empty, 

when data get read from the FIFOs faster than being written into them, in which case the 

simulation process must be interrupted while the FIFOs get refilled with a new set of data. 

ESC will terminate the process.
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^|l

Figure 4.12 Block diagram of the DetSim hardware, 
control by a PC is shown.

Only one module-
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Figure 4.13 Schematic flow diagram of the simulation process.
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4.5.3. Random Number Generation

In order to simulate the random position of a photon striking a detector, the random 

intervals between two photons and the PHD of the MCP, a simulator must be able to 

generate reliable “random” values. For example, a simulator which produces predictable 

and unevenly-distributed outputs would not be a realistic model of the real situation and 

would thus not represent the real GIS detectors.

The position of a photon striking a detector is simulated by uniform deviates which are 

just random numbers that lie within a specified range, typically 0 to 1, with any one 

number in the range just as likely as any other. The time intervals between two events and 

the PHD of the MCP are described by the exponential and Gaussian distribution functions, 

respectively, as discussed in Section 4.4. Since Gaussian and exponentially distributed 

random numbers are generated by performing appropriate operations on the uniform 

random numbers, it is essential to have a reliable source of uniform random numbers for 

the DetSim as well as for any sort of stochastic modelling or Monte Carlo computer work.

It is known that random numbers generated by system-supplied random number 

generators are not truly “random” as they will produce output that is entirely predictable. 

Most C implementations have a pair of embedded library routines for initializing and then 

generating random numbers. Although each initializing value will typically result in a 

different random sequence, or at least a different starting point in an enormously long 

sequence, the same initializing value will always return the same random sequence. 

Almost all system-supplied random number generators are the linear congruential 

generators, which generate a sequence of integers /;, h , I3, and so on, each between 0 and 

m - 1 by the recurrence relation (Press et al., 1992)

Ij + i = a lj  + c (mod m) (4.16)

where m is the modulus, and a and c are positive integers called the multiplier and the 

increment, respectively. The above recurrence will eventually repeat itself with a period 

that is less than or possibly equal to m, m being the maximum length of the period with 

carefully chosen values of a, c and m. Therefore, with any initial “seed” choice of 1q, the
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same integer between 0 and m - 1 will occur at some point, and the sequence will just 

repeat itself from that point, thus not truly random.

In order to improve the linear congruential method. Park and Miller (1988) proposed a 

“Minimal Standard” generator based on the choices, m = 2147483647, a = 16807 and c = 

0, in Equation 4.16. Press et al. (1992) did not claim the Minimal Standard generator to 

be “perfect”, and proposed another routine, called rani, which uses the Minimal Standard 

for its random value but shuffles the output to break up sequential correlations in the 

Minimal Standard generator. Figure 4.14 shows the shuffling procedure used in rani.

OUTPUT

RAN

Figure 4.14 Shuffling procedure used in rani to break up sequential 
correlations in the Minimal Standard generator. Circled numbers indicate 
the sequence of events: on each call, the random number in b is used to 
choose a random element in the array a. That element becomes the output 
random number, and also is the next b. Its spot in a is refilled from the 
Minimal Standard routine.

Uniform random numbers used in the DetSim are generated by rani which has no known 

(to Press et al. (1992)) flaws other than period exhaustion: rani is known to pass any 

statistical test performed by Press et a l  (1992) except when the number of calls in a single
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calculation becomes greater than the order of 10*. Although another routine called ran2 

(Press et a i, 1992), which has much longer period, is also available, rani is about twice as 

fast as ran2 and is satisfactory for the DetSim.

The routines to generate Gaussian and exponential random numbers, gasdev and expdev, 

are also taken from Press et al. (1992), and the transformation method for generating 

another kind of random deviate from a uniform deviate is depicted in Figure 4.15. The 

pulse interval, PHD and flat field position are simulated by exponential, Gaussian and 

uniform random numbers, respectively.

uniform 
deviate in

transformed
deviate out

Figure 4.15 Transformation method for generating a random deviate y 
from a known probability distribution p(y). The indefinite integral of p(y) 
must be known and invertible. A uniform deviate jc is chosen between 0 
and 1. Its corresponding y on the definite-integral curve is the desired 
deviate. From Press et al. (1992).

4.5.4 SPAN Position Generation

In order to calculate the amounts of charge, Xs, ys and z,, on each electrode of the SPAN, 

it is important to get the widths of the three electrodes: the amounts of charge are found 

by the product of the widths and an MCP’s total charge ( A s )  which is determined by the 

routine gasdev (refer to Equations 4.10 - 4.12). The software routine, called span_ratio().
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which returns normalized values of widths of the three electrodes of the SPAN, w%, Wy and 

Wz, at a given position, ps, was written by Trow (1992) by using Equations 4.1 - 4.7. The 

three values of the widths, returned by span_ratio(), make the characteristic of the output 

pulses specific to a SPAN, and are unique at any position along the anode as discussed in 

Section 4.2.

The values of Xg, ys and Zs are later to be stored in the X, Y and Z-FIFO, respectively (see 

Figure 4.12). The values put onto the ‘Interval’-FIFO represent the intervals between the 

simulated pulses, and are generated by the expdev.

4.5.5. Data Calibration and S/W Verification

Although the random number generators, expdev and gasdev, produce exponential and 

Gaussian random numbers with fixed mean and standard deviation, these parameters can 

be altered to be able to obtain desired user-defined characteristics of the output data sets. 

This is done by performing simple operations as follows:

exp_num = C x exp_dev (4.17)

gas_num = W x gas_dev + G (4.18)

where C(ount rate, mean), W(idth) and G(ain) are positive integers, and exp_dev and 

gas_dev are the random numbers generated by the expdev and the gasdev, respectively.

By changing the values of C, W and G, the characteristics of the random numbers

(exp_num and gas_num) can be controlled.

However, when a mean count rate has been user-selected to be 2000 counts / second, for 

example, substituting 2000 for C in Equation 4.17 would not produce the output at that 

mean rate. Therefore, in order for the simulator to generate particular events which 

follow the expected statistical nature of the selected options, the generated random 

numbers, exp_num and gas_num, need to be calibrated.

In order to accomplish this, the author has written a C-program, called dat_cal(), which 

prints out the statistics of the generated random numbers. Suppose that the gasdev 

generates numbers between 0 and 99, and that there are 20 bins so that numbers between
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0 to 4 fall into bin 1, numbers between 5 to 9 fall into bin 2, and so on. If the gasdev 

generates 100 random numbers with the mean (gain) at 50, for example, then bin 50 

would contain the most random numbers, and the numbers would decrease as you move 

along to the bins that are next to bin 50 - they would look like more or less a Gaussian 

distribution. Therefore, by studying these numbers - dat_cal() prints out the number of 

random numbers that fall into each bin - and changing the values of C, W and G of 

Equations 4.17 and 4.18 on a trial and error basis, one can verify whether the means and 

the gain of the generated random numbers have been set correctly with respect to the 

user-defined options, thus verify the output of the simulator.

There is one more test program, called spiral_test(), used to validate the values of the 

electrode widths returned by span_ratio(), discussed in Section 4.5.4. Spiral_test() plots 

each returned values on a screen. Figure 4.2 is the resultant plot showing three electrodes 

of a pitch of the SPAN, which verifies the correct nature of the values of the electrode 

widths returned by span_ratio().

4.6 DIGITAL HARDWARE

This section describes the DetSim Digital Hardware (DH). As depicted in Figure 4.9, the 

DH acts as an interface between the PC and the Analogue Hardware (AH). The DH must 

be able to store the user-defined, software-generated event data and output the data at a 

rate that has been specified by the user. In order to control the output rate, a timer must 

be used, which can be controlled by the PC. Event data are kept by the use of FIFOs 

which can each be selected by the PC by the use of address decoder: data can thus be 

stored in specific FIFOs. In the following, the use and the function of each block in Figure

4.12 are described.

4.6,1 Address Decoding and Data Transfer

As discussed in Section 3.4.2, every application, which needs to transfer data on a shared 

bus (PC data bus), needs to have some form of address decoder in order to specify the 

recipient to which the data are directed. Therefore, as in the case of the SDDA, the
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DetSim DH also uses unused I/O addresses that are available on the IBM PC. Table 4.2 

shows the actual addresses used in the DetSim.

Unlike the SDDA, the DetSim contains 17 devices to select which makes the decoding 

method more complicated. The PC must be able to control 16 different FIFOs plus one 

Programmable Peripheral Interface (PPI) (its use is described in Section 4.6.3) since the 

DetSim has four modules, and there are four FIFOs to be selected for each module. Each 

FIFO has its own specific address which is decoded using nine PC address lines, A l to A9. 

As even addresses are required when 16-bit wide data need to be transferred via the PC’s 

16-bit data communication bus, the least significant bit, AO, of the address bus is not used 

for decoding.

The conceptual block diagram (Figure 4.16) depicts the decoding method: addresses 240h 

to 25Eh are used for the FIFOs and 260h to 263h are for the PPI. The input of A9 A8 A7 

= 1 0 0 to the 8-bit equality comparator (HC688) - the unused input bits were made equal 

to the comparator bits - enables the l-of-4 decoder (HC139). A6 A5 = 1 1 selects the 

PPI, and = 1 0  selects the l-of-16 decoder (HC154). A l to A4 then completes the 

address decoding of all 16 FIFOs. Whenever one of the 16 FIFOs are selected to transfer 

12-bit PC-generated data, or in other words when the HC154 is enabled, -IOCS 16 must 

be driven (refer to Section 3.4.2.3) in order to make the 16-bit data bus active.

4.6,2 Data Storage

FIFOs are used to store event data - before the data are outputted to the GPE - to handle 

the difference between the DetSim output rate and the rate at which data are generated by 

the PC. Although this could be done in S/W by using RAM and an internal clock (or S/W 

loops), it is much easier and more accurate to do it in hardware (H/W). The time interval 

could be calculated by an external timer, and the S/W could output RAM-stored data 

accordingly. As this requires interrupts or extra polling, the use of FIFOs is found to be 

the simplest solution: data are stored in the FIFOs prior to any process, and a set of data, 

consisting of Xg, ys and Zs, that are equivalent to an event, are read when an external timer 

finishes timing the event interval.
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Addresses

Hex. Binary Addressed Ports or Devices

A9-A0 A9 A8 A7 A6 A5 A4 A3 A2 A1 AO

240h 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 X-FIFO for Detector 1

242h 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 Y-FIFO for Detector 1

244h 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 Z-FIFO for Detector 1

246h 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 Interval-FIFO for Detector 1

248h 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 X-FIFO for Detector 2

24A h 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 Y-FIFO for Detector 2

24C h 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 Z-FIFO for Detector 2

24Eh 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 Interval-FIFO for Detector 2

250» 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 X-FIFO for Detector 3

252» 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 Y-FIFO for Detector 3

254» 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 Z-FIFO for Detector 3

256» 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 Interval-FIFO for Detector 3

258» 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 X-FIFO for Detector 4

25A» 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 Y-FIFO for Detector 4

25C» 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 Z-FIFO for Detector 4

25E» 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 Interval-FIFO for Detector 4

260» 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 82C55A (PPI) Port A

261» 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 82C55A (PPI) Port B

262» 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 82C55A (PPI) Port C

263» 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 82C55A Control Word (CW)

Table 4.2 Port addresses used in the DetSim.
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Four 2048 x 18 bit FIFOs are used - two 2048 x 9 FIFO chips are connected together for 

word width expansion to act as one 2048 x 18 FIFO - per each DetSim module. Each of 

the four FIFOs, X, Y, Z and Interval-FIFOs, stores 12-bit PC-generated, digital 

representation of user-defined values of Xg, ys, Zg (Equations 4.10 - 4.12) and ‘interval’, 

respectively, where ‘interval’ specifies the time interval between successive pulses. The 

number of bits used is chosen to match the resolution of Digital to Analogue Converters 

(DACs) in the Analogue Hardware (AH).

The outputs of the FIFOs are latched by the use of octal 3-state non-inverting D flip-flops 

(HC574) (see Section 4.6.6).

4.6.3 PC-Interface

The PPI, as its name suggests, is used to interface the IBM compatible PC to the external 

circuitry (DH). Its use is crucial in the DetSim as it starts, stops, and resets the whole 

process (refer to Figure 4.12). It is also used to poll the half full (HF) and empty flags of 

the FIFOs so that the DS/W can stop the process, refill any empty FIFO, and start the 

again. Figures 4.12 and 4.16 depict how this is done via the PPI.

4.6.4 Control Unit

This section describes the function of the CU (Figure 4.12) which controls the whole 

simulation process. It receives a ‘start’, ‘stop’, or ‘reset’ signal from the PPI, sets the 

pulse widths, synchronizes the start pulse with the external clock, and distributes it to the 

appropriate devices (Figure 4.17).

It is very important to figure out where every pulse occurs with respect to the external 

clock in order to keep track of the whole process. Since the moment at which the start 

signal, initiated by the PPI, occurs with respect to the clock is not predictable, it is made 

to be synchronous with the 6 MHz clock at the output of the HC4538 (B) (Figure 4.17). 

The non-inverting output of the HC4538 (A) is fed to the reset of the HC74. At the rising 

edge of the clock while the reset is HIGH, the output of the HC74 becomes HIGH until 

the reset goes LOW. Figure 4.18 shows the timing diagram.
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74HC4538 (A)

PAO 
(Start or 

Stop) Vcc reset 74HC4538 (B)

strobe (AH)

Control Pulse 
( ^ ,  HFO) 
(Load, 161) 
(CLK, 574)

290 ns

6 MHz
250 nsVcc

74HC73

enable, 161

reset
reset, FIFOPAl (reset)

74HC74

Figure 4.17 Simplified diagram showing the start, stop and 
synchronization methods. The HC4538 (A) and (B) extends the pulse 1.75 
and 1.5 times wider than the clock period, respectively.

The monostable (A) (Figure 4.17) forces the width of the start signal to 290 ns (1.75 x 1 / 

6 MHz) no matter how short or long the width of the signal from the PPI is, which is the 

minimum period of ensuring that at least one rising edge of the clock occurs during the 

period. The various pulse widths are set to 250 ns (1.5 x 1 / 6 MHz) at the output of the 

HC4538 (B). At this point, the start signal is completely synchronized with the 6 MHz 

clock as depicted in Figure 4.18. This pulse is the control pulse which is used to read 

event data from the FIFOs, to load ‘interval’ data onto the timer (HC161), and to make 

the event data present at the input of the AH: all three actions happen within the pulse 

period (see Section 4.6.6). The width of the pulse is carefully chosen to ensure only one 

rising edge of the clock occurs during the period while satisfying all the setup and hold 

time requirements of the devices (see Section 4.6.6): data are loaded onto the timer at a 

rising edge of the clock that takes place during the 250 ns period. The maximum width 

can be no more than 334 ns which is double the clock period (167 ns).
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Clock (6 MHz)

PAO (start) Ti
Q, HC4538 (A) J 
Q, HC74

PAG (start)
Q, HC4538 (A) 
Q, HC74

PAG (start)
Q, HC4538 (A) 
Q, HC74

Q, HC4538 (B)

Q, HC4538 (B) 
(Control Pulse)

PAG (start)
Q, HC4538 (A) _Ü 
Q, HC74

Case 1

Case 2

Case 3

Case 4

in all cases

25G ns

Figure 4.18 Timing diagram of the control and synchronized pulses. In 
Case 1, the start pulse occurs at the rising edge of the clock; in Case 2, it 
occurs between the rising and falling edge of the clock; in Case 3, it occurs 
at the falling edge of the clock; in Case 4, it occurs between the falling and 
rising edge of the clock. The inverting output pulse from the HC4538 (B) 
is the control pulse. See also Figure 4.17.

4.6.5 Timer and External Clock

Since the time intervals between events vary and the timer must be able to count various 

time intervals accordingly, programmable 4-bit binary counters (HC161) are used for the 

timer with the clock running at 6 MHz. As the ‘interval’ data are 12-bit wide, three
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HC161s are cascaded together to act as a 12-bit binary counter. The counter gets enabled 

when the ‘enable’ input is HIGH, and data are loaded when the ‘load’ input is LOW with 

the LOW to HIGH transition of the clock. The timer starts up-counting after a value 

(interval data) is loaded onto the timer, and outputs (at TC output pin) a pulse for one 

clock period when the timer finishes counting up to 4095 (FFFh) from the loaded value.

The rate of the external clock is chosen to provide a sufficient resolution for the time 

intervals and to let the timer to count for a sufficiently long period of time: the DetSim can 

thus produce events that are as close as 167 ns (1 / 6 MHz) and as far as 683 jis [4095 

(F F F h) X 1 / 6 MHz].

The TC output of the HC161 goes through a D-FF (Figure 4.16) which acts as a 

deglitcher. Any glitch produced at the TC output of the timer is enough to trigger the 

monostable [HC4538 (B)j, which is then able to fire the AH at wrong times. Although 

the deglitcher delays the TC output pulse one clock period, it prohibits glitches from being 

fed to the AH.

4.6.6 Simulation Process Description

When the user starts the simulation, the DS/W first generates the values for random events 

(Xs, ys, Zs and interval) according to the options selected by the user and fills the FIFOs for 

all detector modules. After all the FIFOs are filled with 2048 12-bit data events, the PC 

sends an 8-bit ‘start’ signal via the output Port A of the PPI (see Figures 4.12 and 4.16) to 

the Control Unit (CU) to start the process, where the lower two bits of Port A are used to 

control the process of the first DetSim module, the next two bits for the second module, 

and so on. The CU then sends a first inverted control pulse as discussed in Section 4.6.4 

to read the first data from all four FIFOs at the falling edge of the pulse (at point 1 of 

Figure 4.19); data are valid at the output of the FIFOs after 80 ns (the maximum setup 

time of the FIFOs) for a minimum of 175 ns. Data from the Interval-FIFO are loaded onto 

the timer at the rising edge of the 6 MHz clock (at point 2) as shown in Figure 4.19, and 

the timer starts counting up at the next rising edge of the clock from the loaded value (at 

point 4). The valid data are held at the input of the D-type flip-flops (D-FFs) (HC574) 

(refer to Figure 4.16), and appear at the input of the AH at the rising edge of the control
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pulse (at point 3). This 12-bit data are then converted to an analogue signal in the AH to 

be shaped, peak-detected, etc. as explained in Section 4.7 to resemble an event from a real 

Grazing Incidence detector. The first simulated event then appears at the output of the 

AH.

® @ (D®
i i ii

Clock (6 MHz)

95 clock cycles 
(15.9 |is)

250 ns 250 ns
Control Pulse 
Q, HC4538 (B)

167 ns

TC o/p, HC161

Q, deglitcher 
(HC74)

: 175 ns i
14----- :-------^

2nd event
Data at the 
output of FIFOs event

80 ns * 5 ns

87 ns 83 ns

Figure 4.19 Timing diagram of the data transfer. The control pulse is 
synchronized with the clock, and the pulse width is adjusted to 250ns to 
ensure one rising clock occurs during that period. At 1, FIFOs are read; at 
2, data are load onto the timer; at 3, data are valid at the output of the D- 
FFs for the AH to read; and at 4, the timer starts counting.
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Suppose the first ‘interval’ value loaded onto the timer was 4000 (FAOh). After 95 clock 

cycles [15.9 p-S (95 x 167 ns)] when the timer finishes counting from the loaded value up 

to the maximum value, 4095 (FFFh), the timer sends a ‘request’ signal, which is one clock 

period wide (167 ns), to the CU (via TC output) to send out another control pulse to the 

FIFOs, the D-FFs (HC574s) and the timer (HC161) (refer to Section 4.6.5 and Figures

4.12 and 4.19) to acquire the second event: in fact, the request signal becomes the second 

control pulse. The TC output pulse is NORed with the output of the HC74 (see Figure 

4.16) whose output is always LOW as its active LOW reset is fed by the start signal from 

the PPI, which is always LOW except for the beginning and the end ( ‘stop’ signal) of the 

simulation. The 167 ns wide TC output pulse becomes 250 ns wide by the RC constant of 

the HC4538 (B), which then becomes the second control pulse for the process. Only the 

very first control pulse is generated by the PC (PPI) as explained in Section 4.6.4, and all 

the rest of the control pulses, following the first one, are from the HC161 (TC output) - 

when the timer finishes counting the loaded value - which makes the simulation process 

continuous once it’s been initiated by the ‘start’ signal from the PC.

The second set of data from the X, Y and Z-FIFOs is now read out by the second control 

pulse (at point 5 in Figure 4.19) and becomes valid at the input of the D-FFs, where as 

data from the Interval-FIFO, which specify the interval between the second and the third 

event, are loaded straight onto the timer at point 6. The data at the input of the D-FFs are 

clocked out to the AH input at point 7 as explained above. The second simulated event is 

now generated; the interval between the first and the second event is determined by the 

first ‘interval’ data loaded onto the timer. The whole process is repeated. The following 

summarizes the order of the process:

1. All FIFOs are filled with 2048 sets of event data. The first set of data in the X, Y and 

Z-FIFOs represents the position of the first event along the anode, where as the first 

‘interval’ data in the Interval FIFO specify the time interval between the first and the 

second event.

2. The PC resets the DH and sends out the ‘start’ signal via Port A (pin 0).
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3. The first set of data, representing the position, Xs, ys and Zg in the X, Y and Z-FIFOs, is 

loaded onto the HC574 at the falling edge of the control pulse, and the interval data are 

loaded onto the HC161 at the rising edge of the clock within the control pulse.

4. The first set of position data become present at the input of the AH at the rising edge of 

the control pulse.

5. The HC161 counts the loaded interval value and outputs a TC output pulse (second 

control pulse) when the counter reaches the maximum value (FFFh).

6. The second control pulse is fed to the FIFOs, the HC574s and the HC161 to load the 

next set of data onto the HC574 and the HC161.

7. The whole process gets repeated.

Once the process is initiated by a ‘start’ signal from the PC, the DetSim ‘self-repeats’ to 

output simulated pulses until FIFOs in any one DetSim module become empty: FIFOs in 

different modules become empty at different moments because data are read out at a 

different rate when different pre-determined ‘interval’ values are stored. The PC 

continuously monitors the status (HF and empty flags) of the FIFOs in all four DetSim 

modules via PPI Port B as explained in Section 4.5.2. When the FIFOs in one module 

become empty, the PC sends a ‘stop’ signal via PPI Port A to stop the process of the 

particular module and fills the FIFOs with a new set of data (refer to Figure 4.13). After 

the FIFOs are refilled, the process is restarted by a new ‘start’ pulse. Since all four 

DetSim modules can be monitored and controlled independently, only the process of the 

necessary module gets interrupted and restarted while the other three modules continue to 

produce simulated outputs.

To make the process continuous rather than being interrupted while filling the FIFOs, the 

PC writes 1024 data into the FIFOs when they are only half empty: this is done by polling 

the HF flag of a FIFO as well as the empty flag. If the rate of data being read out from the 

FIFOs is so fast that the FIFOs will become empty while data are being written to them.
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the process must be stopped to fill them up with a new set of 2048 data before another 

‘start’ signal will repeat the whole process.

4.7 ANALOGUE HARDWARE

The Analogue Hardware (AH) described in this section is developed and contributed by P. 

D. Thomas. The main purpose of the AH is to convert the 12-bit digital representation of 

an event position, produced by the DH, into analogue signal whose characteristic 

resembles that from the GIS detectors so that the DetSim analogue signal output is 

suitable for the input to the GIS electronics. The requirements of the design of the AH 

may be summarized as follows:

• Produce a set of unipolar shaped pulses from the three 12-bit random data presented by 

the X, Y, Z and Interval-FIFOs.

• Generate a fast shaped trigger pulse for event timing within the GPE (the unit under 

test).

• Maintain a signal-to-noise ratio of each output of greater than 75 dB full scale, i.e. 12.5 

bits.

• Minimize switching feed-through from the digital hardware.

• Eliminate ground current loops between external equipment, and digital and analogue 

hardware of the simulator.

Figure 4.20 shows the complete analogue circuitry. A buffered 1.23 V reference from an 

AD589 bandgap device is fed to three MP7541 12-bit DACs. Notice the reverse 

connection to each DAG which produces low switching noise and simple unipolar voltage 

output at a constant impedance of around 20 kI2.

A step generator and unity-gain buffer is connected to each DAG output. Three 

enhancement-mode MOSFETs with turn-on time of around 5 ns switch each output to 

analogue ground after the DAGs have settled to their levels set by the X, Y and Z-FIFO
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Figure 4.20 Circuit diagram of the GIS DetSim Analogue Hardware. 
Taken from (Chun et a i ,  1996a)
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data. These produce negative-going steps of amplitude x$, ys and Zg. The MOSFETs have 

an on-resistance of 50 Q which works against the 20 kO output impedance of the DACs. 

A small error (0.25 %) exists in the magnitude of each step, but provided the DACs and 

MOSFETs are well matched the errors are equal in x,, ys and Zs, and may be ignored.

The three negative-going step voltages are fed to 2-pole shaping amplifiers with time 

constant (= tpeak) of 148 ns (f = 1.07 MHz). Similar shaping exists in the GPE to produce 

a set of three bipolar pulses with tpeak of 200 ns suitable for processing. Figure 4.21 shows 

the complete shaping scheme.

The driver for the step generator is timed by a strobe derived from the control pulse 

described in Section 4.6 (see also Figure 4.16). As a precaution against switching noise, a 

suitable delay is added to ensure that neither the strobe nor the tpeak of the combined 

bipolar shaping networks coincides with a switching edge within the digital hardware. The 

decay time of the switching pulse which drives the step generators is arranged to be 

approximately 1 |Lis to minimize the dV / dt of the back-edges of each of the pulses 

generated, thus preventing false triggers in the GPE.

In Detector Simulator In GIS Electronics 
(unit under test)

Figure 4.21 GIS pulse shaping scheme.
C l = C 2 = 220 pF

LI = L 2 =  100 |iH 
R1 = 1.35 kQ.

R 2=  1.1 kD.
(Chun et al., 1996a)

Shaping time constant T = 148 ns, 
centre frequency = 1 MHz 
Time to peak = 1.35 T (200 ns) 
Settling times: 10.1 T (1.5 p.s) to 1 %,
11.2T(1.66 |Lis) to 0.1 %
Percentage overshoot of tail: 0.04 %
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Several overall schemes for reducing switching noise and eliminating ground current loops 

were considered, including opto-isolation of the digital and analogue hardware. A more 

simple approach was adopted, by defining impedances between the two hardware sections; 

note the series resistors on the DAC digital inputs and step generator driver in Figure 

4.20. Reverse connection of the DACs has the advantage that switching spikes at the 

DAC FETs are directed to ground at loua and indirectly via the low impedance voltage 

reference at louti- Resistance values were carefully chosen to minimize the noise currents 

but allow an adequate operating rate. The combined impedance between digital and 

analogue ground was arranged to be at least two orders of magnitude higher than the 

impedance (at the shaping frequency 1.07 MHz) of the harness analogue ground 

connection between the simulator and the GPE.

Within the simulator, separate digital and analogue grounds were employed, with back-to- 

back safety clamp diodes, and the entire AH was screened by an electrostatic shield 

connected to analogue ground. Figure 4.22 shows the overall grounding scheme 

employed.

Detector 
Simulator PC

Mains
earth

Simulator Electronics 
One card per simulated detector

1

Digital
Circuit:

1

1
Analogue
Circuit:

FIFOs, I 12bit DACs, step
control, generators, pulse
timing 1 shaping

r4 w -|
r

DGND
r 1 i

AGND
Plane 1

1
Plane

—

Unit under test

Detector 
Readout PC: 

capture & display

Electronics

AGND

Figure 4.22 GIS DetSim grounding scheme. (Chun et a l ,  1996a)
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4.8 BOARD LAYOUT

The components of the DetSim HAV are divided into two separate circuit boards; one is 

the ‘Extender Board’ (EB) (IBM AT and compatibles board) which provides a convenient 

means of interfacing external circuitry with the IBM PC, and the other is the ‘Main Board’ 

(MB), one per each detector, which contains the main HAV components. Figure 4.16 

shows how chips are divided among these boards.

The idea originally was to put the address decoder and the PPI on the EB and the rest on 

the MB. However, in order to minimize the number of lines of the extender cable 

connecting the PC and the MB, the l-of-16 decoder (HC154) is put on the MB for each 

detector module. Therefore, instead of having 16 lines (to select 16 different FIFOs), 

there only have to be four address lines (A l to A4) and one more line for the chip select of 

the HC154 (refer to Figure 4.16). If all components were to be put on the MB, the 

number of lines in the extender cable taken from the PC could be reduced, but the address 

decoder and the PPI were needed on every MB, which take up more power as well as the 

board space.

4.9 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The DetSim has been tested as a single detector simulator and as a dual detector module 

to investigate crosstalk effects. The SOHO-CDS DetSim box is shown in Figure 4.23. 

The box lies between the PC and the GPE as in Figure 4.9 (a).

Figure 4.24 (a) depicts a spiral image of a single module DetSim output obtained from the 

GPE, with the simulator running in flat-field position mode at 200 x 10  ̂ counts / second 

with the MCP gain at 5.5 x 10  ̂eV. Each dot in the spiral corresponds to a position of a 

photon on a detector, and the photon position is determined by finding out where (0) and 

on which spiral (cycle of the sine pattern) the dot is placed. The spirals can be 

distinguished clearly which demonstrate the correct nature of the simulator outputs and 

the overall system performance. The identical set of output can also be represented as a 

spiral radius (r) versus theta (6) plot in Figure 4.24 (b) and as a detector spectrum in terms
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Figure 4.23 SOHO-CDS GIS Detector Simulator box.
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(a) spiral plot. The round shape of the spirals demonstrate the correct 
nature of the DetSim outputs.
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( b )  Spiral radius versus theta (0) plot of the spiral plot in (a).
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u=Uert. Scale p=Pulse Height h^Horiz. Zoom d-DOS SPECTRUM
s=Screen Plot a=ASCII Dump b=Binary dump u^Unzoom
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(c) Spectrum plot in terms of counts versus position.

Figure 4.24 DetSim flat field output.

of counts versus position in Figure 4.24 (c). The dots in the r-0 plot form straight lines, 

termed as ‘spiral arms’ as explained in Section 4.2. Each spiral arm corresponds to a 

spiral in Figure 4.24 (a). The straight spiral arms also demonstrate the correct nature of 

the simulator outputs. The spectrum plot in Figure 4.24 (c) shows the randomness of the 

distribution of photon positions.

Figure 4.25 shows spiral images of the DetSim output, Figure 4.25 (a) with a single 

DetSim module, and (b) with two modules, both running at 20 x 10̂  counts / second with 

the MCP gain set at 3.8 x 10  ̂ eV. The comparison of these spiral images in Figure 4.25 

(a) and (b) show no crosstalk effect between the detector channels: crosstalk effects 

appear as noise which can be shown by distorted spiral images as in Figure 4.5 (b).
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(a) DetSim running with a single detector module.
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i = Image Dump

(b) DetSim with two modules.

Figure 4.25 Spiral images. Comparison of the images show no crosstalk 
between the detectors.
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Figure 4.26 depicts the output image of the DetSim running in a fixed position mode - 

photon position set at the middle of the anode (0.50), with count rate of 20 x 10  ̂counts / 

second, the MCP gain at 3.8 x 10  ̂ eV and FWHM / G at 75 %. Since the DetSim 

produces events at the fixed point, the dots are concentrated in a small portion of a spiral 

image as depicted in Figure 4.26.

The DetSim had been very useful in the GIS development in checking the ADC linearity, 

the upper and lower level discriminator settings and the LUT entry values as well as in 

solving problems which had arisen during the development phases.

One of the problems arose just before the launch, the de-synchronization of the FIFOs 

(described in Section 3.2.2.2) in the FM GIS (McCalden, 1996). It had been found that 

the internal READ and WRITE pointers of the asynchronous FIFO buffers got mixed up 

when READ and WRITE operations occurred simultaneously, which led to the data 

corruption problem. In order to check the nature of the data from the FIFOs, the data 

must represent SPAN-specific events. Therefore, pulse generators or other simulators 

described in Section 4.1 were less effective in attacking the problem. The DetSim 

provided good representation of SPAN data and helped to fully understand the problem. 

The problem had been found to be only occasional, and it was decided to fly the 

instrument with the faulty design since it was too late to risk any change in the design.

Another problem was found, after launch, in the communication link between the GIS and 

the Command and Data Handling System (CDHS) box (McCalden, 1996): one message or 

command in 10  ̂ from the CDHS to the GIS got corrupted. McCalden (1996) suggested 

that it was a GIS S/W problem, and the DetSim was very useful in solving the problem by 

providing meaningful representation of raw data from detectors to verify the S/W in the 

GIS.

In future, the DetSim could be used to confirm that there is no bias in the ‘first-of-four 

select’ circuit (Figure 3.6), which selects one data stream (out of four detector data 

stream), as described in Section 3.2.2. In order to verify the operation, data arriving at the 

input of the Science Data Processor must be random and uncorrelated, which can best be 

provided by the DetSim.
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(b) Spectrum plot in terms of counts versus position. 

Figure 4.26 DetSim output image at a fixed position.
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The DetSim is the only means of simulating any problems that may arise during the actual 

mission as there is only one detector on the Engineering Model (EM) GIS, which will be 

kept operational on the ground throughout the mission. The DetSim will continue to 

serve as the front end to the instrument test-bed for possible diagnostic and performance 

tests whilst the SOHO mission is operational.

Although the DetSim has been designed and used to test the CDS-GIS on-board the 

SOHO, its main design and principle can be used for future space projects of other 

detector system developments. In fact, the DetSim has also been used as a system 

verification tool for the wedge and strip anode-based FONEMA instrument on-board the 

Mars96 spacecraft. As a simple pulse generator, or an anode, with stims has limitations in 

serving as a detector front end, the DetSim will be very useful in developing different 

kinds of future detector systems.

The performance of the DetSim can be improved by taking the effects of the MCPs, 

discussed in Section 4.3, into consideration. If the DetSim can also simulate the effects of 

modulation and convolution, and those of charge cloud size and distribution, along with 

the effects of gain depression, it will be able to represent the real detector as much as 

possible. One would also benefit if the DetSim could select types of anodes used for the 

simulation such as selection of the SPAN and the WSA. Any future work on these extra 

features will make future detector system development a lot easier, and perhaps open up 

commercial opportunities for DetSim.
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X-Ray Multi-Mirror Mission

5.1 INTRODUCTION

The X-ray Multi-Mirror (XMM) mission (see Figure 5.1) is the second cornerstone 

project in the European Space Agency (ESA) Horizon 2000 programme for space science, 

and is due for launch in 1999.

Hot plasmas at temperatures greater than 10  ̂ °K radiate the bulk of their energy at X-ray 

wavelengths between 1 and 50 Â (250 eV and 12 keV). At these high temperatures, 

cosmic abundant elements such as hydrogen and helium lose their electrons. Only heavier 

elements can, depending on the temperature, retain their K or L shell electrons. The study

146
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Figure 5.1 Overview of the XMM spacecraft. From (Web page, 1996).

of atomic transitions from these elements, which are primarily in a hydrogenic or helium

like state, represents an important diagnostic tool for an understanding of the physics of 

cosmic X-ray sources. In order to observe cosmic X-ray sources, such as X-ray binaries, 

supernova remnants, active Galaxies and clusters of galaxies, space-based instruments are 

necessary since the Earth’s atmosphere strongly absorbs photons at wavelengths 1 - 1 0 0

Â.

There are three scientific instruments on-board the XMM whose emphasis will be on high- 

throughput X-ray spectroscopy (see Section 5.2 for details); the European Photon 

Imaging Camera (EPIC), the Reflection Grating Spectrometer (RGS) and the Optical 

Monitor (OM), which are co-aligned in the spacecraft and will be providing simultaneous 

observations. The EPIC will offer broadband 0.2 - 10 keV spectroscopy with a resolving 

power E / AE (FWHM) of between 5 and 60; the RGS will provide high-resolution 

spectroscopy between 0.35 - 2.5 keV (5 - 35 Â) with a resolving power of about 400 at
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0.83 keV (15 Â), and the OM will offer simultaneous optical monitoring between 1600 

and 5000 Â wavelength range (Brinkman et a l,  1996).

Some other X-ray missions that have flown or will fly include the Einstein (first imaging 

X-ray telescope with imaging detectors, Exosat (soft X-ray telescopes with medium 

energy detectors), Rosat (map of whole sky including about 60,000 sources), ASCA (first 

to use CCDs) and Advanced X-ray Facility (AXAF, future mission to provide the highest 

position resolution ever).

By using reflection gratings, the XMM RGS will provide unparalleled sensitivity for high 

resolution spectroscopic observations of cosmic sources in the soft X-ray band with an 

effective area more than two orders of magnitude larger than previous grating 

spectrometers, which used transmission gratings, on Einstein and Exosat (Brinkman et a l,  

1989a; Briel e ta l ,  1987).

Compared to the Solid State Imaging Spectrometer (SIS) on-board the Japanese ASCA, 

the XMM EPIC has the same spectral resolution, but more than 10 times larger effective 

area and better spatial resolution, covering a wider energy range, while the RGS has 

comparable effective area, but at least 10 times more spectral resolution (Brinkman et a l,

1995).

The RGS is expected to satisfy a significant scientific need that is not covered by the 

AXAF, namely very high sensitivity for high resolution spectroscopy in the 0 . 5 - 2  keV 

band. The resolution of the X-ray Spectrometer (XRS) ( - 1 0  eV) on-board the AXAF, 

which has the highest effective area over the whole band among the four AXAF 

spectroscopic instruments - the others being the High Energy Transmission Grating 

Spectrometer (HETGS), the Low Energy Transmission Grating Spectrometer (LETGS) 

and the Bragg Crystal Spectrometer (BCS) - is inadequate to resolve important spectral 

features like the Fe L-shell complexes, leading to a problem in the hne identification 

(Brinkman et a l ,  1989b). Although the HETGS provides adequate resolution, its 

effective area drops off very rapidly at energies below 1 keV, and the LETGS, which is
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primarily designed to sample longer wavelengths, will have about six times lower effective 

area than the RGS and comparable resolution (Brinkman et a l, 1989b).

Two are the advantages of the XMM over AXAF: with the AXAF, it will not be possible 

to conduct imaging and high resolution spectroscopic observations simultaneously, and 

because the angular resolution of the XMM telescope is much coarser than that of the 

AXAF mirror assembly, the RGS spectral resolution is not severely degraded for 

moderately extended sources (Brinkman et a l,  1989b).

The effective area of the XMM for a single mirror module as well as the full three mirror 

module array is compared with other X-ray missions in Figure 5.2.

The three instruments on-board the XMM, the EPIC, the RGS and the OM, will be briefly 

discussed in Section 5.2. More detailed description and the operation of the RGS are 

given in Section 5.3.
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Figure 5.2 The effective area of the XMM as a function of X-ray photon 
energy or wavelength, compared with other X-ray missions. A single 
module as well as the full three module array are shown. (Peacock and 
Ellwood, 1988).
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5.2 TH E X M M  SPA C EC R A FT

Figure 5.1 depicts the three-axis stabilized XMM spacecraft which weighs about 3.9 tons. 

The XMM has two main modules, the service module and the payload module (see Figure

5.3). The service module consists of subsystems for the power, data-handling, attitude 

and orbit control and telecommunications. The solar panels and telecommunication 

antennas are folded around the edge of the service module, and get deployed once in 

space.
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Figure 5.3 Exploded view of the spacecraft configuration showing the 
service and payload modules. (Peacock and Ell wood, 1988).

The payload module consists of: three mirror modules, each containing a Wolter type 1 

telescope of 7.5 m focal length; three Charge Coupled Device (CCD) imaging array 

cameras (EPIC), one at the prime focus of each mirror module (see Figure 5.4); two 

reflection grating spectrometers (RGS), fitted to two of the mirror modules (see Figure
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Figure 5.4 Layout of the three XMM instruments.
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5.4), and one optical monitor (OM), attached to a fixed platform at the launcher-interface 

end of the telescope tube. Mirrors and OM are protected from contamination on the 

ground and during launch by an aperture door (see Figure 5.1).

The detectors for the EPIC and the RGS are mounted on a rigid platform at the focal 

plane assembly, located opposite the launcher-interface end. The two instruments operate 

at temperatures between -70 and -100 °C, and the cooling is done in a passive way using 

radiators which always point towards deep space.

The XMM will be placed into a highly elliptical orbit (47.8 hour period, 7000 km perigee, 

114000 km apogee) (Web page, 1996). The orbit permits the spacecraft long 

uninterrupted observations - giving an overall observing efficiency of about 70 % (Mason 

et a i ,  1995) - outside the Earth radiation belts where the instruments will be non- 

operational because of the enhanced particle background.

5.2.1 The EPIC Instrument

The EPIC consists of three cooled CCD-based X-ray cameras, with one camera mounted 

at the focus of each of the three XMM mirror modules. The CCDs operate in a photon- 

counting mode to provide simultaneous imaging and non-dispersive spectroscopy. The 

EPIC will perform these two observations for every field XMM observes.

5.2.2 The OM Instrument

The OM is co-aligned with the X-ray telescopes and designed to provide simultaneous 

optical and UV coverage of all sources viewed by the spacecraft in the X-ray band.

The blue detector in the OM offers two main operational modes: image mode where an 

image of the sky is integrated for a specific period of time, and fast mode where data from 

a small area of sky are collected at high time resolution (Mason et a l ,  1995).

Since the atmospheric background is removed when an instmment operates above the 

Earth’s atmosphere, the OM, although including a normal incidence mirror of only 30 cm 

diameter, can be as powerful as a 4 m ground-based telescope. When the blue detector is
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used in star tracking, it can outperform the spacecraft startrackers, which then leads to an 

improvement in attitude information used for the EPIC and the RGS.

5.2.3 The RG S Instrument

The RGS will operate over the wavelength range 5-35 Â and provide high resolution 

spectroscopy with a resolving power, in first order, of about 400 at 15 Â (Brinkman et a l,

1996) (see Figure 5.5). The effective area of the RGS peaks at about 10 Â as depicted in 

Figure 5.6.

The RGS design incorporates an array of reflection gratings oriented at grazing incidence 

to the beam at the exit of the X-ray telescope (see Figure 5.7). The grating stack reflects 

roughly half of the X-ray light to a strip of nine Charge Coupled Devices (CCDs) which 

are mounted on the X-ray focal plane bulkhead and serve as the spectroscopic detector as 

depicted in Figure 5.8. The gratings, the telescope focus, and the CCD detector strip all 

lie on a large Rowland circle to eliminate aberrations associated with the arraying 

geometry (Brinkman et a l ,  1989a). The spectrum of an on-axis point source will appear 

as a line image along the detector array due to the optical design.

Contained in the wavelength band (5-35 Â) covered by the RGS are several prominent 

emission features from nearly all ion stages of many abundant elements whose 

wavelengths can be determined by applying the dispersion equation given by Brinkman et 

a l  (1989a). Since the first and second spectral orders overlap leading to a spectral 

ambiguity, the CCDs intrinsic energy resolution (130 eV at 6 keV) is used to separate 

events belonging to the two orders.
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Figure 5.5 Spectral resolving power of a single module RGS as a function 
of wavelength. From (Web page, 1996).
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(Web page, 1996).
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5.3 FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION OF THE RGS

One of the projects covered by this thesis includes the RGS on-board software processing 

of X-ray events split over two or more pixels, in order to reduce the telemetry 

requirements. For this reason, the RGS is described in more detail.

As depicted in Figure 5.9, the RGS electrical sub-systems, located at the focal plane, 

consist of the CCDs, the heaters, the RGS Analogue Electronics (RAE) Unit and the RGS 

Digital Electronic (RDE) Unit.
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Figure 5.9 XMM RGS electrical sub-systems.

5.3,1 CCD Read-out

When X-rays fall on a CCD, their energy goes into creating e'-hole pairs. This charge can 

be transferred to a read-out register and measured by external electronics. More detailed 

description of the mechanism and operation of a CCD can be found in Beynon and Lamb 

(1980). The RGS CCD, as shown by Figure 5.9, is divided into two sections, the image
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and storage sections, each 1024 x 384 pixels wide. X-rays fall on the image section of the 

CCD and the developed charges are shifted down line by line to the storage section. 

While the charges in the storage section get read-out, the image section can collect 

another X-ray image.

The RGS CCDs (nine in total) are read-out one at a time according to clock patterns 

which are programmable on-board via the Clock Sequence Generator (CSG) in the RAE, 

while the other eight accumulate X-ray light. Pixel data are read-out from either, or both, 

of the amplifiers (or read-out ports) C and D shown in Figure 5.9. The latter option is the 

baseline, so two analogue signal chains will be normally operating in parallel, which 

effectively divides the active area of the CCDs into two halves.

After the full image section is shifted very rapidly into the storage section, one or more 

additional line shifts are used to transfer the pixel charge into the read-out register, which 

is then “emptied” serially (Frame Transfer mode). This enables single pixel read-out (full 

pixel resolution) and on-chip binning where groups of 2 x 2 , 3 x 3 , 4 x 4  or 5 x 5  pixels 

are summed on the CCD chip. It takes 15 |is for a single pixel to be read-out and 27.4 jis, 

for a bin, in case of 3 x 3 on-chip binning (Branduardi-Raymont, 1996a).

The CCDs can also operate in High Time Resolution mode where only 74 lines of both 

image and storage sections are shifted every time, which creates a stack of accumulated 

line spectra 2 mm deep (74 lines). The CCDs in this mode are read-out without on-chip 

binning, and the frame accumulation times per CCD can be as short as 9.2 msec 

(Branduardi-Raymont, 1996a).

5.5.2 The RGS Operating Modes

The RGS instrument can make use of three operating modes which are dependent on the 

CCD read-out modes [see Branduardi-Raymont (1996a) for more detail]:

• Spectroscopy mode

This is the main observing mode in which the RGS is expected to operate for 90 % of 

the time (Gowen and Al—Janabi, 1996). The baseline configuration for this mode is to
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read the nine CCDs sequentially in Frame Transfer mode with 3 x 3  on-chip binning. 

However, continuous read-out of the same CCD or of selected CCD sequences is also 

available as an option. When the data rate exceeds the telemetry capacity, the 

instmment can operate in High Event Rate configuration where additional data 

reduction options are provided (see Section 5.4).

• High Time Resolution mode

This mode will be used, although infrequently, for high time resolution spectroscopy of 

very bright celestial sources. The CCDs in this mode will operate in High Time 

Resolution mode, and only the X-position (coordinate in the dispersion direction) and 

the pixel energy are generated.

• Diagnostic mode

This mode is used prior to a new exposure for instmment verification and calibration 

purposes. The CCDs are read-out as in Spectroscopy mode, and the pixel data are 

passed to the DPP queue memory (see Section 5.4) with no pixel processing being 

performed.

5.3.3 The RGS Analogue Electronics

The main functions of the RGS Analogue Electronics (RAE) are to control the CCD read

out, to convert pixel data or analogue signals from the CCD into digital signals and to pass 

them to the RGS Digital Electronics as depicted by Figure 5.9. The CCD read-outs are 

executed via the software-controlled Clock Sequence Generator (CSG) in the RAE as 

mentioned in Section 5.3.1, allowing different CCD read-out modes.

5.3.4 The RGS Digital Electronics

The RGS Digital Electronics (RDE) consists of the Instmment Controller (IC), the Data 

Pre-Processor (DPP), the Power Conditioning Unit (PCU) and the Heater Control (HC) 

(Figure 5.9). The IC, based on a MA31750 processor, interfaces with the spacecraft On- 

Board Data Handling (OBDH) bus through the Data Bus Unit (DBU) via an ESA-defined
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protocol and acts as a gateway for all data collected from the DPP (Aarts et a l,  1993; 

Branduardi-Raymont 1996b): it accepts commands from the spacecraft, controls other 

sub-systems in the RDE and the RAE, collects science data from the DPP and telemeters 

them to the ground, and provides health monitoring for all sub-systems. The DPP will be 

described in detail in Section 5.3.5. The basic requirements of the PCU are to interface 

with the spacecraft power bus and Keep Alive line and to provide power to all sub

systems in the RDE and to the RAE. The HC controls the heaters for normal operations 

in response to ground command or under autonomous IC control [see (Branduardi- 

Raymont, 1996b) for detail].

5.3.5 Data Pre-Processor

The Data Pre-Processor (DPP) is primarily for data rate reduction purposes and provides 

the core of the on-board science data processing for the RGS. The DPP functional layout 

is shown by Figure 5.10.

The DPP acquires the digitized serial data from the RAE, namely the CCDs pixel energies 

in terms of pulse height channel values, and converts them to 12-bit parallel data. It also 

deduces X and Y co-ordinates of the incoming pixel from the pixel counter. A noise 

‘rejection threshold’, which is set from the ground and may be different for each CCD and 

read-out port, is applied to each pixel (or 2 x 2, 3 x 3, 4 x 4 or 5 x 5 bin) to reject those 

with energy below the threshold level (see Section 6.2.2 for threshold definition), and the 

remaining ones are passed to an input FIFO (Rees, 1995) as shown in Figure 5.10. A 

pixel’s worth of data consists of three 16-bit words containing the energy, the X and Y 

co-ordinates of the pixel: the structure of the data at the input FIFO is described in Section 

6.4. The remaining bits in the data set are used for the section identification (C or D read

out port), the CCD identification number and for frame validation and processing 

purposes.

The queue memory is a large bank of memory which can store a complete CCD’s worth of 

pixel data with 3 x 3  on-chip binning or part of a CCD with 1 x 1 or 2 x 2 on-chip 

binning. It is used in Diagnostic mode when the entire content of a CCD prior to any
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Figure 5.10 DPP single processor functional layout.

processing is required for verification purposes. The raw data are accessed by the IC to 

be telemetered down to ground.

Data in the DPP input FIFO are processed by the event processor, an MA31750, chip 

running at 8 MHz. There are two software modules, a “hot pixel processing” module and 

an “event processing” module mnning in the processor (see Figure 5.10); a MA31750 

(military standard) has been chosen for its radiation hardness with high reliability and
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performance. A lookup table (Welch, 1996) with the co-ordinates of known hot pixels 

(and/or hot columns and regions), of size large enough to store all the required locations, 

will be maintained on board to enable the hot pixel processing module to reject unwanted 

‘hot’ pixels to reduce the data rate for the telemetry. The remaining pixels are written into 

a ring buffer (Rees and Chun, 1995) which forms the data input to the event processing 

module, where an algorithm, described in detail in Chapter 6, is applied to reduce the data 

rate when it would exceed the telemetry capacity.
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"Though the f ig  tree does not bud and there 
are no grapes on the vines,

though the olive crop fa ils  and the fields  
produce no food,

though there are no sheep in the pen and no 
cattle in the stalls,

yet I  will rejoice in the LORD, I  will be joyful 
in God my Savior.

The Sovereign LORD is my strength; he makes 
my fe e t like the fe e t o f  a deer, he enables me to 
go on the heights. ”

Habakkuk 3:17-19

On-Board Event Processing Algorithms

6.1 INTRODUCTION

The use o f Charge Coupled Devices (CCDs) as photon counting devices is becoming 

increasingly important for X-ray observations in scientific space missions. They are used 

for both imaging and spectroscopic purposes. For example, the Solid-State Imaging 

Spectrom eter (SIS) on the Japanese ASCA satellite, launched in 1993 and still 

operational, is based on CCD detectors (Tanaka et a i ,  1994). In the NASA X-ray 

astronomy mission, known as the Advanced X-ray Astronomy Facility (AXAF), CCDs 

form part of the AXAF CCD Imaging Spectrometer (ACIS) which is a core focal plane 

instrument. It consists of two CCD arrays: a two-dimensional imaging array and a linear 

array for spectroscopy (Schwartz et a i ,  1979; Ramsey et a i ,  1994). The X-ray Multi- 

M irror (XMM) mission, the second cornerstone project in the European Space Agency 

(ESA) Horizon 2000 programme, due for launch in 1999, relies on CCDs for all its X-ray 

imaging (with the European Photon Imaging Camera, or EPIC) and spectroscopic 

(Reflection Grating Spectrometer, or RGS) capabilities.

162
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CCDs as focal plane detectors for X-ray astronomy offer high spatial resolution as well as 

good energy resolution. Back-illuminated (Bootsma et a l ,  1996; Bailey et a l ,  1990), 

deep-depletion CCDs, like those used in the XMM, have a further advantage of higher X- 

ray quantum efficiency than that of conventional CCDs (Walton et a l ,  1985). Despite the 

advantages, the use of CCDs imposes constraints as well. To reduce low-energy thermal 

electron noise (dark current) (Beynon and Lamb, 1980), the device needs to be cooled, 

and thresholding is applied: the normal operational temperature of the RGS CCDs is 

expected to be -8 0  °C (Branduardi-Raymont, 1996a).

A feature common to all CCD X-ray detectors is that an X-ray photon which interacts 

near the border between two pixels can cause the generated charge to be divided between 

the pixels, a phenomenon known as charge-sharing. While the charge cloud created at the 

photon absorption site is generally quite small [typically less than 1 |im  diameter (Burke et 

a l ,  1991)], this charge will expand by diffusion before the electrons are collected in a 

pixel potential well, leading to the possibility of a ‘split event’. All of the electrons 

generated by an X-ray photon are ideally collected in a single potential well rather than 

shared among multiple pixels. To minimize split events, the pixel dimensions should be 

large and the photon absorption should occur in the depletion region so that the charge 

cloud will be rapidly swept toward the CCD wells (Burke et a l ,  1991).

Knowledge of the total charge in a split event is indispensable to establish the true energy 

of the incoming photon, although the event patterns do not need to be re-established on 

the ground. In the case of the XMM RGS, knowledge of the photon energy will be used 

to separate events belonging to overlapping spectral orders as explained in Chapter 5. The 

photon energy is recovered by converting the pixel charge to a voltage signal which is 

analyzed in pulse height and attributed to one of a range of pulse height ‘channels’ (Chun 

et a l ,  1996b). These channel values are then digitized, processed as explained in Chapter 

5 and telemetered to ground; in case of a split event, the digitized pulse height values of 

the pixels belonging to the event can be summed on-board to give a measure of the total 

energy in the event. Pre-launch calibration of pulse height channel versus photon energy 

makes it possible to establish the X-ray energy of the photons detected on-board.
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In addition to the increased number of pixels due to split events, cosmic rays can induce 

spurious events on CCDs and deposit energy in long trails of pixels. However, due to 

limitations of available telemetry bandwidth allocated to the XMM RGS, the amount of 

data to be telemetered needs to be reduced. Therefore, instead of telemetering energy 

information of each pixel constituting a split event, an algorithm, or technique, is applied 

on-board to detect X-ray events split over more than one pixel, as well as cosmic ray 

events of large extent, and to combine them, if required, into a single pixel - such process 

is termed ‘reconstruction’ in this chapter - before they are telemetered to the ground. For 

example, for the XMM EPIC, which will perform imaging and medium resolution 

spectroscopy of astrophysical plasmas in the 0.3-15 keV band. X-ray events are detected 

onboard by a pattern recognition technique: 32 different patterns, which can be uplinked 

to the spacecraft from the ground, are stored in a “pattern library” memory, and each 

incoming event is compared with the pixel distribution of each pattern (Bouere et a l ,  

1993). A similar pattern recognition technique, described in Gendreau (1994) and ASCA 

Technical Description (1995), is also currently used on ASCA. In the case of preliminary 

investigations carried out on the ground for the AXAF mission (Schwartz, 1979), 

existence of any X-ray event is recognized by an algorithm which stores in memory data 

from an entire CCD and “leisurely” processes them.

This, however, is clearly not suitable for on-board applications where there are memory 

size constraints. Due to the strict processing speed and memory size limitations of the 

XMM RGS (see Section 6.3), the pattern recognition algorithms used in the XMM EPIC 

and the ASCA are not applicable to the RGS; simply there is not enough processing 

power and memory to store all the patterns on-board. Also, the pattern recognition 

techniques have the disadvantages that some events may not get recognized when their 

patterns do not match one of those stored on-board, and that event patterns are hard to 

predict towards the end of the mission due to CCD degradation following heavy cosmic 

rays impact doses.

Therefore, two alternative types of on-board split event processing algorithms, based on a 

rapid search for neighbouring pixels, have been devised by the author for the RGS on the 

XMM  mission to detect and ‘reconstruct’ X-ray events - and thus establish the true energy
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information of the incoming photon which is used to resolve the spectral order ambiguity - 

in a way which is both speed and cost effective: the tasks of the algorithms are listed in 

Section 6.3. The algorithms were also used to study the feasibility of having a single 

processor Data Pre-Processor (DPP) in the RGS Digital Electronics (RDE) to handle all 

incoming event data. The performance of the two algorithms does not depend on event 

patterns, which enables the algorithms to process events of any shape including those 

caused by cosmic rays. The two algorithms have been shown to overcome the XMM 

RGS processing speed and memory size limitations.

This chapter describes the two alternative algorithms developed for the XMM RGS (but 

applicable to other space-home instrumentation) to reduce the telemetry requirements for 

the CCD X-ray detector by on-board reconstruction of the X-ray events split over two or 

more adjacent pixels. The pile-up criterion set for the RGS CCDs and event categories 

and morphologies are discussed in Section 6.2. In Section 6.3, the on-board processing 

constraints and requirements of the algorithms, implemented in Tartan ADA on an 

MA31750 microprocessor, are discussed. The performances of the algorithms are 

compared, and test results are presented which show that the recursive implementation is 

faster and has a smaller executable file, although it uses more memory because of its stack 

requirements.

6.2 EVENTS FROM RGS CCDS

6.2.1 Pile-up Criterion

Event pile-up (i.e. X-ray photons arriving on the same pixel or on adjacent pixels in the 

CCD) can be avoided when the photon flux is sufficiently low in relation to the CCD read

out rate, so that the device is operating as a photon counter. Since, in the RGS, the CCD 

energy resolution is used to separate the first and second spectral orders which spatially 

overlap, event-by-event read-out is essential to maintain the event energy information, and 

serious event pile-up must be avoided for accurate flux measurements. This requirement 

to avoid event pile-up is satisfied in the RGS by setting an upper limit to the number of 

events expected: this is to be a maximum of 1 per 100 pixels per accumulation 

(Branduardi-Raymont, 1996a).
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6.2.2 Event Categories

In order to reject unwanted low-energy noise events - background events, such as those 

due to dark current and optical light leaks, and noise associated with the CCD read-out 

electronics - and to recover real X-ray events, ‘rejection’ and ‘acceptance’ thresholds are 

operated in the RGS DPP (refer to Figure 5.10, and see Figure 6.1 for setting levels). 

Pixels with energy below the rejection threshold are excluded from further processing. An 

‘upper’ threshold is also set approximately at the highest operational energy of the RGS to 

reject all events with energy above it, such as those caused by cosmic rays. Application of 

this technique is expected to reduce the contribution of the particle background to the 

event data by a factor of about 30 (Aarts et a l ,  1993). These thresholds may be different 

for each CCD and read-out port.

The threshold levels operated in the DPP lead to the definitions of ‘single event’ and ‘split 

event’. A ‘single event’ is defined to be a pixel with energy above the acceptance 

threshold and no adjacent pixel above the rejection threshold, and a ‘split event’ is one 

where a pixel above the rejection threshold has at least one adjacent pixel also above the 

rejection threshold (see Figure 6.1). However, when a single event or an event made up 

of several pixels have energies (the sum) greater than the upper threshold, as in Figure 6.1 

(e), the events are considered as background and discarded.

The fraction of split events is expected to increase from 20 - 30% initially to about 50% 

towards the end of the mission due to radiation damage. This fraction reduces to about 

17% if 3 X 3 on-chip binning is adopted, or by a factor of k if k x k on-chip binning is 

adopted.

6.2.3 Event Morphology

Some of the possible patterns of split events produced by genuine X-rays are depicted in 

Figure 6.2, and examples of patterns used in the reconstruction algorithms for the XMM 

EPIC and the ASCA SIS are illustrated in Bouere et a l  (1993) and ASCA Technical 

Description (1995), respectively. Depending on where a photon falls on a CCD pixel and 

how much energy it carries, all combinations of patterns which can be formed with two to
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Figure 6.1 Event categories, (a) noise event; (b) single event - a pixel 
with energy above the acceptance threshold and no adjacent pixel above 
the rejection threshold; (c) two single events; (d) split event - where a 
pixel above the rejection threshold has at least one adjacent pixel also 
above the rejection threshold; (e - g) background events. Only events 
(shaded events) above the rejection threshold reach the input FIFO of the 
DPP and are processed. When the sum of the energies of the events (total 
energy) is greater than the upper threshold, they are considered as a 
background event.
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Figure 6.2 Examples of some of possible patterns of split events caused by 
genuine X-rays. Depending on where on the pixel the photon falls, 
different patterns can be created. More pixels can be affected depending 
on the energy of the photon. The lower part of the figure is for higher 
energy X-rays. Patterns are taken from Bouere et al. (1993).
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nine pixels within a three by three pixel area are possible, although patterns of two pixels 

next to each other are most likely.

Cosmic rays striking a CCD can leave very long trails affecting several pixels and, in the 

worst cases, the whole CCD, when they have very high energy and travel at low angles to 

the CCD face. Pixels that are affected by a cosmic ray must be discarded even if they are 

part of a genuine X-ray event; this is done by applying an upper thresholding to the 

reconstructed cosmic ray event.

The event A shown as an example in Figure 6.3 is unlikely to be caused by a single 

genuine X-ray if pile-up is avoided; however, the complex, though unrealistic, pixel 

distribution of the event has been chosen to validate the performance of the two event 

processing algorithms described in Section 6.4. The event A could be deemed as that 

caused by three or four individual X-ray events joined together (possible if pile-up is not 

avoided), in which case the two algorithms described in this chapter would have no way of 

separating them, and would consider them as one individual event. Then, the whole event 

might be accepted as an X-ray event if the sum of the energies of the pixels after 

reconstruction is between the acceptance and upper threshold, or it might as well be 

rejected if the sum is greater than the upper threshold. If a genuine X-ray event is 

contaminated by a long trail caused by a cosmic ray event, it will be treated as part of the 

cosmic ray event and discarded.

(8) (9) \
(4) I f f ) j (7)

V - S i i ( 2 ) . / (3)

B

Figure 6.3 Example of event shapes on a CCD.
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6.3 EVENT PROCESSING REQUIREMENTS FOR THE DPP

Requirements for on-board data acquisition and processing are quite different from those 

for ground-based applications where neither the processing time nor the size of available 

memory is a cmcial limiting factor. In the case of the XMM RGS DPP, the maximum size 

of the memory is limited to 128 Kbytes - the DPP carries four 32 Kbyte memory chips 

which are the largest size, radiation hard available - in order not to have a memory 

management unit which increases the hardware complexity, the mass as well as the 

development cost. As the memory is partitioned between the hot pixel code, hot pixel 

lookup tables, other parameter tables, event ring buffer and event processing code (Rees, 

1995; W elch, 1996), there is even less room available for the algorithm to use. It was due 

to this reason that a concept of a ‘search’ algorithm different from the one used for the 

XMM EPIC or the ASCA (pattern recognition technique) was born.

For real-time operation, the DPP event processing module must be able to handle the 

incoming data faster than the maximum input data rate which has been determined to be 

568 pixels/sec (Branduardi-Raymont, 1996a; Aarts et a l ,  1993) for the case of one CCD 

being read-out continuously, without on-chip binning. In the more demanding case of flat 

illumination of the whole image section of a CCD, assuming that 50% of the events are 

split over two pixels, the maximum input rate to the DPP event processing software will 

reach up to 1966 pixels/sec (Branduardi-Raymont, 1996a).

The event processing module reads data from the ring buffer (refer to Section 5.3.5), 

performs the tasks listed below, and passes the data to the output FIFO where they are 

read by the IC. The data are then formatted into telemetry packets and transmitted to the 

ground (refer to Figure 5.10).

The main requirements and tasks of the event processing algorithm were set by the XMM 

RGS project team at M SSL and are listed as follows:

1. To reduce the data rate to a level compatible with the available telemetry;

2. To recognize pixels that form part of a split event so that the contribution from these 

pixels to the total energy of the incoming X-ray is not lost;
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3. To apply an upper threshold to reject high energy events such as those caused by 

cosmic rays;

4. To provide statistical information about the raw data stream that cannot be deduced at 

a later stage;

5. To select only pixels above the acceptance threshold without neighbours (single event 

selection);

6. To reconstruct split events.

If split events are summed and telemetered as individual events, the telemetry rate will be 

reduced. Alternatively, if the observed target is relatively weak, the split events may be 

telemetered un-reconstructed, in which case pixels between the rejection and acceptance 

thresholds will be sent to the ground. This implies higher telemetry requirement. Either 

option can be selected by ground command.

If an upper threshold is applied to the events in order to remove high energy cosmic rays, 

the full extent of events that are split over more than one pixel must be recognized before 

this is done, otherwise removal of large events spread over more than one pixel may leave 

isolated pixels which may be misinterpreted as several genuine X-ray events: as in Figure

6.1 (g), removal of the pixel above the upper threshold before split event detection and 

reconstruction will cause the other tw o pixels (between the acceptance and upper 

thresholds) to be interpreted as two single X-ray events, just like those in Figure 6.1 (c). 

Upper thresholding is a simple 16 bit comparison with a list of upper threshold parameters, 

one per half CCD, pre-loaded in the DPP by the IC during initialization.

Since the number of pixels above the various thresholds can not be deduced on the 

ground, the DPP event processing module keeps track of these and sends their number to 

the IC with each CCD data set. This statistical information is deduced by storing the 

number of counts derived from the incoming data. This must include at least six values: 

the number of pixels above the rejection, acceptance, and upper threshold, each per half 

CCD.

In Section 6.4, two algorithms used in the prototype event processing module, meeting 

no. 1 ,2 ,5 , and 6 of the above requirements, are described and compared.
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6.4 EVENT PROCESSING ALGORITHMS

The data associated with one pixel are contained in three words (see Figure 6.4), each of 

16 bits, which arrive at the input FIFO of the DPP from the RGS Analogue Electronics. 

The first word contains the energy information of the pixel in terms of a pulse height 

channel value, the second one contains the pixel’s X-coordinate, and the third the CCD 

identification number ( ‘ccd’) (from 1 to 9) and the pixel’s Y-coordinate. When these 

words arrive at the input FIFO, the flags ‘o ’ ( ‘Old’), ‘se’ (‘Split Event’), and ‘c’ 

( ‘Complete’) are initially cleared. These flags are to be set during the event processing 

(Chun, 1995): the ‘se’ flag is set for pixels that are found to be part of a split event, the ‘c’ 

flag is set for a pixel when both the forward and backward searches around the current 

pixel are completed, and finally the ‘o ’ flag is set for all pixels that constitute an event, 

single or split. Pixels with the ‘o ’ flag set are put onto the output FIFO of the DPP to be 

telemetered to ground via the IC (see Figure 5.10).

Bit No. 15 14 13 12 11 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0

Energy c/d 0 1 ‘o’ E E E E E E E E E E E E

X-Coord. 0 0 0 ‘sc’ ‘c’ X X X X X X X X X X X

Y-Coord. 0 1 0 ccd ccd ccd ccd Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y

Figure 6.4 Input buffer structure. The data set for each pixel includes: 
ccd: four bits of CCD number;
E : 12 bits of energy information in terms of pulse height channel value;
X : 11 bits of X-coordinate;
Y : 9 bits of Y-coordinate;
c/d = 0 : pixel comes from the C output node of the CCD; 
c/d = 1 : pixel comes from the D output node of the CCD;
‘se’ : Split Event flag, this flag is set for a pixel that is part of a split event; 
‘c ’ : search Completed;

This flag is set for a pixel around which both forward and backward 
searches are completed.

‘o ’: Old pixel;
This is set for pixels which make up an event after the search is 
completed for the event.

Pixels with the ‘o ’ flag are telemetered and can be overwritten by new 
incoming data in a circular buffer.
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6.4.1 Event Processing Algorithm I  (EPA I)

As mentioned in Section 6.2.3, Figure 6.3 is taken as an example of a CCD section with a 

very complex, though unrealistic (due to pile-up criterion), pixel pattern: pixels appear in 

the ring input buffer in the order as shown in the figure, and a word denoting the ‘end of 

CCD’ (EoCCD) occurs after pixel (9) if the end of a read-out has been reached. There are 

two events on the CCD: event (A) consists of pixels (1), (2), (4), (5), (6), (8), and (9), and 

event (B) of pixels (3) and (7).

Flow diagrams of Event Processing Algorithm I (EPA I) are shown in Figures 6.5 to 6.8. 

The first task of the algorithm is to check whether the input buffer is empty or not (see 

Figure 6.5). The algorithm is terminated only when the buffer is empty. At initialization, 

the pixel pointer points at the first unflagged pixel in the buffer, the ‘seed’ pixel. The pixel 

pointer points at the next incoming pixel in the buffer during the forward search and at the 

previous one during the backward search. Being the first unflagged pixel in the buffer, 

pixel (1) becomes the seed pixel, and the search begins from it. The algorithm checks the 

coordinates of the next pixel, pixel (2), and since (2) is not EoCCD or adjacent to the 

seed, it goes on to check pixel (3), which is not adjacent to the seed. Pixel (4) is examined

next and found to be adjacent to the seed. The code sets the ‘se’ flag for pixel (4), and the

‘se’ and ‘c ’ flags for the seed, pixel (1) (see Figure 6.5). Pixel (5) is the next pixel 

adjacent to the seed to be found and is flagged ‘se’. The search around the seed is not 

complete until pixel (6) is encountered and found to be too far away from the seed. A 

pixel is ‘too far away’ from a current pixel if

Forward Search: (y > yi + 1) or (y = yi + 1 and x > xi + 1) (6.1)

Backward Search: (y < yi -  1) or (y = yi -  1 and x < xi -  1) (6.2)

where (x, y) are the coordinates of the pixel being checked, and (xi, yO are the 

coordinates of the current pixel: condition (6.1) applies to the forward search, and (6.2) to 

the backward one. Any incoming pixels following (6), therefore, can not be adjacent to 

the seed.
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Figure 6.5 Top level flow diagram of EPA I.
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At this point, the algorithm checks whether the ‘se’ flag is set for the seed pixel, pixel (1). 

As shown by Figure 6.5 (a), the ‘se’ flag can only be set for the seed when there is at least 

one pixel adjacent to the seed. The ‘se’ flag for the seed means that there may be more 

pixels that are part of the split event and the search continues from the first pixel in the 

buffer with only the ‘se’ flag set. The seed pixel without the ‘se’ flag set must be a single 

event and the search around the seed is completed by setting the ‘o ’ flag for the seed.

Forward (see Figure 6.6) and backward (see Figure 6.7) searches still need to be 

completed for pixels with only the ‘se’ flag set, and these are done for each pixel in the 

order stored in the buffer. Pixel (4) is, therefore, the next pixel to be searched around. 

The forward search around (4) finds pixel (8) to be adjacent and flags it ‘se’. The code 

also keeps track of the last pixel in the event so that (8) now replaces (5) as the last pixel 

in the event. The algorithm decides that the search of the whole event is complete when 

there is no un-searched pixel, i.e. one with only the ‘se’ flag set, before EoCCD or the last 

pixel in the event. The backward search checks the coordinates of the previous pixels 

until the pixel pointer encounters the seed pixel or a pixel which is too far away from the 

current pixel in a backward direction. When the backward search is completed, the ‘c ’ 

flag is set for the current pixel. Pixel (4) thus has both ‘se’ and ‘c ’ flags set.

Pixel (6) is found to be adjacent to the new current pixel, pixel (5), and is flagged ‘se’. 

The backward search from (5) does not find an adjacent pixel and sets the ‘c ’ flag for (5). 

Pixel (8) is still the last pixel in the event.

The search begins now from pixel (6), and pixels (9) and (2) are found to be adjacent to 

the new current pixel during the forward and the backward search respectively. They are 

flagged ‘se’, and the search around (6) is completed. Pixel (9) now becomes the last pixel 

in the event.

The searches around three pixels, (2), (8), and (9), have not yet been completed. Since (2) 

appears in the buffer before the other two, it becomes the next current pixel. Although (6) 

is adjacent, it has already been found to be part of the event. The forward search ends 

when pixel (7) is found to be too far away from (2). No adjacent pixel is found during the 

backward search, and the search around (2) is completed.
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After the searches have been performed similarly around pixels (8) and (9), the algorithm 

tries to locate a new current pixel. Since there is no pixel with only the ‘se’ flag set before 

the last pixel, pixel (9), the search for the event (A) is finally completed.

Before this whole process repeats itself with another event, an optional reconstruction of 

event (A) takes place (see Figure 6.8). In this case, the energies of the pixels are summed, 

the sum is given the coordinates of the pixel with the largest energy in that event, and it is 

stored. All seven pixels in event (A) are then flagged ‘o ’; these pixels are ready to be 

telemetered (if reconstruction has not taken place), or their memory locations can be 

reused by new incoming data.

Pixel (3) now becomes a new seed pixel as it is the first unflagged pixel in the buffer, and 

the whole process is repeated.

EPA I keeps track of the pixel in an event which appears last in the ring buffer. When the 

algorithm tries to locate the next current pixel - one with only the ‘se’ flag set - to search 

around, it must check every pixel in the buffer from the seed pixel until a certain point in 

the buffer. If EPA I was to scan until it finds an EoCCD in the buffer, it would be very 

inefficient when there are many events on a CCD as it has to check every single pixel in 

the buffer before the EoCCD. Also, in the case where an EoCCD has not yet happened in 

the ring buffer, the algorithm will never be able to be terminated. However, by keeping 

track of the ‘last’ pixel in the event that is being searched for, EPA I stops searching for a 

current pixel at the ‘last’ pixel and saves some processing time. This is also helpful when 

EPA I tries to set the ‘o ’ flag for the pixels in an event whose search is completed as it can 

confine the process within the boundary.

6.4.2 Event Processing Algorithm II  (EPA II)

The most distinctive difference between the two algorithms, EPA I and II, is that in EPA 

II there is a recursive subroutine named ‘SEARCH’ which calls itself whenever there is an 

adjacent pixel (see flow diagram in Figure 6.9). Also, the ‘c ’ flag is not necessary in EPA 

II as completing the tasks of the subroutine means searching around a pixel has been 

finished, whereas in EPA I the flag is introduced to do the job.
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F igure 6.9 Top level flow diagram of EPA II.
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F igure  6.10 Flow diagram of the SEARCH subroutine for EPA II.
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Figure 6.11 Flow diagram of the RECONSTRUCTION subroutine for EPA II.
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Figure 6.12 Flow diagram of the FORW ARD subroutine for EPA II.
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F igure  6.13 Flow diagram of the BACKW ARD subroutine for EPA II.
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In the ‘SEARCH’ subroutine (see Figure 6.10), a running count of the pixels which 

constitute an event is maintained. Every time the subroutine is called, the pixel counter is 

incremented. This number is later used during the reconstruction process (see Figure 

6.11): the reconstruction process is terminated when the number of pixels, which are part 

of a split event and are being reconstructed, equals the pixel counter. (In the case of EPA 

I, this is done by means of the last pixel information.) Both forward (see Figure 6.12) and 

backward (see Figure 6.13) searches also take place in the subroutine. If an adjacent pixel 

is encountered during the searches, the ‘SEARCH’ subroutine calls itself again and the 

pixel gets the ‘se’ flag set.

Starting with the seed pixel, pixel (1) (see Figures 6.3 and 6.9), EPA II examines each 

pixel following in the buffer to check whether there is an EoCCD, whether the pixel has 

already been found to be part of an event, or whether it is too far away from the seed. 

Pixel (4) is the first adjacent pixel to the seed, so it gets the ‘se’ flag and the SEARCH’ 

subroutine is called to begin searching around (4). The subroutine performs forward 

search around (4) first (see Figures 6.10 and 6.12) and finds an adjacent pixel, pixel (8). 

At this point, pixel (8), flagged ‘se’, becomes the current pixel and searches around (8) 

take place by calling the subroutine again without completing searches around (4). Since 

there is no adjacent pixel around (8), EPA II goes back where it left off at (4) and carries 

on to finish the search around (4); no other adjacent pixel around (4) is found.

As there is another adjacent pixel to the seed, the search of the event is not over yet (see 

Figure 6.9). When pixel (5) is also found to be adjacent to the seed, the ‘SEARCH’ 

subroutine gets called. It now becomes the current pixel and gets ‘se’ flag set. Forward 

search around (5) finds pixel (6), and the search around (6) begins by calling the 

subroutine again. Pixel (9) is found to be part of the split event, and the subroutine is 

again called without completing the rest of the searches around (6). Pixel (9) becomes the 

current pixel and gets ‘se’ flag set. Since no pixel is found to be adjacent to (9), the 

algorithm goes back to complete the forward search around (6). After the forward search, 

it now performs backward search around (6), and pixel (2) is found. The subroutine is 

called to search for any adjacent pixels to (2). Having found no pixel adjacent to (2), the 

algorithm again returns to where it left off at (6) and completes the search around (6)
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when it encounters the seed during backward scanning through the buffer. The algorithm 

finally completes the search of the whole event when it returns to where it first started.

The energies of all seven pixels are optionally summed during reconstruction of the event 

(see Figure 6.11). After the pixels receive an ‘o ’ flag, they are either telemetered to 

ground via the IC or get overwritten by incoming pixel data.

6.5 EXPERIMENTS AND TEST SET-UP

6.5.1 Implementation Language, Ada versus Assembly

During the design phase of the RGS on-board software, a debate developed on whether or 

not to use a high level language, Ada in particular, rather than assembler in developing the 

on-board software for the RGS. A high level language is preferred because it is easier to 

read and understand - thus providing easy code maintenance - as well as because it should 

take less development time compared to the assembler language.

Ada was not immediately chosen for on-board applications, because of the misconceptions 

that it is not suited for real-time applications, that it consumes too much memory, that Ada 

programs cost more to develop - especially the first time, that it has a long learning curve, 

and that Ada compilers cannot compete with assemblers both in size and speed.

However, a case study by Lawlis (1994) showed that Ada outperforms assembler. She 

suggested that the advancements in compiler technology could dispel the misconceptions. 

Although Lawlis admitted that her comparison of Ada and assembler did not prove that 

Ada would provide dramatic improvements on other types of applications, it was a 

significant booster for the use of Ada.

A  similar case study for the event processor in the RGS DPP was carried out for this 

thesis by comparing the performance of Tartan Ada and assembler for the M A31750 

processor. The task was to read event data from the input FIFO of the DPP (see Figure 

5.10), convert them into the format which can be read by the IC, and write the formatted 

data onto the output FIFO of the DPP. Only the comparison in code size (executable)
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was made: the assembler code was 460 bytes long whereas the Tartan Ada code was 440 

to 460 bytes long depending on the compiler options (the compiler can optimize the code 

for size or time, Tartan Ada 1750A, 1993).

Although the task was very simple and was different from the task of the event processing 

algorithms, it proved that Ada can actually perform as well as assembler with all the 

advantages of a high level language. Consequently, the decision to use Tartan Ada for the 

development of the DPP event processing algorithms, and for the IC on-board software 

was made by the RGS team at MSSL.

6.5.2 Algorithm Verification

While developing the event processing algorithms, it was necessary to try several different 

event patterns to verify the performance of the algorithms. Both functional and speed 

performance tests were carried out by the author: the functional performance test was to 

make sure the algorithms did work for a variety of event patterns, including possible X-ray 

patterns as in Figure 6.2, those caused by cosmic rays, and even strange patterns as in 

Figure 6.3; and the speed test was to see whether the algorithms were fast enough to 

process all incoming events at the possible DPP input rates discussed in Section 6.3.

The EOBB (Electro-Optical BreadBoard) model-DPP, on which the algorithms were to 

be tested, only had a 4 M Hz MA31750 processor and no associated monitor to display the 

result of the program execution. Therefore, the algorithms were first coded in C, then in 

Ada and were tested on a PC and a Sun, respectively.

The task of verifying the performance of the algorithms with several different event 

patterns involved providing the data input to the algorithms for each pixel of an event - 

these are three data words (energy, X and Y co-ordinates, see Figure 6.4) per pixel. 

When trying different patterns, especially when there are many pixels in an event, 

providing the data input each time can be very time consuming.

This was made easier by using the mouse-controlled event processing algorithm 

verification tool, developed in C by the author, which allows one to easily create any kind 

of event shapes by just clicking CCD pixels on a screen with a mouse, with results as
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depicted in Figures 6.14 and 6.15. On the left of the figures are the input pixel patterns 

(dark on a lighter background). One can also input the energy for each pixel chosen. 

Once a desired event pattern is formed, an algorithm can be applied by clicking ‘OK ’. The 

tool then displays on the screen (on the right) the result of the execution of the algorithm 

applied, informing which are single and which are split events (marked with ‘SE’). 

Clicking ‘Reconstruction’ reconstructs the event, and the tool displays the pixel with the 

highest energy in the event (marked with ‘SE’, in darker colour): the coordinates of the 

pixel and the total energy summed can also be displayed. The performance of an 

algorithm can be verified by comparing by eye the CCD display before and after applying 

the algorithm. It is easy to see and check from the display which events are single or split.

Although this verification tool required an extra implementation of the algorithms in C as 

well as in Ada, the tool was very useful in the development and testing of the algorithms 

by trying several different event patterns. Figures 6.14 and 6.15 were used to verify the 

performances of the two algorithms, EPA I and EPA II, respectively, with some of the 

events depicted in Figures 6.2 and 6.3.

The algorithms implemented in Ada also needed to be evaluated. Since the EOBB DPP 

could not be used to verify the functional performance of the algorithms (although it 

would be the ultimate target system on which the algorithms needed to be tested), the Ada 

coded algorithms were first tested using the Adascope provided by Tartan. The Adascope 

is a software simulator running on a Sun (UNIX) workstation: it simulates a MA31750 

target processor and it provides a debugging facility for code development. Running the 

algorithms using the Adascope thus permits displaying on a screen to see the result of the 

execution. As the algorithms had already been fully tested using the verification tool, only 

limited amounts of event patterns were tested using the Adascope.

6.5,3 EOBB DPP Test Set-up

Although the functional performance evaluation of the algorithms was carried out using a 

PC (verification tool software in C) and a Sun UNIX (Adascope), the speed performance 

tests required the real system, the EOBB model-DPP with a M A31750 processor running 

at 4 MHz, in order to acquire the accurate measurements of the algorithms processing
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Figure 6.14 Example of performance test of EPA I with some of the patterns in Figures
6.2 and 6.3 using the verification tool. On the left are the input pixel patterns; on the right 
are the results after running the algorithm. ‘SE’ denotes ‘split events’, and ‘SE’-pixels 
with darker colours are those into which energies are summed during the reconstruction.
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Figure 6.15 Example of performance test of EPA II with some of the 
patterns in Figures 6.2 and 6.3 using the verification tool. Displayed on the 
left are the input pixel patterns, and on the right are the results after 
running the algorithm. ‘SE’ denotes ‘split events’, and ‘SE’-pixels with 
darker colors are those to which energies are summed during the 
reconstruction.
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speed. These measurements would be conservative, since the Flight Model (FM) DPP 

processor will run at 8 MHz, but were invaluable to give confidence that the processing 

task could be satisfactorily carried out on-board.

Figure 6.16 depicts the EOBB DPP test set-up. The Sun Workstation carries a disk where 

both source and execution files of EPA I and EPA II are stored and is connected to the 

VME (Versa Module Eurocard) crate via Ethernet. The VME crate hosts the spacecraft 

simulator (S/C SIM) CPU and the S/C SIM Slot Controller, which allows communication 

with the IC via Data Bus Interface (DBI). The IC then communicates with the EOBB 

DPP.

VME (Versa Module 
Eurocard) crate

Sun
(UNIX)

Ethernet S/C SIM 
CPU

VME Bus S/C SIM 
Slot 

Controller

Disk
hexload.c
EPA  1 .ada, E PA  1 .xtof, E PA  1 .hex 
E PA 2.ada, E PA 2.xtof, E PA 2.hex

Data Bus Interface 
(DBI)

IC

Digital
Oscilloscope

MA31750
(4MHz)

output FIFO 

WR

RAM

EOBB
DPP

Figure 6.16 Event Processor Algorithm test set-up with the EOBB DPP. 
The hexload.c and EPA.ada are developed and compiled on the Sun. 
Tartan Ada produces .hex files from .xtof files. The hexload.c runs on the 
S/C SIM CPU, which permits .hex files to be loaded onto the EOBB DPP 
from the Sun.
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The Event Processing Algorithms (BPAs) I and II were developed in Ada on the Sun and 

the Ada source codes, EPA Lada and EPA2.ada, were compiled with the Tartan Ada 

compiler to produce debuggable-executable files, EPAl.xtof and EPA2.xtof. However, 

only hexadecimal files can run on the EOBB DPP, so Tartan Ada was used to convert the 

.xtof files to Motorola S-record formatted hex files (UniLab Reference

Guide, 1992) which then could be loaded onto the EOBB DPP.

An hexadecimal file can be loaded onto the EOBB DPP by a C-program called ‘hex-

loader’, written by the author, which runs on the S/C SIM CPU. The hex-loader, pre- 

loaded onto the S/C SIM CPU from the Sun, finally enables a Motorola S-record 

formatted EPA.hex to be loaded onto the EOBB DPP. The whole test system is now set

up, and the EPAs can be tested for their speed performances.

The speed of an algorithm was measured by probing the WRITE (WR) pin of the DPP

output FIFO using a digital oscilloscope (see Figure 6.16). Dummy data were written 

onto the output FIFO, once at the start and twice at the end of the algorithm run to pin

point when the run started and ended. Since the WR of the FIFO goes LOW when data 

are written onto it, the oscilloscope would display pulses as shown in Figure 6.17. 

Measuring t gives the time the algorithm takes to process a given event set. A digital 

oscilloscope was used to get an accurate measurement of t.

start of an end of an
algorithm algorithm

WR pulse

Figure 6.17 Oscilloscope display in measuring the speed of the EPAs. 
Measuring t gives the time an algorithm takes to process a given event set.
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6.6 CONCEPT OF HANDLING COSMIC RAY EVENTS

As mentioned in Section 6.2.3, cosmic rays striking a CCD can leave very long trails 

affecting several pixels across the CCD. They can even affect the whole CCD, in the 

worst case, when they have very high energy and travel at low angles to the CCD face.

Although both EPA I and EPA II are capable of detecting and processing cosmic rays, 

these can make the algorithms very inefficient: even if cosmic ray events are rejected 

eventually by the upper thresholding, the split events caused by cosmic rays must be 

detected first before the upper threshold can be applied (refer to Section 6.3). In case of 

EPA II, cosmic rays can even cause the algorithm to hang as a lot of memory space may 

be required to process them.

As both EPAs may take most of their processing time just to process long trails of cosmic 

ray events instead of real X-ray events, there needs to be a mechanism in the EPAs to 

cease processing cosmic rays when appropriate. Although this has not yet been 

implemented in the EPAs, two possible solutions are suggested in this section for future 

implementation.

The easiest solution would be to throw away the whole CCD frame affected by cosmic 

rays: events may be considered to be caused by cosmic rays when the number of pixels 

processed in an event exceeds, say, 10. This solution may be the most effective, or even 

the only solution when the rate of CCD frames being affected by cosmic rays becomes 

high. This is because as the rate of cosmic rays goes higher, pixels that are part of a 

genuine X-ray event are more likely to be affected by cosmic rays as well, and even if 

those unaffected pixels of the X-ray event do get detected and reconstructed, the result 

would not reflect the true energy of the incoming X-ray.

There is another way of handling cosmic rays, and possible steps to carry this out are as 

follows:

1. When the number of pixels processed in an event reaches 10, stop the process and store 

the X and Y coordinates of the 10th pixel. If the 10 pixels are just removed without
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Storing the coordinates of the 10th pixel, any pixel that is left in the cosmic ray event 

may be misinterpreted as a genuine X-ray event. Therefore, if a pixel is later found to 

be adjacent to the 10th pixel, one knows the pixel also belongs to the cosmic ray event.

2. Set the ‘o’ flag for all 10 pixels. This is to allow the memory spaces of the 10 pixels to 

be used by new incoming events.

3. Move on to another event and start processing. The coordinates of the pixels in the 

new event must be compared with the stored coordinates of the 10th pixel from the 

cosmic ray event to check whether or not the pixels in the new event are part of the 

cosmic ray event (adjacent to the 10th pixel).

4. When the 10th pixel is reached and becomes a seed pixel, look for any pixel that is part 

of the cosmic ray event and set the ‘o’ flag for those adjacent pixels.

5. If the number of adjacent pixels again reach 10, store the coordinates of the last pixel 

(20th) and repeat from step 3.

In case where two trails of cosmic ray events are connected together as in Figure 6.18, the 

suggested mechanism will fail (further investigation into how to solve this problem is 

needed): storing the coordinates of the 10th pixel in Figure 6.18 as suggested will result in 

pixels A and B being separated from the rest of the cosmic ray events, and being 

misinterpreted as genuine X-ray events. Only pixels C will be found later to be part of the 

cosmic ray event.

There is, however, a way around this problem with EPA I although it may decrease the 

processing speed: when there are more than one adjacent pixel to the current pixel (pixel 7 

in this case) which is being searched around, the coordinates of all of the adjacent pixels 

(pixels 8, 9 and 10) are stored. This will find pixels A, B and C.
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A B
A B

10

Figure 6.18 Example of a case of algorithm failure. The numbers denote 
the order in which pixels are found to be part of cosmic ray events.

6.7 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The results of the experiments carried out to measure the speed of the EPAs for the event 

patterns shown in Figures 6.19 - 6.23 are listed in Table 6.1. The patterns correspond to 

different fractions of split events and different numbers of unrelated pixels encountered 

while searching around an event: Figure 6.19 has 50% of split events, Figure 6.20 has 

17%, Figure 6.21 has 0%; Figures 6.22 and 6.23 contain particularly complex patterns 

such as we can expect from cosmic rays traveling at low angles to the CCD face (patterns 

in Figure 6.22) and for CCDs following severe radiation damage or degradation (patterns 

in Figure 6.23). The event patterns in Figures 6.22 and 6.23 reflect extreme cases and 

have been chosen to verify the performance of the algorithms to the fullest extent, as is the 

case for the pattern in Figure 6.3; they show the advantages of EPA I and II over the 

pattern recognition techniques used in EPIC and ASCA in that even abnormal patterns of 

events do not cause the algorithms to fail as long as memory space is available. This is in 

addition to the fact that EPA I and II require less processing power and memory.
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(a) (b) (c)

Figure 6.19 Patterns where 50 % of events are split ( 1 x 1  on-chip 
binning), (a) EPAs encounter no pixel while processing an event, (b) 
EPAs encounter one pixel while processing an event, (c) EPAs encounter 
two other pixels while processing an event.

tsm
(a) (b) (c)

Figure 6.20 Patterns where about 17 % of events are split ( 3 x 3  on-chip 
binning), (a) EPAs encounter no pixel while processing an event, (b) 
EPAs encounter one pixel while processing an event, (c) EPAs encounter 
two other pixels while processing an event.
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(a) (b)

m
(C)

Figure 6.21 Single events, (a) EPAs encounter no pixel while processing 
an event, (b) EPAs encounter one pixel while processing an event, (c) 
EPAs encounter two other pixels while processing an event.
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 6.22 Cosmic ray events, (a) Single cosmic ray trail, (b) Two 
cosmic ray trails crossing each other, (c) Cosmic ray event with some 
genuine X-ray events, (d) Cosmic ray event with other various event 
patterns.
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(a) (b)

(c)

Figure 6.23 Other event patterns.
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Event Patterns EPA I (pixels / second) EPA II (pixels / second)

Figure 6.19 (a) 4096 4787

Figure 6.19 (b) 3070 3750

Figure 6.19 (c) 2926 3589

Figure 6.20 (a) 5305 6604

Figure 6.20 (b) 4059 4986

Figure 6.20 (c) 3139 3772

Figure 6.21 (a) 6897 9221

Figure 6.21 (b) 5071 5921

Figure 6.21 (c) 4242 4663

Figure 6.22 (a) 1852 2885

Figure 6.22 (b) 1104 2170

Figure 6.22 (c) 1675 2979

Figure 6.22 (c) 1441 2393

Figure 6.23 (a) 1871 2687

Figure 6.23 (b) 1509 2220

Figure 6.23 (c) 2756 3526

Table 6.1 Number of pixels EPA I and II can process per second for the 
event patterns in Figures 6.19 - 6.23 for a MA31750 processor running at 
4 MHz. The figures include time taken to reconstruct the events as well.
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As seen in Table 6.1, EPA II executes faster than EPA I by up to a factor of two, and the 

difference between their speeds is largest in the case where there are long cosmic ray trails 

in the CCD image (patterns in Figure 6.22). This is explained by the fact that EPA I 

consumes time to locate the next un-searched pixel. The search around a pixel must be 

completed before the next search begins around an adjacent pixel; every time a search 

around a pixel is completed, the algorithm has to scan through the buffer from the seed 

pixel and check each pixel until there is an un-searched pixel in order to find out where the 

next search is to take place. However, with EPA II, whenever there is any adjacent pixel, 

the search immediately begins around that pixel without completing the search around the 

current pixel. Also, since the ‘SEARCH’ subroutine is recursive, the algorithm 

automatically returns to where it left off. It does not need any extra ‘effort’ to locate the 

next pixel to begin searching.

As seen in Table 6.1, both algorithms, EPA I and EPA II, execute faster when the fraction 

of split events is lower: the EPAs are fastest in processing single events (Figure 6.21). 

They take more time when 17 % of the events are split (Figure 6.20) and even longer 

when 50 % are split (Figure 6.19). Also, as events get closer together (the EPAs 

encounter more unrelated pixels while processing an event, see Figures 6.19 - 6.21), the 

EPAs take longer to process them. However, due to the pile-up constraint (refer to 

Section 6.2.1), i.e. only one per 100 pixels per accumulation is expected to be hit by a 

photon, events are expected to be far apart, which will then speed up the event processing.

EPA II runs faster than EPA I, but requires more memory. Although the size of the 

source code for EPA II is only 2.8 Kbytes compared to 3.3 Kbytes for EPA I, EPA II 

takes more run-time memory depending on the number of adjacent pixels in an event. As 

EPA II is recursive, all the variables, registers, program counters, etc. are stored in a stack 

for each new call of the SEARCH subroutine. However, the larger memory requirement 

for EPA II, in general, is not expected to be serious, because 50% of events or less are 

predicted to be split and split events are more likely to consist of only two adjacent pixels. 

In the case where there is an exceedingly long cosmic ray trail, EPA II may become 

inefficient in terms of both speed and required memory size. However, imposing a limit to
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the number of calls to the ‘SEARCH’ subroutine can improve the performance, as 

discussed in Section 6.6.

Table 6.1 also shows that, for a MA31750 processor running at 4 MHz, EPA I and EPA 

II can both handle an input data rate to the Event Processor module larger than the 

maximum expected of 568 pixels / second (Branduardi-Raymont, 1996a; Aarts et a l ,  

1993). Even in the case of flat illumination of the whole image section of a CCD, where 

the maximum input data rate is expected to be 1966 pixels / second (Branduardi-Raymont, 

1996a), a processor mnning at 8 MHz, as for the FM DPP, will have enough processing 

power for both of the algorithms to handle all the patterns in Figures 6.19 - 6.23. In fact, 

EPA II requires about 45 % of the full processor capacity in the worst case [1966 / 2170 / 

2 = 0.45; the factor of 2 takes into account the fact that the processor will run at 8 MHz; 

2170 refers to Figure 6.22 (b)], while EPA I requires about 89 % (1966 / 1103 / 2). Since 

only 19 % of the total processing power is needed for the hot pixel processing (Rees, 

1995) and only about 4 - 1 0 %  [(568 / 6897 / 2) - (568 / 2926 / 2)] and 3 - 8 % [(568 / 

9221 / 2) - (568 / 3589 / 2)] for EPA I and EPA II, respectively, in the normal situation 

(maximum input rate of 568 pixels / second) depending on the event patterns and 

populations (Figures 6.19 - 6.21), there will be enough processing power for both the hot 

pixel and event processings to be done on a single processor DPP, also allowing a 

considerable margin. The RGS is expected to operate in Spectroscopy mode (Section 

5.3.2) for 90 % of the time: the baseline configuration for this mode is to use 3 x 3  on- 

chip binning, so a 50 % split event rate will automatically be reduced to 17 %; this means 

that only 4 - 7 %  [(568 /  6897 / 2) - (568 / 4242 / 2)] and 3 - 6 % [(568 / 9221 / 2 ) -  (568 

/ 4663 / 2)] of the processing power will be required for EPA I and EPA II, respectively, 

for 90 % of the RGS operation time. This confirms that it is appropriate to use a single 

processor DPP, as depicted in Figure 5.10, since a total processing power (for both hot 

pixel and event processing) of not more than 26 % (19 + 7) is required for most of the 

time.

The Engineering Model (EM) DPP, running at 8 MHz, has actually been designed and 

built with a single processor in it as a direct consequence of the study carried out for this 

thesis. The FM DPP is currently under construction on the same design.
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Conclusions

“And we know that in all things God works fo r  the 
good o f  those who love him who have been called 
according to his purpose.

Romans 8:28

Therefore, I  urge you, brothers, in view o f  God’s 
mercy, to offer your bodies as living sacrifices, holy 
and pleasing to God - this is your spiritual act o f  
worship.

Do not conform any longer to the pattern o f  this 
world, but be transformed by the renewing o f  your 
mind. Then you will be able to test and approve what 
G od’s will is - his good, pleasing and perfect will.

Love must be sincere. Hate what is evil; cling to 
what is good.

Be devoted to one another in brotherly love. 
Honor one another above yourselves.

Never be lacking in zeal, but keep your spiritual 
fervor, serving the Lord.

Be joyfu l in hope, patient in affliction, faith fu l in 
prayer.

Do not be overcome by evil, but overcome evil with 
good. ’’

Romans 12:1, 2, 9-12 , 21

This chapter provides a broad summary of the essential conclusions drawn from the earlier 

sections of this thesis (refer to Sections 3.6, 4.9 and 6.7).

A comprehensive Science Data Display Adapter (SDDA) - composed of a PC, software 

and interface digital hardware - was developed and usefully used in evaluating the 

performance of the SOHO-CDS-GIS detectors in the absence of the CDHS and the 

EGSE. All the functionality and performance targets, discussed in Section 3.3.2, were 

achieved. These functions offered highly significant display and operation flexibility 

during the development and the environmental tests of the GIS detectors. For the future.

203
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an improvement, leading to more precise measurements of count rates by introducing a 

simple software modification to ‘guarantee’ reading in data only once, was presented.

A user-controlled detector simulator (DetSim) was developed and effectively used in 

carrying out full range tests of the GIS Processing Electronics in the absence of real GIS 

detectors: such detectors often only become available relatively late in a space project, and 

then are frequently required elsewhere for extended periods for other test and calibration 

purposes. The DetSim is composed of a flexible PC-based windows, menu driven system 

with both digital and analogue electronics to provide the required modelling precision and 

simulation rates. By providing broad range of characteristics of output events of realistic 

shapes which cannot be modelled by normal pulse generators, the DetSim provided the 

ability to perform a wide variety of tests, over an extensive range of parameters including 

extreme conditions, necessary to ensure correct operation of the instrument in space. 

Although the DetSim was originally intended to have four independent detector simulator 

modules, each representing a real detector, only two modules have been built and tested. 

The two module DetSim was the minimum requirement to test the crosstalk between the 

real detectors. The DetSim is also the only means of simulating post launch problems, and 

in fact has already been successfully used in that capacity. The simulator can be relatively 

easily adapted to simulate other three channel detector systems, and has already been used 

as a system verification tool for the wedge and strip anode-based FONEMA instrument 

on-board the Mars96 spacecraft.

Future work on more close modelling of MCP effects (such as modulation, convolution, 

charge size and distribution, as discussed in Section 4.3) and on extension of the DetSim 

to incorporate support for different types of anodes (such as SPAN and WSA) by simple 

menu selection, could improve the performance of the DetSim and even possibly open up 

commercial opportunities.

Two alternative CCD Event Processing Algorithms (EPA I and II) were developed to 

reduce the data rate that needs to fit in the telemetry bandwidth of the XMM-RGS and to 

assess the suitability of the associated on-board processing electronics subsystem. On

board implementation of such algorithms has not previously been flown in space.
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Advantages and disadvantages of the two algorithms were discussed: EPA II is a faster 

algorithm, but uses more memory because of its stack requirements; and EPA I would 

require either increasing the processor speed, complicating the hardware design, or having 

two processors, one each for the hot pixel and the event processing, increasing power and 

mass as well as development costs. With EPA II, a single-processor DPP for both hot 

pixel and event processing is feasible as less than 26 % of the total processing power will 

be used for most of the time and about 64% in worst cases. The Engineering Model (EM) 

DPP, running at 8 MHz, has actually been designed and built with a single processor in it 

as a direct consequence of the study carried out for this thesis. The Flight Model (FM) 

DPP is currently under construction on the same design. EPA II is being reviewed for 

possible incorporation in the RGS for flight.

For the future, mechanisms to apply an upper threshold to reject high energy events such 

as those caused by cosmic rays and to provide statistical information about the raw data 

stream that cannot be deduced at a later stage need to be implemented in the algorithms. 

Useful contributions could possibly arise from further studies on ways of handling cosmic 

ray events. Two possible ways, though incomplete, have been suggested.
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